Save 10% of the program Clear Your Clutter and Create Space for Your Life with coupon
code createspace
As an additional thank you for signing up for emails with A Less Cluttered Life, you can also
save 10% on Clear Your Clutter and Create Space for Your Life. This 75-page, self-directed
workbook takes you through six essential steps that transform your decluttering efforts
from tossing some stuff in bags and holding onto other thing 'just in case' to clearing a path
through the things you know you don't need so you have more time and energy to focus on
the people, things, and experiences most important to you.
Step One: Envision What You Want from Your Life
Step Two: Envision What You Want from Your Home
Step Three: Plan Your Time
Step Four: Declutter Personal Belongings and Items within Your Control
Step Five: Declutter Common Living and Storage Space with Others in Your Home
Step Six: Declutter Sentimental Items, Heirlooms, and Photographs
If you are frustrated with your previous decluttering efforts and feel overwhelmed sorting
through years-worth of belongings, Clear Your Clutter and Create Space for Your Life will
help you gain the clarity you need.
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Getting Started with
A Year of Decluttering
What is A Year of Decluttering?
A Year of Decluttering was a free ‘live’ program I offered through my website,
www.ALessClutteredLife.com, during 2018. Each day, I sent an email with a prompt for an item
that participants could declutter on that day.
Now that the program is over, you get the entire year in this pdf book. You can use this in a few
ways:
 Follow along, day-by-day, just as the program is listed here (I’ve also included a checklist
that you can print out)
 Shake things up and work by themes or rooms (I provide a checklist to help you stay on
track)
 Do 2, 4, or 10 tasks each day and work through the ‘year’ in months.
Will you declutter your entire home in a year? I don’t know. It’s certainly possible. You need to
consider factors such as how much stuff you have, how attached you are to this stuff, and how easy
it is to move around your home. If you have the same item stored in multiple locations throughout
your home, you may not find everything; or, you may run out of time to get to everything. You can
always return to a task you can’t complete when you encounter a day that doesn’t apply to you.
I think this program is perfect for individuals who say they don’t have the time to get involved in a
big decluttering project but still want to get control of their clutter. With A Year of Decluttering, you
focus on a very specific item that you’ll declutter in 15-minutes. In the beginning, you may become
frustrated that you aren’t seeing results fast enough. That’s understandable.
However, by doing a little bit of decluttering every day, you won’t have to disrupt your life by
blocking off a long weekend to declutter a room or storage space. Even if you ‘only’ declutter for 15
minutes a day, that will add up to nearly one hundred hours by the end of the year – and you won’t
feel as if you’ve worked that much time.
What this program involves
 Each task should take 10-15 minutes (and some of that time involves walking to the item’s
location and then walking to your trash/recycling/donation bin.
 You’ll get rid of more than 365 items over the course of the year because some tasks may
involve multiple items (mugs, socks, tee shirts, just to give you a few examples).
 Remember, just because a day’s task is ‘pans’ that doesn’t mean you are getting rid of every
pan in your house. Keep what you use often enough to justify giving the item space in your
home.
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Every so often, you’ll get a link to an article with additional insights about decluttering. You
can read these posts or not.

What A Year of Decluttering isn’t …
You won’t find a strict “Theme of the Month.” So, January isn’t closet month and July won’t be yard
and garden month. Why? If too many days go by with the theme not applying to you, you’ll lose
momentum. So, we won’t spend a week decluttering your makeup bag. Also, moving around to
different locations in your home, keeps your view fresh.
However, if you want to work by theme or room, you can as the entire program is now here in this
pdf, unlike when the program was live in 2018.
A Year of Decluttering isn’t a comprehensive plan for tackling everything in your home. You’ll get rid
of a lot of stuff and that will help you develop the habit of questioning the items you allow into your
home.
This isn’t a personalized plan. Some things will apply to you; others, not so much. After doing one
15-minute task you will not be saying, “Heck, look at what a difference I made to my entire home by
getting rid of those dried up pens!” Chances are, you don’t say, “heck.”

How to Find the Time to Declutter







Go to bed 15 minutes earlier and wake up 15 minutes earlier to do the task first thing in the
morning (without losing any sleep).
Sneak it into your day’s other tasks.
Spend 15 or so fewer minutes on social media.
Save time you would have spent shopping or browsing online. If you get rid of three items
but then buy five new things, you really aren’t getting rid of stuff.
Do the task right before dinner, before you start to relax.
Go immediately from cleaning up after dinner to decluttering to add the task “Invisibly” to
your routine.

The most important thing you can do to insure your success? Set a regular time on your schedule to
work on the task (say, 7:00 p.m. to 7:15 p.m.) so there is no question about when you’ll do it.
Otherwise, wondering when you’ll do a task can too easily become if you do the task.

Will 15-Minutes Really Make a Difference?
Fifteen minutes is better than zero minutes, which may be what you are currently clocking in each
day. Doing a little bit of decluttering everyday will add up.
And, there may be days that you get caught up in a task and spend an extra five minutes going
through gym tee shirts and you empty half a drawer – which is so worth a fraction of your day. Don’t
think that you should add time to each day’s task or do a little extra because overdoing something
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can kill your momentum. (Like your plan to start going to the gym six days a week, how’s that
working for you? Yeah, me either.)
Those ten-to-fifteen minutes are meant to be an insignificant amount of time. You worked late? Had
a dentist appointment? Forgot you need to do laundry? You have a lot of things on your mind.
Decluttering shouldn’t stress you out – remember, you don’t have to declutter … unless your home
is a health hazard.

What If I Miss a Day?
No problem. Life happens. Skip over that day’s task or save it for a day when you have more time or
when another day’s task doesn’t apply to you. However, if this was just an average crazy-busy day,
(you weren’t trapped in the doctor’s office for three hours, you weren’t in a car accident, you didn’t
end up in the hospital), then do a little something so you don’t lose momentum.
If you must miss a day, substitute in a minimized task. Toss that magnet on your refrigerator with
the vet’s phone number when you know the number is in your phone. Open your junk drawer and
toss one item at random. This takes 30-no-excuse-seconds. Think, “this is my decluttering task for
the day.”

Can I Do More Decluttering?
Of course! You may decide to spend two-hours every Sunday afternoon decluttering your basement
or garage. Maybe you spend a weekend on a closet makeover. A Year of Decluttering is meant to get
you started or help your current and future efforts.

What If I’m on Vacation or on a Business Trip for a Week?
Start up the day you return home. Don’t feel that you must play catch-up.

Can I Save Up the Week’s Tasks for One Day?
I suppose you could save up the tasks for Saturday morning. But how successful are you at blocking
out a two-hour chunk of time? If something comes up, you haven’t just missed one day, but an
entire week. If you wait until the following Saturday, you’ve created a 14-day hole in your
decluttering habit.

What Do I Do with the Stuff I’m Decluttering?
If an item is a strange color (or smell), worn out, stained, damaged, or otherwise icky, toss it in the
trash (or recycling bin, if appropriate).
Stuff that’s in good condition, but you really don’t need, can get donated to a charity or sold or
given to someone who wants the item.
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Decide where you’ll donate items or how you’ll sell them, right now, so there’s no question about
where that box of items is going or when you’ll have a yard sale.
Without a deadline to donate or sell items, tomorrow will never get here, and it will be December
31, 2018, and you’ll be in the same place you are right now only you will have moved some of your
clutter around.
If you want to have a yard sale at some point, set up boxes in your basement or garage that you can
easily access. When you decide you want to sell something, take it to these boxes. If you want to
develop some order, have a kitchen box, a clothing box, etc. Please don’t make a pile in your closet
or in the corner of the room. You want to move the item clearly from the “clutter” category to the
“yard sale” category.
If you want to sell items online, do it the day you decide you want to sell the item or make this your
weekend task. Try to avoid having more than ten items piled up because it will be harder to
motivate yourself to sit down and handle this task. Also, set a time limit to sell something … if the
item hasn’t sold in two weeks or a month, whether you’ve posted it for sale or not, out it goes.
If you want to donate an item, have a box (this one could be in the corner of a room, or a closet, or
even in the trunk of your car) to put the item in. Don’t worry about sorting items. If it could be
damaged, wrap some newspaper or paper towel around the item. When the box is filled (not
overfilled), take it to the thrift store you’ve already identified.
You could bring in extra pens to work or send them to school with your kid, so they can give them to
their teacher. Books and current magazines can be left in the break room at work (maybe with a
“free” note attached). Don’t just dump stuff, be thoughtful.

*BONUS*
What Other Actions Will Help Me Get Decluttered?
One – Do It Now
If any task can be completed in one-minute (or, two-minutes, your choice), then do it when you
notice it needs to be done. Wipe that smudge of butter off the counter now. Toss the junk mail as
you walk in the door.
Two – Plan a 10-Minute Tidy-Up Every Day
Every day, aside from the task of the day, get in the habit of a 10-minute tidy-up. By that, I mean
that you walk around your home looking for items that are out of place and move the items you’ve
touched that day to their appropriate place.
For example, put your dirty coffee mug in the dishwasher or sink. Toss or file the mail. Put the day’s
newspapers in the recycling bin. Don’t spend more than 10-minutes on this task. This isn’t meant to
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be cleaning or organizing. If your home is disorganized, this action will feel like a drop in the ocean.
You are forming a habit. Get everyone over the age of three who lives in your home to do this. Set a
timer. Blast some music. Try to do this at the same time every evening.
Three – Don’t Bring Home More Stuff Than You’re Decluttering
 Use up what you have
 Don’t buy anything
 Follow the one in/one out rule.
If you have bottles of shampoo, unread books, craft supplies you haven’t even pulled from their
package, focus on using this stuff. Which means – don’t buy anything. The sole is peeling off your
sneakers and you don’t have another pair in your closet? Buy a pair of sneakers. If your sneakers are
in great condition and you see a pair of aquamarine-color sneakers on sale? Don’t buy them. Think
about all the money you will really save!
If you do buy something (and I’m not talking about food or grooming products or other things that
will get used up), get rid of a similar item. This is not your task for the day. This is a habit to develop
for the rest of your life. Bought a new book? Get rid of an old one. One in/one out means that new
items create a zero-impact on your belongings.

Good luck with your Year of Decluttering!

Susan
Susan Caplan McCarthy of www.ALessClutteredLife.com
Subscribe to emails
Facebook
Pinterest
Instagram
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Daily Tasks Day-by-Day



































Day 1: Pens
Day 2: Apps You Don’t Use
Day 3: Mugs
Day 4: Baking Pans and Supplies
Day 5: Take-out Condiment Packets
Day 6: Overstock of Plastic Shopping
Bags
Day 7: Magazines More than Three
Months Old
Day 8: CDs You No Longer Listen To
Day 9: The 15-Minute Car Declutter
Day 10: Expired Condiments and Food
Stored on the Refrigerator Door
Day 11: Freebie Tee Shirts
Day 12: VHS Tapes and VHS Recorder
Day 13: Old Utility Bills
Day 14: Horrible-looking or Excessive
Decorative Pillows
Day 15: Shoes that Don’t Fit
Day 16: Old Calendars
Day 17: The Refrigerator
Day 18: Inside Your Wallet
Day 19: Lip Balm, Lip Gloss, and
Lipstick
Day 20: Old Camera and Accessories
Day 21: Books You’ve Never Read
Day 22: Old Items in the Freezer
Day 23: Greeting Cards You’ve
Received
Day 24: Socks
Day 25: Old Appointment Cards
Day 26: Instruction Manuals
Day 27: Gifts You Don’t Want
Day 28: Broken Scale
Day 29: Loyalty Cards
Day 30: Expired Medications
Day 31: Old To-Do Lists
Day 32: Framed Photographs
Day 33: Old Vitamins and
Supplements
Day 34: Sewing Kit
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Day 35: Expired Herbs and Spices
Day 36: Photos You’ve Saved
Day 37: Pencils/Colored Pencils
Day 38: Mystery Cords and Cables
Day 39: Plastic Food Storage
Containers
Day 40: Dish towels
Day 41: Duplicate Kitchen Utensils
Day 42: DVDs
Day 43: Tarnished Costume Jewelry
Day 44: Saggy Underpants
Day 45: Foods You Don’t Like
Day 46: Perfume, Cologne, Aftershave
Day 47: Cassette Tapes
Day 48: Manicure Tools
Day 49: Old Newspapers
Day 50: Gift Cards
Day 51: Dead Plants
Day 52: Paper Clips
Day 53: Sad Bras
Day 54: Expired Coupons
Day 55: Takeout Menus
Day 56: Excess Glassware
Day 57: Pet Toys
Day 58: Expired Food
Day 59: Markers/Highlighters
Day 60: Packaging from Items You
Can’t Return
Day 61: Rings
Day 62: Excess Cleaning Supplies
Day 63: ‘As Seen on TV’ Items that
Don’t Work
Day 64: Phone Books
Day 65: Old Sponges
Day 66: The Freezer
Day 67: Phone Chargers
Day 68: Costume Jewelry You Don’t
Wear
Day 69: A Piece of Furniture
Day 70: Clocks

 Day 71: Save the Date
Announcements
 Day 72: A Knickknack You Don’t Like
 Day 73: Remote Controls
 Day 74: Worn-out Bathmat
 Day 75: Bracelets
 Day 76: Pinterest Pins You’ll Never Try
 Day 77: Random Nails and Screws
 Day 78: Old Towels
 Day 79: Something that Makes You
Feel Sad
 Day 80: Excess Plates
 Day 81: Wedding Favors
 Day 82: Broken or Excess Umbrellas
 Day 83: Jeans
 Day 84: Duplicate Tools
 Day 85: Frayed Paint Brushes
 Day 86: Extension Cords and Power
Strips
 Day 87: Excessive Cleaning Cloths,
Wipes, Paper Towels
 Day 88: Pushpins
 Day 89: Excess Flatware
 Day 90: Old Eyeglasses
 Day 91: An Outfit You Don’t Wear
 Day 92: Purses You Don’t or Can’t Use
 Day 93: Old Toothbrushes
 Day 94: The Fancy Soap You Never
Use
 Day 95: Necklaces You Don’t or Can’t
Wear
 Day 96: Candy and Gum
 Day 97: A Kitchen Gadget that You
Don’t Use
 Day 98: Old or Extra Sheets
 Day 99: Useless Smartphone or
Cellphone Accessories
 Day 100: Old and Unused Eye Makeup
 Day 101: Frayed and Stained
Washcloths
 Day 102: Clothing with Attached Price
Tags
 Day 103: Old Hair Accessories
 Day 104: Blankets You Don’t Use
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Day 105: Cookbooks You Don’t Use
Day 106: Plastic Cards
Day 107: Broken Lamps
Day 108: Touristy Knickknacks
Day 109: Spare Buttons
Day 110: A Just in Case Item
Day 111: Stained Clothing
Day 112: Articles You’ve Printed from
the Internet or Pulled from Magazines
Day 113: Clothes Hangers
Day 114: Promotional Swag
Day 115: Extra Scarves and Ties
Day 116: Old Grooming Products
Day 117: Ratty Makeup Brushes
Day 118: Broken or Rusted Tools
Day 119: Cans of Paint for Colors You
No Longer Have in Your Home
Day 120: Something You Dislike
Day 121: Plastic Take-out Flatware
Day 122: Stretched-out and Stained
Tee Shirts
Day 123: Excess Hair Products
Day 124: Loofah or Mesh Sponge
Day 125: A Piece of Exercise
Equipment that You Don’t Use
Day 126: Garden Tools in Poor
Condition
Day 127: Unused Outdoor Play
Equipment
Day 128: Earrings
Day 129: Canvas Bags and Shopping
Totes
Day 130: Artwork You Don’t Like
Day 131: Shorts
Day 132: Saved TV Shows
Day 133: Something Meaningless
Day 134: Broken Lawn, Patio or Beach
Chairs
Day 135: No Longer Used Sports
Equipment
Day 136: Ratty Flip-flops
Day 137: Worn-out Wallets
Day 138: Expired Sunscreen
Day 139: Baby Items

 Day 140: Stretched-out Swimwear
 Day 141: Baskets
 Day 142: Broken and Scratched
Sunglasses
 Day 143: Coloring Books
 Day 144: Something You Don’t Like
 Day 145: A Just-in-Case Item
 Day 146: Something Broken
 Day 147: Something from the
Basement or Garage
 Day 148: An Old Broom or Mop
 Day 149: Air Mattress and Sleeping
Bags
 Day 150: Scissors
 Day 151: Loose Change
 Day 152: Gather Photo Albums and
Boxes of Photos
 Day 153: Half-Finished Craft Projects
 Day 154: Damaged Garden
Ornaments
 Day 155: Something You Need to
Return to Someone
 Day 156: Stationery
 Day 157: Worn-out Sneakers
 Day 158: Bookmarked Webpages
 Day 159: Music You Don’t Listen To
 Day 160: Clothing You No Longer
Wear
 Day 161: Extra Vases
 Day 162: Blogs and Newsletters
 Day 163: Half-Empty Boxes of Cereal
 Day 164: Old Textbooks
 Day 165: Refrigerator Magnets
 Day 166: Business Cards
 Day 167: Kids’ Artwork
 Day 168: Empty Boxes
 Day 169: Pots from Garden Plants
 Day 170: Lanyards
 Day 171: Hanging File Folders
 Day 172: Unnecessary File Folders
 Day 173: Old Potting Soil
 Day 174: Materials for Former
Interests and Hobbies
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 Day 175: Releasing an Old Hobby or
Interest
 Day 176: A Broken Vacuum
 Day 177: Catch-all Bowls and Baskets
 Day 178: Duplicate Exercise
Equipment
 Day 179: Phone Contacts You Don’t
Call
 Day 180: Staples and Staplers
 Day 181: DIY Supplies You Haven’t
Used
 Day 182: Luggage
 Day 183: Water Bottles
 Day 184: Laundry Baskets and
Hampers
 Day 185: Something that Annoys You
 Day 187: Show Programs
 Day 188: Broken Lawn Mowers
 Day 189: Outdated Technology
 Day 190: Toss One Thing from Your
Bathroom
 Day 191: Digital Books
 Day 192: Leftover Seasonal and PartyThemed Plates and Napkins
 Day 193: Politely Refuse and
Invitation
 Day 194: Something from the Attic
 Day 195: Something from the Attic, Pt
2
 Day 196: Contents of
Purse/Backpack/Briefcase
 Day 197: Baseball Caps
 Day 198: Medicine Chest
 Day 199: Something that Annoys You
 Day 200: Deflated Sport and Play Balls
 Day 201: Eliminate Something from
Your To-Do List
 Day 202: Something from the Car’s
Trunk
 Day 203: Stuff for the Yard Sale You
Aren’t Holding
 Day 204: Eliminate One Thing from
the Hall Closet

 Day 205: Take Something Off Your
Bedside Table
 Day 206: Eliminate One Thing from
Your Pantry
 Day 207: Photos
 Day 208: Something from the Glove
Compartment
 Day 209: Something on Your Calendar
 Day 210: List 5-10 Things You Want to
Spend Less Money On
 Day 211: Email Inbox
 Day 212: Smartphone Apps and
Folders
 Day 213: List 10 Thoughts Swirling
through Your Mind
 Day 214: Games with Missing Pieces
 Day 215: An Obligation
 Day 216: Go Back to a Task
 Day 217: Items on a Wish List
 Day 218: Talk to Friends about Gift
Giving
 Day 219: Talk to Family about Holiday
Gifts
 Day 220: Something from Under the
Kitchen Sink
 Day 221: Orphaned Items
 Day 222: Thank Someone
 Day 223: Go Back to a Task
 Day 224: A Regret
 Day 225: Notebooks and Pads of
Paper
 Day 226: Photos
 Day 227: Something Someone Left
Behind
 Day 228: A Gift You Don’t Want
 Day 229: Old Computers
 Day 230: Lighters and Matches
 Day 231 Grill Tools
 Day 232: Old Appliances
 Day 233: A Complaint
 Day 234: Ticket Stubs
 Day 235: Post-It Notes
 Day 236: Summer Clothing You Never
Wore
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 Day 237: Pool Toys
 Day 238: The Need to Do Something
 Day 239: Old Lunchboxes and
Backpacks
 Day 240: Boxes and Rolls of Tissue
 Day 241: Broken Toys
 Day 242: Ice Cube Trays
 Day 243: Cancel a Subscription
 Day 244: Digital Files
 Day 245: Plan Meals Using Up the
Food You Have
 Day 246: Address Labels
 Day 247: Reference Books
 Day 248: Sweatshirts and Hoodies
 Day 249: Pots and Pans
 Day 250: Gifts from Exes
 Day 251: Memorabilia that Isn’t
Special
 Day 252: Worn Area Rugs
 Day 253: Picnic Basket
 Day 254: Nylons, Pantyhose, Tights
 Day 255: Makeup Bags You Don’t’ Use
 Day 256: Junk Mail
 Day 257: Memberships
 Day 258: School Papers
 Day 259: Outgrown Furniture
 Day 260: Hats You Don’t Wear
 Day 261: Awards and Trophies
 Day 262: Broken and Unused Kitchen
Utensils and Appliances
 Day 263: Bottles and Cans for Deposit
 Day 264: Fake Flowers
 Day 265: Books You’ll Never Read
Again
 Day 266: Gaming Consoles and
Games
 Day 267: Belts
 Day 268: Aprons
 Day 269: (Kids’) Art Supplies
 Day 270: Anything that Doesn’t Need
to Live in Your Car
 Day 271: Brochures
 Day 272: Accessories for Items You
No Longer Own

 Day 273: Notes from Personal and
Professional Development Classes,
Workshops, and Meetings
 Day 274: A Just-in-Case Item
 Day 275: Three-Ring Binders
 Day 276: Address Book
 Day 277: Under the Bed
 Day 278: A Task You’ve Been
Procrastinating
 Day 279: Something that Makes You
Feel Guilty
 Day 280: Old Journals and Diaries
 Day 281: Memorabilia You Don’t Look
 At
 Day 282: Discover What _____ Is
Worth
 Day 283: Clothing +/- Two Sizes
 Day 284: Air Fresheners
 Day 285: Vinyl Records
 Day 286: Anything that You’ve
Updated
 Day 288: Pages Saved on Facebook
 Day 289: Travel-Size Products
 Day 290: Boots
 Day 291: Magazine Subscriptions
 Day 292: Nail Polish
 Day 293: Sweaters
 Day 294: Toys the Kids Don’t Play
With
 Day 295: Directions You’ve Printed
from Online
 Day 296: Bread
 Day 297: Social Media Accounts You
Don’t Use
 Day 298: Afghans
 Day 299: An Electric Grooming Item
 Day 300: Sugar
 Day 301: Gather Your Important
Papers
 Day 302: Something that Belonged to
a Parent or Grandparent
 Day 303: Bottles and Jars
 Day 304: Costumes
 Day 305: Gloves and Mittens
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 Day 306: Emails from Stores
 Day 307: Towels
 Day 308: Broken Folding Chairs and
Tables
 Day 309: Stained Napkins, Placemats,
and Tablecloths
 Day 310: Potpourri
 Day 311: Candle Stubs
 Day 312: Wrapping Paper Scraps
 Day 313: Desire for Perfection
 Day 314: Winter Hats
 Day 315: Something in Your Bedroom
 Day 316: Extra Serving Bowls, Plates,
Utensils
 Day 317: Rolls of Masking Tape
 Day 318: Past Holiday Letters
 Day 319: Old Receipts
 Day 320: Just-in-Case Items
 Day 321: Trash/Recycling Barrels
 Day 322: Something Broken
 Day 323: Old Pet Cages and
Aquariums
 Day 324: Specialty Teas and Coffees
 Day 325: Dairy
 Day 326: The Ads for Black Friday
Sales
 Day 327: Shopping
 Day 328: Something from the Attic
 Day 329: Decorations You Don’t
Display
 Day 330: A Just-in-Case Item
 Day 331: Recipes You Meant to Try
 Day 332: A Knickknack You Don’t Like
 Day 333: Simplify Something
 Day 334: Leftover Recipe Ingredients
 Day 335: Transparent Tape
 Day 336: Tins from Tea, Cookies,
Popcorn
 Day 337: Coasters
 Day 338: Stuff on the Coffee Table
 Day 339: Caffeine
 Day 340: The Recycle Bin on the
Computer
 Day 341: Old Text Messages

 Day 342: Stuff Saved for Kids’ Crafts
 Day 343: Something from the
Basement
 Day 344: Something It’s Time to Get
Rid Of
 Day 345: Something You Don’t Know
Where It Belongs
 Day 346: That Really Odd Thing
 Day 347: Extra Coats
 Day 348: Freebies from Charities
 Day 349: Plastic Storage Bins
 Day 350: Organizing Tools that Didn’t
Do the Job
 Day 351: Mail Order Catalogs
 Day 352: Something on Your Walls
 Day 353: Email Trash Bin
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Day 354: Social Media
Day 355: Leftovers
Day 356: Fill A Bag of Trash
Day 357: Something from the Garage
Day 358: One Thing
Day 359: Give Yourself Five Minutes
Day 360: Excessive Duplicates
Day 361: Materials for Projects You
Didn’t Do This Year
Day 362: Make Plans to Use Gift Cards
Day 363: Outdoor Décor that Has
Seen Better Days
Day 364: Yankee Swap and Secret
Santa Gifts
Day 365: A Repeat Resolution

Daily Tasks Grouped by Theme
Actions
Simplify your life by doing (or not doing) these
tasks
 Day 155: Something You Need to
Return to Someone
 Day 193: Politely Refuse and
Invitation
 Day 365: A Repeat Resolution
 Day 201: Eliminate Something from
Your To-Do List
 Day 209: Something on Your Calendar
 Day 213: List 10 Thoughts Swirling
through Your Mind
 Day 215: An Obligation
 Day 222: Thank Someone
 Day 227: Something Someone Left
Behind
 Day 238: The Need to Do Something
 Day 243: Cancel a Subscription
 Day 257: Memberships
 Day 263: Bottles and Cans for Deposit
 Day 278: A Task You’ve Been
Procrastinating
 Day 282: Discover What _____ Is
Worth
 Day 354: Social Media
 Day 356: Fill A Bag of Trash
 Day 358: One Thing
 Day 359: Give Yourself Five Minutes
 Day 333: Simplify Something

Bathroom
 Day 74: Worn-out Bathmat
 Day 190: Toss One Thing from Your
Bathroom
 Day 198: Medicine Chest
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Bedroom
 Day 205: Take Something Off Your
Bedside Table
 Day 277: Under the Bed
 Day 315: Something in Your Bedroom

Books







Day 21: Books You’ve Never Read
Day 105: Cookbooks You Don’t Use
Day 164: Old Textbooks
Day 191: Digital Books
Day 247: Reference Books
Day 265: Books You’ll Never Read
Again

Car or Vehicle
 Day 9: The 15-Minute Car Declutter
 Day 202: Something from the Car’s
Trunk
 Day 208: Something from the Glove
Compartment
 Day 270: Anything that Doesn’t Need
to Live in Your Car

Cleaning Supplies









Day 40: Dish towels
Day 62: Excess Cleaning Supplies
Day 65: Old Sponges
Day 87: Excessive Cleaning Cloths,
Wipes, Paper Towels
Day 148: An Old Broom or Mop
Day 176: A Broken Vacuum
Day 240: Boxes and Rolls of Tissue
Day 284: Air Fresheners

Clothing

























Day 11: Freebie Tee Shirts
Day 24: Socks
Day 34: Sewing Kit
Day 44: Saggy Underpants
Day 53: Sad Bras
Day 83: Jeans
Day 91: An Outfit You Don’t Wear
Day 102: Clothing with Attached Price
Tags
Day 109: Spare Buttons
Day 111: Stained Clothing
Day 113: Clothes Hangers
Day 122: Stretched-out and Stained
Tee Shirts
Day 131: Shorts
Day 140: Stretched-out Swimwear
Day 160: Clothing You No Longer
Wear
Day 236: Summer Clothing You Never
Wore
Day 248: Sweatshirts and Hoodies
Day 254: Nylons, Pantyhose, Tights
Day 283: Clothing +/- Two Sizes
Day 293: Sweaters
Day 304: Costumes
Day 305: Gloves and Mittens
Day 314: Winter Hats
Day 347: Extra Coats
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Containers
 Day 303: Bottles and Jars
 Day 60: Packaging from Items You
Can’t Return
 Day 168: Empty Boxes
 Day 177: Catch-all Bowls and Baskets
 Day 182: Luggage
 Day 184: Laundry Baskets and
Hampers
 Day 303: Bottles and Jars
 Day 336: Tins from Tea, Cookies,
Popcorn
 Day 349: Plastic Storage Bins
 Day 350: Organizing Tools that Didn’t
Do the Job

Crafts and Hobbies
Day 20: Old Camera and Accessories
Day 34: Sewing Kit
Day 37: Pencils/Colored Pencils
Day 109: Spare Buttons
Day 143: Coloring Books
Day 150: Scissors
Day 153: Half-Finished Craft Projects
Day 174: Materials for Former
Interests and Hobbies
 Day 175: Releasing an Old Hobby or
Interest
 Day 269: (Kids’) Art Supplies
 Day 342: Stuff Saved for Kids’ Crafts









Décor and Decorative
Items
 Day 14: Horrible-looking or Excessive
Decorative Pillows
 Day 32: Framed Photographs
 Day 51: Dead Plants
 Day 70: Clocks
 Day 107: Broken Lamps
 Day 130: Artwork You Don’t Like
 Day 141: Baskets
 Day 161: Extra Vases
 Day 165: Refrigerator Magnets
 Day 252: Worn Area Rugs
 Day 264: Fake Flowers
 Day 298: Afghans
 Day 310: Potpourri
 Day 311: Candle Stubs
 Day 329: Decorations You Don’t
Display
 Day 337: Coasters
 Day 338: Stuff on the Coffee Table
 Day 352: Something on Your Walls

Digital (Computer
and Smartphone)
















Day 2: Apps You Don’t Use
Day 76: Pinterest Pins You’ll Never Try
Day 132: Saved TV Shows
Day 158: Bookmarked Webpages
Day 162: Blogs and Newsletters
Day 179: Phone Contacts You Don’t
Call
Day 211: Email Inbox
Day 212: Smartphone Apps and
Folders
Day 244: Digital Files
Day 288: Pages Saved on Facebook
Day 297: Social Media Accounts You
Don’t Use
Day 306: Emails from Stores
Day 340: The Recycle Bin on the
Computer
Day 341: Old Text Messages
Day 353: Email Trash Bin

Electrical and
Electronics
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Day 38: Mystery Cords and Cables
Day 67: Phone Chargers
Day 73: Remote Controls
Day 86: Extension Cords and Power
Strips
Day 99: Useless Smartphone or
Cellphone Accessories
Day 189: Outdated Technology
Day 229: Old Computers
Day 232: Old Appliances
Day 266: Gaming Consoles and
Games

Fashion Accessories
 Day 90: Old Eyeglasses
 Day 115: Extra Scarves and Ties
 Day 142: Broken and Scratched
Sunglasses
 Day 197: Baseball Caps
 Day 260: Hats You Don’t Wear
 Day 267: Belts

Food
 Day 5: Take-out Condiment Packets
 Day 10: Expired Condiments and Food
Stored on the Refrigerator Door
 Day 17: The Refrigerator
 Day 22: Old Items in the Freezer
 Day 35: Expired Herbs and Spices
 Day 45: Foods You Don’t Like
 Day 58: Expired Food
 Day 66: The Freezer
 Day 96: Candy and Gum
 Day 163: Half-Empty Boxes of Cereal
 Day 206: Eliminate One Thing from
Your Pantry
 Day 245: Plan Meals Using Up the
Food You Have
 Day 296: Bread
 Day 300: Sugar
 Day 324: Specialty Teas and Coffees
 Day 325: Dairy
 Day 339: Caffeine
 Day 355: Leftovers
 Day 331: Recipes You Meant to Try
 Day 334: Leftover Recipe Ingredients

Freebies
 Day 114: Promotional Swag
 Day 170: Lanyards
 Day 348: Freebies from Charities
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Furniture
 Day 69: A Piece of Furniture
 Day 259: Outgrown Furniture
 Day 308: Broken Folding Chairs and
Tables

Garden, Yard, and
Grill
 Day 126: Garden Tools in Poor
Condition
 Day 127: Unused Outdoor Play
Equipment
 Day 134: Broken Lawn, Patio or Beach
Chairs
 Day 154: Damaged Garden
Ornaments
 Day 169: Pots from Garden Plants
 Day 173: Old Potting Soil
 Day 188: Broken Lawn Mowers
 Day 230: Lighters and Matches
 Day 231 Grill Tools
 Day 237: Pool Toys
 Day 253: Picnic Basket
 Day 321: Trash/Recycling Barrels
 Day 363: Outdoor Décor that Has
Seen Better Days

Gifts
 Day 27: Gifts You Don’t Want
 Day 218: Talk to Friends about Gift
Giving
 Day 217: Items on a Wish List
 Day 219: Talk to Family about Holiday
Gifts
 Day 228: A Gift You Don’t Want
 Day 250: Gifts from Exes
 Day 312: Wrapping Paper Scraps
 Day 362: Make Plans to Use Gift Cards
 Day 364: Yankee Swap and Secret
Santa Gifts

Grooming and
Beauty
 Day 19: Lip Balm, Lip Gloss, and
Lipstick
 Day 46: Perfume, Cologne, Aftershave
 Day 48: Manicure Tools
 Day 93: Old Toothbrushes
 Day 94: The Fancy Soap You Never
Use
 Day 100: Old and Unused Eye Makeup
 Day 103: Old Hair Accessories
 Day 116: Old Grooming Products
 Day 117: Ratty Makeup Brushes
 Day 123: Excess Hair Products
 Day 124: Loofah or Mesh Sponge
 Day 138: Expired Sunscreen
 Day 255: Makeup Bags You Don’t’ Use
 Day 292: Nail Polish
 Day 289: Travel-Size Products
 Day 299: An Electric Grooming Item
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Health
 Day 28: Broken Scale
 Day 30: Expired Medications
 Day 33: Old Vitamins and
Supplements
 Day 90: Old Eyeglasses
 Day 125: A Piece of Exercise
Equipment that You Don’t Use
 Day 138: Expired Sunscreen
 Day 178: Duplicate Exercise
Equipment
 Day 183: Water Bottles
 Day 240: Boxes and Rolls of Tissue

Jewelry
 Day 43: Tarnished Costume Jewelry
 Day 61: Rings
 Day 68: Costume Jewelry You Don’t
Wear
 Day 75: Bracelets
 Day 95: Necklaces You Don’t or Can’t
Wear
 Day 128: Earrings

Kids, Babies, and
Pets
Day 57: Pet Toys
Day 139: Baby Items
Day 167: Kids’ Artwork
Day 200: Deflated Sport and Play Balls
Day 214: Games with Missing Pieces
Day 241: Broken Toys
Day 269: (Kids’) Art Supplies
Day 294: Toys the Kids Don’t Play
With
 Day 323: Old Pet Cages and
Aquariums









Kitchen – Cooking
and Baking
 Day 4: Baking Pans and Supplies
 Day 41: Duplicate Kitchen Utensils
 Day 97: A Kitchen Gadget that You
Don’t Use
 Day 105: Cookbooks You Don’t Use
 Day 249: Pots and Pans
 Day 262: Broken and Unused Kitchen
Utensils and Appliances
 Day 268: Aprons

Kitchen – Eating and
Serving
 Day 3: Mugs
 Day 39: Plastic Food Storage
Containers
 Day 56: Excess Glassware
 Day 80: Excess Plates
 Day 89: Excess Flatware
 Day 121: Plastic Take-out Flatware
 Day 192: Leftover Seasonal and PartyThemed Plates and Napkins
 Day 242: Ice Cube Trays
 Day 316: Extra Serving Bowls, Plates,
Utensils

Knickknacks
 Day 72: A Knickknack You Don’t Like
 Day 81: Wedding Favors
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Linens
 Day 78: Old Towels
 Day 98: Old or Extra Sheets
 Day 101: Frayed and Stained
Washcloths
 Day 104: Blankets You Don’t Use
 Day 307: Towels
 Day 309: Stained Napkins, Placemats,
and Tablecloths

Memorabilia











Day 16: Old Calendars
Day 108: Touristy Knickknacks
Day 187: Show Programs
Day 234: Ticket Stubs
Day 251: Memorabilia that Isn’t
Special
Day 261: Awards and Trophies
Day 280: Old Journals and Diaries
Day 281: Memorabilia You Don’t Look
At
Day 302: Something that Belonged to
a Parent or Grandparent
Day 318: Past Holiday Letters

Mindset





Day 224: A Regret
Day 233: A Complaint
Day 238: The Need to Do Something
Day 313: Desire for Perfection

Miscellaneous
 Day 63: ‘As Seen on TV’ Items that
Don’t Work
 Day 79: Something that Makes You
Feel Sad
 Day 110: A Just in Case Item
 Day 120: Something You Dislike
 Day 133: Something Meaningless
 Day 144: Something You Don’t Like
 Day 145: A Just-in-Case Item
 Day 146: Something Broken
 Day 181: DIY Supplies You Haven’t
Used
 Day 185: Something that Annoys You
 Day 199: Something that Annoys You
 Day 203: Stuff for the Yard Sale You
Aren’t Holding
 Day 216: Go Back to a Task
 Day 221: Orphaned Items
 Day 223: Go Back to a Task
 Day 272: Accessories for Items You
No Longer Own
 Day 274: A Just-in-Case Item
 Day 279: Something that Makes You
Feel Guilty
 Day 286: Anything that You’ve
Updated
 Day 320: Just-in-Case Items
 Day 322: Something Broken
 Day 330: A Just-in-Case Item
 Day 332: A Knickknack You Don’t Like
 Day 344: Something It’s Time to Get
Rid Of
 Day 345: Something You Don’t Know
Where It Belongs
 Day 346: That Really Odd Thing
 Day 360: Excessive Duplicates
 Day 361: Materials for Projects You
Didn’t Do This Year
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Music and Movies







Day 8: CDs You No Longer Listen To
Day 12: VHS Tapes and VHS Recorder
Day 42: DVDs
Day 47: Cassette Tapes
Day 159: Music You Don’t Listen To
Day 285: Vinyl Records

Office Supplies
















Day 1: Pens
Day 37: Pencils/Colored Pencils
Day 52: Paper Clips
Day 59: Markers/Highlighters
Day 88: Pushpins
Day 150: Scissors
Day 156: Stationery
Day 171: Hanging File Folders
Day 172: Unnecessary File Folders
Day 180: Staples and Staplers
Day 225: Notebooks and Pads of
Paper
Day 235: Post-It Notes
Day 275: Three-Ring Binders
Day 317: Rolls of Masking Tape
Day 335: Transparent Tape

Paper










Day 13: Old Utility Bills
Day 25: Old Appointment Cards
Day 26: Instruction Manuals
Day 31: Old To-Do Lists
Day 55: Takeout Menus
Day 166: Business Cards
Day 256: Junk Mail
Day 271: Brochures
Day 301: Gather Your Important
Papers

Paper – Greeting
Cards, Invitations,
Stationery
 Day 23: Greeting Cards You’ve
Received
 Day 71: Save the Date
Announcements
 Day 156: Stationery
 Day 246: Address Labels
 Day 276: Address Book
 Day 318: Past Holiday Letters

Paper – Magazines,
Newspapers,
Catalogs
 Day 7: Magazines More than Three
Months Old
 Day 49: Old Newspapers
 Day 64: Phone Books
 Day 112: Articles You’ve Printed from
the Internet or Pulled from Magazines
 Day 291: Magazine Subscriptions
 Day 351: Mail Order Catalogs

Paper – Notes and
Files
 Day 112: Articles You’ve Printed from
the Internet or Pulled from Magazines
 Day 258: School Papers
 Day 273: Notes from Personal and
Professional Development Classes,
Workshops, and Meetings
 Day 295: Directions You’ve Printed
from Online
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Photographs
 Day 32: Framed Photographs
 Day 36: Photos You’ve Saved
 Day 152: Gather Photo Albums and
Boxes of Photos
 Day 207: Photos
 Day 226: Photos

Recreation and
Sports
 Day 135: No Longer Used Sports
Equipment
 Day 149: Air Mattress and Sleeping
Bags
 Day 183: Water Bottles
 Day 200: Deflated Sport and Play Balls
 Day 253: Picnic Basket

Shoes, Purses, and
Bags
Day 15: Shoes that Don’t Fit
Day 18: Inside Your Wallet
Day 82: Broken or Excess Umbrellas
Day 92: Purses You Don’t or Can’t Use
Day 106: Plastic Cards
Day 151: Loose Change
Day 136: Ratty Flip-flops
Day 137: Worn-out Wallets
Day 157: Worn-out Sneakers
Day 196: Contents of
Purse/Backpack/Briefcase
 Day 239: Old Lunchboxes and
Backpacks
 Day 290: Boots











Shopping
 Day 6: Overstock of Plastic Shopping
Bags
 Day 29: Loyalty Cards
 Day 50: Gift Cards
 Day 54: Expired Coupons
 Day 129: Canvas Bags and Shopping
Totes
 Day 210: List 5-10 Things You Want to
Spend Less Money On
 Day 217: Items on a Wish List
 Day 306: Emails from Stores
 Day 319: Old Receipts
 Day 326: The Ads for Black Friday
Sales
 Day 327: Shopping
 Day 362: Make Plans to Use Gift Cards

Storage Spaces
 Day 147: Something from the
Basement or Garage
 Day 194: Something from the Attic
 Day 195: Something from the Attic, Pt
2
 Day 204: Eliminate One Thing from
the Hall Closet
 Day 220: Something from Under the
Kitchen Sink
 Day 328: Something from the Attic
 Day 321: Trash/Recycling Barrels
 Day 357: Something from the Garage
 Day 343: Something from the
Basement

Tools/Workshop
Day 77: Random Nails and Screws
Day 84: Duplicate Tools
Day 85: Frayed Paint Brushes
Day 118: Broken or Rusted Tools
Day 119: Cans of Paint for Colors You
No Longer Have in Your Home
 Day 188: Broken Lawn Mowers
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Day 1: Pens
Although this may seem a silly thing to start your year of decluttering with, keep in mind that the
little things can add up to a lot of clutter.
Go on a 7-minute pen scavenger hunt. Leave 1-to-3 of the best in places where you use a pen. For
example, keep the pen with your bedside journal; keep one in your purse; keep one with your
grocery list; keep 1-to-3 at your desk. Remove all pens from the junk drawer. Don’t touch the pens
on someone else’s desk, briefcase, backpack.
Did you discover a stash of brand-new pens? Set them together in a supply closet or shelf.
Give the discovered pens to your kid to test to see if the pens work (young kids love doing this). Or,
when you sit down to watch TV, test the pens. Toss dried up, almost empty pens. Bring the extras to
the office or give them to your kid’s teacher.
Focus only on pens. Don’t get distracted by other things you want to declutter. You can go back to
that stuff when you finish this task. If you can’t find every pen; no worries.

Day 2: Apps You Don’t Use
Sometimes, we don’t view digital clutter as clutter because it doesn’t take up much space. However,
how many times during the day do you pick up your smartphone? Think of all the times that your
eyes scan each screen looking for the application you want to open?
Set the timer on your smartphone for ten minutes. (Keep the timer app!) Scan for games you no
longer play, shopping apps for stores or sites your rarely frequent, and those apps that sounded fun
but you never open. Uninstall at least three applications on your smartphone. Don’t visit the site
first.
If you complain about never having enough time, consider how easy it is to open a social media app
or a game and lose track of the time. Clean up your phone’s screens and eliminate some of these
temptations.

Day 3: Mugs
I’m reading Courtney Carver’s book, Soulful Simplicity, and she points out that when you let go of
"things you know you won't miss [you are] strengthening your decluttering muscles. “Look through
your cabinets for extra mugs. You may have even got a new mug or two this past holiday season and

you’ve been wondering how you were going to fit them onto a packed shelf (or three). We get mugs
as thank-you gifts; to show what events and conferences we’ve attended; as favors for birthday
parties and weddings. When I bought dishes, the set came with eight mugs.
Consider how many people will drink coffee or tea at your home at any one time. How many mugs
do you use before running the dishwasher?
Gather all your mugs together and decide which you’ll keep, and which ones are clutter. (If you like
your Christmas mugs, then wrap them up and store them with the Christmas decorations. They’ll be
more special if you only use them one month of the year.)
Grab an empty cardboard box and wrap up the mugs you are releasing. Put this box someplace
where you can add other items that you’ll donate. When the box is full, put it in your car and bring it
to a donation center. Don’t let boxes with items you are donating pile up as their own special sort of
clutter.

Day 4: Baking Pans and Supplies
We’re just leaving behind the holiday season which comes with all sorts of special baked treats. If
you don’t bake, or you spend less time baking than you did years ago, it may be time to give away or
toss some baking supplies.
If you didn’t bake this holiday season, did you bake last year? Was there a reason that you didn’t
bake this year that makes you hesitate about getting rid of your muffin tins? Remember, you’re the
one who considers how you use stuff and you’re the one who decides what you keep and what you
release.
Along with muffin tins, cookie sheets, cake pans, pie plates, and more specialized items like
springform pans, tart pans, and specialty-shaped pans; you may also have a hand mixer or stand
mixer that doesn’t get used. What about the rolling pin? The paper cupcake liners? The decorative
sprinkles and icings?
Again, set a timer for 15-minutes. If you don’t finish this task now, you can at another time. Don’t
get bogged down cleaning all your kitchen cabinets. Look at your baking pans and ask, Do I use this
or not? If you haven’t used baking pan in a year, then consider that you may be done with it.
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Day 5: Take-out Condiment Packets
Do you keep the sauce packets you get with take-out food? Ketchup, mustard, salt and pepper, soy
sauce, mayonnaise, jelly, and all that stuff. Do you keep it because, well, it’s food and you eat food,
and, well, you never know, it could be handy to have someday?
Have you ever remembered to use these packets? If you do, great! If you forget to use these packets
because you open the refrigerator and grab the bottle of ketchup or the jar or mayonnaise, then
toss all these packets. You know you don’t use them, so, in the future, toss any condiment packets
you don’t use with your take-out meal.
Only if this item doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to delete 3-5 unwanted
computer files.

Day 6: Overstock of Plastic Shopping Bags
Instead of purchasing small trash bags, I reuse plastic shopping bags when I clean the cat litter or to
line small trash barrels. A couple of years ago, I crocheted two plastic bag holders – one for the
kitchen and one for the basement. If the bag holders are bulging, I recycle the bags at my grocery
store. The bags are organized; but, more important, they get used.
I remember my parents saved far more plastic shopping bags than they ever used. They’d fill one
shopping bag with others until the bag was full … then they tied the handles together and stored the
bags in the basement. After their next trip to the store, they’d start filling a new bag with more
shopping bags.
How many plastic shopping bags do you use? If you don’t reuse these bags, invest in bags that you
can bring to the store and reuse time and again. Even if you do find uses for these plastic bags,
consider getting reusable bags (you can purchase tote bags from most of the stores you shop in) for
your grocery shopping.
Of course, if you shop less, you’ll receive fewer shopping bags!
~~~
Only if this item doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of five horrible
photographs (print or digital.)
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Day 7: Magazines More Than Three Months Old
My mother received several magazine subscriptions. When a stack got too high, she’d slide the older
issues into a paper shopping bag and ask me to put them in the basement. My father sorted his
magazines by title and stored past issues in boxes up in the attic. It’s no surprise, then, that I used to
save every magazine I received.
My magazines were stored on my bookshelves by title and issue number. I felt so organized. But, I
rarely, if ever, looked back over these issues. One day, I looked at a shelf crammed with issues of TV
Guide, and wondered why the heck I was keeping the things?
I got into the habit of leaving a new magazine someplace where I’d read it. When I was done, out
into the recycling it went, if I wasn’t passing it along to someone else. I started to realize that if the
next month’s issue arrived before I’d finished the previous month’s, then, the pile was going to build
up and I’d feel overwhelmed.
If you’ve been saving back issues because they contain information you want, keeping the entire
magazine will make it harder to find what you want to keep. When you sit down to watch television,
or at some other time you schedule, flip through the magazines quickly and tear out what you want
(make sure you get the end of the article). Create a file that you can take with you to the gym or pull
out of your bag when you are waiting for an appointment.
Are you willing to do that work? No? That doesn’t mean you should keep those magazines. It means
that it’s time to put them in the recycling bin.
~~~
Only if this item doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of three-to-five
computer files you don’t need.

Day 8: CDs You No Longer Listen To
Do you still listen to music on CDs? Have your most recent purchases been digital? Do you have CDs
that you haven’t listened to in … you can’t remember how long?
For years, I had a special storage unit for my CD collection. It had a small footprint and held a bunch
of CDs in their cases, so it seemed worth the space it took up. Then, a few years ago, I decided to
upload everything to the cloud and then I sold or donated what I had.
Although the CD tower didn’t take up much space, I knew how much music was there and that felt
like clutter.
Yes, it took a while to upload the music (and I didn’t have a vast collection); but I did a couple of CDs
each day. Usually, I was reading my emails at the same time.
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So, do you have CDs that you no longer listen to? If you think you’d miss them if you got rid of them,
remember, you currently have them and you’re not listening to them … do you miss not playing
them?
If you want to keep the music, you can make a point of saving it to the cloud. If you haven’t missed
the listening to the music, why not save yourself the time (and the clutter) and get rid of them?
If going through your entire collection is overwhelming, eliminate five CDs during the next fifteen
minutes. You can go through the others on a different day.
~~~
Only if this item doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of three-to-five
computer files you don’t need.

Day 9: The 15-Minute Car Declutter
Grab a bag for trash and a box or tote for items that you want to bring into your home. Set the timer
and put on some music (which will get you to move faster than if you listened to a podcast).
Start at the front seat and quickly grab and trash. Move to the back seat(s) and then the trunk. Trash
is fast food wrappers, crumpled receipts, pen caps, cough drop wrappers, rogue Cheerios.
Now, while you’re in the trunk, pull out anything that you’ve been storing even though the trunk of
your car isn’t the things “home.” A bottle of windshield washer fluid and emergency supplies … that
stuff belongs there. Your beach tote (when it’s nowhere near beach weather) or other stuff that
you’ve been ignoring, should go into the box.
Scope out the back seat and front seat for other things that should go into the house. Don’t forget
to check through any compartments for CDs or travel guides that belong someplace else (including
the recycling bin).
Toss the trash. Put away any items that belong in the house during your end of day 10-minute tidyup.
Today’s task hasn’t been about dusting or vacuuming the interior … or washing the exterior. If you
have the time, you can do those tasks; but you were focused on decluttering things that didn’t
belong in the car.
~~~
Only if this task doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of five emails
(in your inbox or that you archived).
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Day 10: Expired Condiments and Food Stored
on the Refrigerator Door
Okay, cleaning out the refrigerator is not fun. You find strange spills and sticky spots and a vegetable
drawer that’s full of more shed onion skins than vegetables. So, today, you’ll just focus on the
refrigerator door.
Pull everything off the shelves on the door and set it on the counter. Spray the cleared space with
cleaner and wipe it down. Close the door.
Turn to the bottles and jars you pulled out of the refrigerator. Look for expiration dates. If you can’t
find an expiration date and you can’t remember buying the item, assume that it’s old and toss it.
Have the last few chunks of pineapple fermented in the jar? Out it goes.
If something’s expired (but you know you use ketchup or mustard), put it on your shopping list and
buy the smallest container that you can. If you use mayonnaise, but not all that often, you don’t
need the large jar (even if it’s on sale).
What if the steak sauce has expired, but you used it last week and you know it’s still good? Well, it’s
up to you what you do with it. Keep in mind, when you buy something, the expiration date is
probably a couple of years in the future. So, you’ve had that items for a couple years plus however
long it has expired.
The jar of maraschino cherries you bought three (or was it four) years ago to make pineapple upside
down cake and hasn’t been used since, does not need to be replaced.
Any food or condiment that’s an odd color or has a strange smell can also go into the trash.
Return the good stuff to the refrigerator door.

Day 11: Freebie Tee Shirts
A few weeks ago, my husband and I were sitting at the bar in a restaurant we go to all the time. A
guy came in to update the lottery software. He started chatting with a couple he’s seen before. The
next thing we knew, the lottery guy had gone out to his vehicle and was bringing back tee shirts for
everyone in the bar!
When I worked as an art teacher at a summer camp, every year I’d receive the tee shirt for the
season. Kids loved wearing tee shirts from past summers to prove how long they’d been attending
the camp. But I could almost fill a drawer with the tee shirts I had.
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I could go on and on about the places and events that hand out free tee shirts; but, you know what
I’m talking about. The shirts may have been intended to give you a feeling of belonging and
camaraderie. Of course, you also became a free, walking billboard for the business.
How many of these shirts do you wear? If you wear them to the gym or to do yardwork, how many
do you really need to keep?
In 15-minutes, go through your closet or dresser in search of these freebie tee shirts. Don’t get
distracted looking at other clothing, stay focused on shirts printed with promotional images.
Did you find more shirts than you thought you would?

Day 12: VHS Tapes and VHS Recorder
I wouldn’t have thought of mentioning this until I saw someone post a photo of their VHS tapes and
I realized that, yeah, they’re still out there – even they’ve been boxed up and moved to the
basement.
If you have the tapes, do you still have a functioning VHS recorder? Even if you do, chances are that
you’ve upgraded to a DVD player or streaming. Really, who wants to rewind VHS tapes when there
are other options?
Whether the VHS recorder works or not, you can put it in a box where you’ll collect items for your
town’s next electronics collection day. (Check on your city or town’s Department of Public Works
site to see if they have a drop-off location for electronics. If you have a private trash service, check
out their website or give them a call.)
I’m not sure that thrift stores or libraries still want VHS tapes of movies and documentaries, so check
before dropping off several boxes. (And, if your VHS recorder still works, you could send it along if
they accept the tapes.)
As for VHS tapes, what if they contain weddings and children’s birthday parties and other family
events? Since it’s not cheap to get the contents of the tapes converted to a digital format, you might
want to ask the people in the videos if they even want to view the events.
If they say, yes? Pass along the tapes to them or ask for contributions toward converting these
tapes. No one wants to help with the expense and you can’t afford it? Get rid of the tapes.
I know, I know, that’s harsh advice; but, in their current format, you can’t really view the events on
the tapes so all you’re saving is pieces of plastic.
Check online for places that recycle or reuse the tapes as some business have been created to solve
the problem of what to do with items like VHS tapes.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: delete 5-to-10 digital photos.
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Day 13: Old Utility Bills
Do you have file folders and boxes saved with old electric, gas, phone, and cable bills? Unless you
need them for tax purposes (and if you did, shouldn’t they be saved with the tax forms?), you don’t
need them.
If you haven’t already, convert to e-bills to eliminate future paperwork. If you go to the utility’s
website, you should be able to view past bills and payments.
You also don’t need to save emails of past bills or emails confirming payments. After a payment has
posted to your checking account, you don’t need those confirmations. You also don’t need to print
anything “for your records.”
If you have years of past bills, check with your local office supply company about bringing in this
paperwork to be shredded. I burnt out two or three home paper shredders and wasted hours trying
to get rid of 40+ years of paperwork at my parents’ house before I paid for a shredding service.

Day 14: Horrible-Looking or Excessive
Decorative Pillows
Do you have so many pillows on your bed that it takes five minutes to pull them all off, and another
five to pile them back on in the morning? How about your couch? Are the pillows stained or limp or
in such great quantity that no one can sit down without removing several of them?
Yes, new decorative pillows are a great way to change the mood of a room, but too many is, well,
too much, particularly if you must fuss with them throughout the day.
Holiday-themed pillows should be stored with holiday decorations. When you bring them out,
remove some of your regulars until after the holiday.
Toss the pillows in horrible condition. Wait before replacing them to see if they are missed (say the
pillow on the couch helped your back).
As for excess pillows … you define what you find as excessive. One pillow may be too much for one
person while someone else is fine with seven pillows on their bed.
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Day 15: Shoes that Don’t Fit
Sure, that pair of sandals pinched your little toes, but they were perfect for that dress. However, the
experience of wearing them once, was enough of a pain that you never wore them again.
Do you have sandals, sneakers, shoes, boots, etc. that don’t fit? You can’t wear them, so they add
nothing to your wardrobe – they aren’t a part of your wardrobe even if you’d like them to be.
You don’t wear them – you can’t wear them – so donate them to a family member or friend or to
the local thrift store. Otherwise, they clutter your closet.
And, the next time you are buying a pair of shoes, keep in mind that if you find them a little
uncomfortable while you’re trying them on that they will be very uncomfortable to wear for an
entire day.

Day 16: Old Calendars
For nearly 20 years, I kept my old calendars. My work schedule was never the same week-to-week
and, so I was always looking at my calendar. I’d also jot down classes and programs I’d attend and
dates I’d want to remember.
I had pocket calendars, compact 6”x8” calendars, and full-size 8”x11” planners … stapled, spiralbound, and stitched bindings. They took up half of a file box. I kept them because they recorded my
actions, my life.
One day, I was sorting through this oversized memory box and started looking at the calendars. Did I
really need to know what classes I taught and what programs I attended? Uh-uh.
All those planners and what did I want from them? I jotted down six dates that I put on the page
where I list birthdays I want to remember. (For example, I could never remember whether I got
engaged on December 4, 6, or 8 … it was the 4th.)
If you keep old calendars, are you clear on the reason you do so? Aside from curiosity, do you really
need to reflect on these pages? It occurred to me that even if I wanted to look up a certain date,
scanning several calendars wasn’t the best way to do so.
If there are dates that you want to remember, you don’t need to keep the calendar. Just find the
date and write it down with other important information.
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Day 17: The Refrigerator
Last week, you cleaned the door of your refrigerator. Today, clean through the interior of the fridge
(but not the freezer, we’ll do that another day).
First, pull everything off the shelves. Wash the shelves. Now, turn to the items you have on your
counter.
Toss anything that has expired or any leftovers that haven’t been consumed after a few days. Did
the food go bad because it got pushed behind other food? Can you designate a shelf or part of a
shelf for leftovers and then remind everyone in the house to go looking there when they are looking
for something to eat?
Return the food to the refrigerator, possibly rearranging where some things are kept. If you have
healthy snack options in here, put them someplace where you and your family will notice them
when you open the door.
Next, pull out and clean the fruit and vegetable bins and any drawers. If food went bad in these
drawers, do you purchase more perishable items than you eat?
This may take longer than 15-minutes, so you may need to do the shelves one day and save the
drawers and bins for another time. You may even be able to clean out the bins when you are
cooking dinner and need to keep an eye on the store.
Get in the habit, once a week, of checking for old leftovers and food that has gone bad (or notice
that you need to use it before it starts decomposing).

Day 18: Inside Your Wallet
You don’t have to clean out your entire purse or briefcase today, just pull out your wallet. Before
you go through it, consider what you want and need in your wallet.
Chances are you want your license or identification card, health insurance card, credit/debit cards,
car insurance information, and membership cards. If you have lots of loyalty cards to the stores
where you shop, consider if you need to carry them as I’m finding most stores ask for your phone
number to link to your personal information. (If you no longer go to a store, toss the card.)
Do you have gift cards that still have money on them? Treat yourself and use the funds on these
cards before you forget about them. Do you have pictures in your wallet even though you only look
at the ones stored on your smart phone?
Clear out old receipts and scraps of papers with notes or to-do lists. Only keep what you need to find
in your wallet.
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Day 19: Lip Balm, Lip Gloss, Lipstick
You may find these items in your purse or gym bag or any bag you carry with you, beside your bed,
in your medicine chest, in your coat pocket, in your makeup bag. This 15-minute task may seem
more like a scavenger hunt!
If you truly use the items you find in different locations, then, no problem. However, you should still
go looking for these items so that you see how much you have. If you realize that you have three
sticks of lip balm (and they are all more than half-full), then do you really need to go out and buy a
new one? Or, can you just grab one that was stored in another location?
If you wear lipstick, lip liner, and/or lip gloss, do you use all the products you’ve located? Are there
colors you dislike and don’t use? How is keeping it, unused, making it worth the money you spent on
the item? Could you layer colors from different tubes to change those colors you didn’t like?
Do you need to store these products in all the different places you found them?

Day 20: Old Cameras and Accessories
Do you have old film cameras you haven’t used in years? Do you have inexpensive digital cameras
that took poor quality pictures? Do you have lenses, tripods, charging cords, cases and other
accessories that went with these cameras?
If you don’t use these things, donate the items or give them anyone interested. The crummy digital
camera could amuse your eight-year-old and show whether they will be responsible for a newer
camera.
Do you know you have these items shoved up in the attic or tucked into a box stored … somewhere?
If you aren’t exactly sure where your camera is, don’t worry about trying to locate it right now. Just
know that when you find it at some point this year, you can clear it from your home.
What if it is an antique camera? Is it on display in your home? If not, is it really that important to
keep or could you try to sell it to an antique dealer or sell it online. If you aren’t interested in
displaying it, is it really that significant to you?
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Day 21: Books You’ve Never Read
When I started working, one of my favorite things to spend money on was books. Years and years
ago, I worked in mall and would spend my breaks browsing the small bookstore. With limited
income, I’d buy a book and then read it.
Later, I joined several mail-order book clubs and ordered books through catalogs. Since shipping
costs were often the same whether I ordered one book or four, I would ‘get my money’s worth’ and
order a few books. Usually, more than I would read in the month before I ordered more books.
All of that was before online shopping and now it’s even easier to learn about books on topics of
interest through blogs and online articles. Then, when I look up the book online, I am told about
several other titles that would interest me.
Clicking “add to cart” takes a fraction of a second. Reading a book takes hours.
For 15-minutes, go through your bookshelves and pull out books you haven’t read. You can box
them and donate them to a collection bin, a thrift store, or your local library. Don’t worry about
getting them all. Don’t get tangled up in flipping through pages or trying to do more than pull some
books from your shelves. Stop at five or ten books if that feels like what you can handle right now.
If you are determined to read these books, rearrange your shelves so all the “to be read” books are
together. Put yourself on a book-buying ban. If you see a book you want to read, hold it on your
Amazon wish list or put it on your “to read” list at Good Reads.
Now, plan to read the books you own and haven’t read. Skip an hour of television in favor of an hour
of reading. If this doesn’t work, reconsider donating those books.
Start using your library or only buy one book at a time and don’t buy another book until you’ve read
the one you are reading.

Day 22: Old Stuff in the Freezer
You don’t have to empty your freezer but pull out some of the older items with freezer burn or
expiration dates older than six months. Do you put new purchases in front of older food? Do you
forget what you buy? Do you pack your freezer, so it is too difficult to find items?
You aren’t cleaning your freezer (that’s for another day), just removing some of the most obvious
old food. If you find things that can still be used, plan to include them in your meals. I’m only
referring to your refrigerator’s freezer. If you have a dedicated freezer, then schedule an evening or
time over the weekend to sort through its contents.
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Day 23: Greeting Cards You’ve Received
Do you save greeting cards you’ve received? What do you do with these cards after you shove them
into a box? And, do you even have one special place to store the cards you’ve received? Or, are they
here, there, and everywhere? Does the mere act of saving a card make it special?
I’m not opposed to holding onto greeting cards you’ve received, but … if you keep every card (even
those that someone has only signed their name to without writing any sort of personal note), I think
that diminishes the importance of the cards that are most meaningful.
I think that not keeping received cards together in a memory box also weakens their value. If cards
are everywhere around your house – some in a dresser drawer, some in your desk, others in a box
of papers that’s up in the attic, you’ve taken something that you may consider a special memory and
turned it into clutter.
You may not find all your saved cards during today’s task. That’s fine, you’ll know what to do with
any that you find in the future.
To sort greeting cards that you’ve received:
Is the sender significant? Does their presence improve your life for the better?
Is there a personal note that is meaningful to you? (A professional wrote the printed message. It
may be lovely, but it isn’t the words of the card’s sender. The exception here is children who are
signing their name.)
Would you want to find this card in a memory box in twenty years?
You do not have to save every card your best friend, significant other, child, or parent gives you. The
fewer you keep, the more special those cards become.
Set the cards you are keeping in a shoe box-sized memory box that you can flip through every so
often. When you find other stacks of cards with your future decluttering, you can evaluate which
you will keep and which you’ll recycle.

Day 24: Socks
How many socks you own depends on how often you do laundry and if you have socks suited to
footwear for specific activities (say, for hiking boots).
Dump all your socks onto your bed. Toss:
Socks with holes
Tight socks that leave dents in your lower calf
White socks that are so dingy they look ratty
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Socks you don’t wear for any reason
Socks that are stretched out and refuse to stay up
Socks for specific activities (say, those yoga socks with openings at the toes and heel to allow your
foot to grip the mat … five years ago when you took yoga)
Socks for specific footwear you no longer own
Holiday-themed socks you received as gifts but never wear
Socks that are uncomfortable for any reason

Day 25: Old Appointment Cards
After you’ve gone to an appointment, you don’t need to save the appointment cards. You may not
even need new appointment cards. I’ve gotten into the habit of pulling out my smartphone and
typing a future appointment onto the calendar app, so I don’t need to take a card at all.
What about the cards you hold onto “just in case” you need to contact a person or business? Is the
contact information important enough to hold onto that you’ll take the time to record it into your
smartphone? If not, you’ll almost always be able to look someone up on the Internet and find a way
to contact them.
Only if this doesn’t apply: Delete five emails you kept for reference, but you no longer need.

Day 26: Instruction Manuals
After you’ve built a desk or assembled a bookcase, you don’t need to save the instructions. The
same goes for appliances (like a fan or toaster) that aren’t complicated to use.
Some Organizers suggest tossing all instruction manuals because you can get the information online.
If that tip resonates with you, go for it.
I tend to keep the instruction manuals for more complex appliances (stove, washing machine) but I
get rid of the parts of the book that repeat the directions in different languages. I only need one set
of directions in one language and this can save inches of space in your file drawer.
You might not keep all instruction manuals in the same place. You should. Keep them with your
house-oriented files or a handy drawer. When you find a manual and you still have the item, and
you think it is a manual you’ll refer to, put it with your other manuals.
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If you haven’t looked at a manual in a year or two, you probably won’t need it in the future.
Only if this doesn’t apply: Delete five emails you kept for reference, but you no longer need.

Day 27: Gifts You Don’t Want
It can be more difficult to get rid of something you don’t want that another person gave to you than
something you bought yourself. We get caught up in imagining what the other person would feel
while totally ignoring our own feelings about the item.
Consider that donating gifts that you don’t want means that someone who would be thrilled to own
that item can do so.
You don’t have to go through your house looking for every gift you’ve ever received. Look for one or
two things (while reading this, chances are that you’ve already thought of the gifts you don’t want).
Put the item in a box that you are filling for donations.
If you’ve had the item hidden away in a closet or down in the basement, chances are you won’t even
miss it. Talk to family and friends about alternative gifts, like experiences.
What if the person asks about the item, they gave you? You can say that you gave it away to
someone who was looking for the item and as you never used it or displayed it, you were thrilled to
help the other person.
If the item was truly a gift, it became yours the moment you received it. It no longer belongs to the
gift giver. If they want to be upset, that is their decision, you aren’t making them upset or trying to
hurt their feelings.
As you continue your decluttering efforts, you can continue removing items that you don’t want,
regardless of whether you purchased the item or if it was a gift.

Day 28: Broken Scale
Like anything broken, get rid of the item. Particularly if you’ve purchased a replacement. Even if you
haven’t replaced the item, if an item doesn’t work, why are you keeping it?
Today’s item can be an old bathroom scale or kitchen scale that you no longer use because for
whatever reason the item doesn’t work.
Don’t have a broken scale? Do you have some other damaged item that you’ve been keeping
instead of tossing?
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(Every time my parents bought a new toaster, the old one went up into the attic. Why? The only
reason they replaced the toaster was because it wasn’t toasting the bread or was burning it. What
situation did they imagine that would make them want to use something that didn’t work the way it
was supposed to?)
Only if this doesn’t apply to you – delete 5-10 digital photographs.

Day 29: Loyalty Cards
Although some stores still hand out physical loyalty cards, I’m finding more stores just ask for your
telephone number and look up your information that way. In other cases, if you have an app for a
store, you may be able to call up a barcode that they can scan.
If you found loyalty cards in your wallet during the task several days ago, and you kept them there,
you may be able to get rid of them. Notice is you need a physical card when you go into a store. If
not, cut up the card. And, if you don’t shop at a store any longer, or don’t shop there very often,
save yourself the clutter and remove the card from your wallet or the fob from your key ring. Only if
this doesn’t apply to you – delete 5-10 digital photographs.

Day 30: Expired Medications
It doesn’t matter whether the medication is a prescription or an over-the-counter drug, if it has
expired, toss it. Chances are, it isn’t as potent as it was when it was still good.
Don’t flush meds down the toilet. You can go to many police stations or pharmacies and find a
locked box for depositing medications that are expired or no longer necessary.
I remember my mother-in-law telling the story of taking some Benadryl when she realized she was
having an allergic reaction and could feel her throat tightening. The pills didn’t work. She took some
more. Later, after the crisis, she looked at the expiration date and realized the pills were a couple of
years old.
Expired medications aren’t just clutter, but they may give you the false sense of security that you
have the medications that will help you with an allergy, upset stomach or headache.

Day 31: Old To-Do Lists
Your to-do list may be a list of errands you needed to accomplish, a week ago. Or, it may be a
lengthier list of tasks you planned to work on during the year or for a quarter.
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Whether work-related or personal, toss your old to-do lists. If there are still tasks that aren’t done,
transfer them to a new list.
From Brian Tracy’s book, Eat that Frog, I learned that you should create a master list of tasks you
want to tackle. Then, at the start of the month, make a list of what needs to be done. At the start of
each week, jot down a new list of what must be done during the next seven days.
And, of course, use your week list to determine what you need to do each day.
This way, you break down big tasks and get things done on a schedule by prioritizing what needs to
be done during the day, week, month ahead. It’s a lot of lists, but when you are done with one, out
it goes.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you – delete 5-10 digital photographs.

Day 32: Framed Photographs
Do you display a lot of personal photographs? At one point in time, you decided that the content of
a photo was important enough to print it, frame it, and display it. But, maybe, it’s become such a
fixture of your mantle or wall that you haven’t really looked at it for a while.
Take a 15-minute walk around your home and look at the photographs you have on display. Are
these still meaningful to your life? Are there photos of people who are no longer a part of your life …
and you like it that way? Why display their image, keeping that person in your life?
Or, maybe, you received a framed photograph as a gift and displayed it out a sense of obligation.
Now is your opportunity to remove it.
Maybe there are photographs that were fun to display once upon a time, but you now realize you
don’t need to display. Maybe guests to your home think they are looking at pictures of the grandkids
and you explain that the pictures are of your kids … 25 years ago.
I’m not telling you to get rid of sentimental photographs that still have meaning for you. Really
looking at the pictures that you have may make you realize that some can come down from display
so that you have space for other photographs that are more meaningful to you.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: unsubscribe to a shopping website’s emails.
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Day 33: Old Vitamins and Supplements
Read an article on improving your wellness and chances are there will be one (or more) supplements
or vitamins recommended as a boost to your health. Will they make a difference or not? Not a clue.
I have a terrible time remembering to take pills on a regular basis (I can ignore a pill bottle sitting
right in front of me), so I’ve started reminding myself to not buy supplements.
If you have a lot of vitamins and supplements that have expired, know that you are probably like me
and aren’t very good about taking these things. Use this information to save yourself some money
the next time you’re wandering down the vitamin aisle at the local pharmacy.
How to get rid of what has expired (or anything that you know you aren’t going to continue taking)?
Look for a drug drop-off bin at your local police station or drug store … or, open the bottles and mix
the pills in with coffee grounds or cat litter or something else on the disgusting spectrum before
tossing them into the trash. Avoid flushing the pills down the toilet and introducing these materials
to the water system.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Toss three things from your junk drawer.

Day 34: Sewing Kit
If you don’t sew as a hobby, do you have a sewing kit? Perhaps you have one (or seven) of those
miniature “travel” sewing kits. If you do the most minor sewing tasks, then one of these might be
useful as your regular sewing kit. You don’t need to keep them all. Pick one.
If you can sew on a button or close a small hole, how many different sewing tools do you need?
What colors are in your wardrobe? Neutral color threads are a safe bet. What else? Some needles
and a sharp pair of scissors. Pins are useful if you are hemming something, but, otherwise, you
probably won’t use them.
What if you have never sewn on a button and have a sewing kit because it seems like something you
should have? If you haven’t threaded a needle in a couple of years, chances are you don’t even need
any sewing supplies. (You can always duct tape a hem in an emergency, which is what you probably
would have done).
And, if you do sew? Chances are it will take longer than 15-minutes to go through your sewing kit.
You could start by organizing your thread, sorting the spools by color so you don’t purchase a color
you already have. Or, look through your kit for duplicate tools that aren’t necessary.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Unsubscribe to the emails from a shopping website.
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Day 35: Expired Herbs and Spices
Yes, herbs and spices expire, which is annoying because how many bottles do you have in your
cabinet that are full but for the teaspoon you used last year?
Pull everything from your cabinet and check those dates. If it’s just expired, is it something that you
can use up in the next couple of months? No? Toss it.
Most spices nowadays have expiration dates printed on their containers. If you can’t find an
expiration date, can you remember purchasing the herb or spice? No? Chances are that it is really
old.
Old herbs and spices aren’t as potent or flavorful. I found a four-year-expired jar of nutmeg that
lacked the strong smell I associate with this spice. You could use old spices that aren’t clumpy, but
they probably won’t do much for flavoring your food.
However, just because you are tossing that jar of lemon peel doesn’t mean that you need to add the
item to your next shopping list.
Before you cook a recipe, check if you have the ingredients. If you are lacking a spice, look online for
a substitute … or leave out an herb or spice from the recipe … or double up on something else that is
listed on the recipe.

Day 36: Photos You’ve Saved
A few days ago, you looked at the photographs you had on display in frames or tacked onto a
corkboard. Today, look in a photo box or a digital file folder (or, if you have them, photo processing
envelopes).
I remember years ago, going to a company outing and taking lots of photographs. This was back in
the days of film, so I printed doubles of everything and left one set at work so people could take the
photos they wanted and then I’d have a set for myself. Why did I need them?
Not a clue. I stored them in a neat photo box, but I didn’t look at them, for years. At one point, I was
sorting through the box and realized I hadn’t seen some of these people in over a decade and I
couldn’t remember some of their names. Why was I keeping these images? The fact that they were
organized and labeled in a box meant that I’d held onto them for longer than I may have otherwise.
So, don’t overlook those photos stored by date and event in photo boxes or stored in digital files.
You’re limited to a 15-minute purge, so if it takes you a quarter of an hour to locate the photo
boxes, know the next time you sit in front of the television, drag out the box and pull out the blurry
and over- or under-exposed images (that’s the easy part).
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Then, toss the photos that are meaningless … people and places you can’t identify. If you keep
photos, you are saying they are important enough to store … are they? Here’s some tips for
organizing photos.

Day 37: Pencils/Colored Pencils
Were you caught up in the adult coloring book rage a short while back? Do you still enjoy pulling out
the coloring books? Do you have kids who do arts and crafts?
I’d bought some colored pencils that were too hard and never left enough color on the page, so I
bought another set of colored pencils (actually, I asked for them for Christmas a couple years back!)
that I liked better. The first set I brought into work where I teach because pencils were always
getting snapped or chewed up in the pencil sharpener.
Do you have multiple sets of colored pencils (some coloring books came with free colored pencils)?
How about regular #2 pencils?
Go on a scavenger hunt throughout your house to locate all the pencils you have. Toss the chewedup pencils, the ones with the worn-off eraser, the mechanical pencils with no lead.
Don’t really use pencils? You don’t need to keep a dozen on your desk or in the junk drawer. Bring
the extras to work or send them to your kids’ teachers.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: delete 5-10 meaningless photographs.

Day 38: Mystery Cords and Cables
Gather up all those mystery cords and cables and put them in a well-labeled box with today’s date. If
in six months, no one has said, “Do you know where the cable to the ____ is?” then it’s safe to
dispose or donate the lot.
When you get new cords and cables the next time you update electronics, attach a piece of tape and
label it with what item the cable goes to so there won’t be any questions in the future.

Day 39: Plastic Food Storage Containers
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If you are in the habit of preparing a week’s meals in advance or doubling recipes and popping extra
food in the freezer, you may have quite the collection of food storage containers.
After my mother died, I’d pack stews, casseroles and other meals for my father to heat in the
microwave. Perhaps to encourage me, he bought me a lot of plastic storage containers.
A friend got me some glass storage containers (with plastic lids), which I liked so much that when my
father went into assisted living, I tossed the ratty plastic containers and got more Pyrex storage
containers.
In the next 15-minutes, gather up all the food storage containers that don’t currently have food in
them and match up the covers to the containers. If something doesn’t have a cover, are you really
going to use it? And, if a container is clouded or stained or otherwise icky, do you still use it or is it in
the cupboard just in case?
The best tip I’ve see about decluttering these containers is to put a piece of tape attaching the cover
to the base (it doesn’t need to wrap all the way around, a couple of inches of tape is fine). Every
time you use a container, remove the piece of tape. At the end of six months, toss those you haven’t
used or move them closer to your holiday baking and cooking supplies, so you can send friends and
family home with holiday meal leftovers in these containers.

Day 40: Dishtowels
How many dishtowels do you use before you do laundry? A couple of extra makes sense, but a
dozen extra is excessive.
Pull out the dishtowels that are frayed or dingy. Downgrade them to cleaning cloths, toss them, or
see is there is a wildlife rehabilitator or animal shelter in your area that wouldn’t mind accepting
them for all the cleaning they do.

Day 41: Duplicate Kitchen Utensils
Dump the contents of your kitchen utensil drawer onto the table or counter and look for duplicates.
Although some people will insist that you only need a single spatula, you may find that you use and
appreciate having the different sizes. However, if you have two that are the same size, are you really
using them at the same time (and couldn’t you rinse one between uses)?
Do you have multiple can openers because when one started to stick you bought a new one, but
then decided the original one was still “good enough” to continue using? Keep the best.
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While going through your utensils, you may find some things that aren’t duplicates but that you just
don’t use. You have biscuit cutters, but you usually use a glass? Eliminate the biscuit cutters.
Not certain whether you use something? (Chances are you don’t … if you used it, you’d know.) Set it
in a box and if you don’t go looking for the item in the next six months, you probably don’t need it.
Still not sure? Put the utensils with your holiday cookware/bakeware. If you don’t use it then, you
really don’t.

Day 42: DVDs
Here’s my (perhaps not too interesting) secret – I was a huge fan of the Buffy the Vampire Slayer
television show. I bought all the seasons on DVD and watched them regularly. (I also bought the
DVDs for Angel, but I was never quite as fond of this spinoff series.)
However, I realized that since dating, and later marrying, Mac, I haven’t watched these DVDs … for
over ten years. The numerous sets of DVDs were mixed in with Mac’s DVDs and are the only I still
own.
So, I’ve decided this year to watch them all one last time and then donate them to my library.
Do you still watch the DVDs that you own, or do you just hold onto them because you liked those
movies? Chances are that you can catch these movies On Demand or on Netflix or Hulu or some
other service you may subscribe to. Do you really need the physical DVDs?
If what you own no longer fits the space that you devoted to the DVDs, try to eliminate enough so
that what you keep fits. Also, consider watching the series, documentaries, workout videos, and
movies that you’ve been holding onto. Do you still enjoy them as much as when you bought them?
It’s okay to pass them on to a new fan.

Day 43: Tarnished Costume Jewelry
I’ve received a lot of costume jewelry as gifts, so I’ve developed the habit of rotating through pieces,
so everything gets worn. Every so often, though, I notice that a piece no longer looks nice. Perhaps
the color is wearing off, or a bead or cabochon has fallen off and the piece is no longer as nice as
when I first received it. I won’t wear it and it looks too awful to pass along.
Look through your jewelry, I’m not saying you have to go through everything, if you have a lot, but
notice if there is a corner of your jewelry box or a bowl on your dresser where you toss these
unwearable pieces into an Island of Misfit Jewelry.
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If a piece looks horrible, why are you holding onto it? Is there a photograph of you wearing the piece
that is a better memory of the item than the dust-collecting piece?
Yes, I’ve had a few pieces that I really liked, but I realized I couldn’t wear them and that’s the
purpose of jewelry, so I released the pieces. If you know a young child who likes playing dress up,
would the pieces be something appropriate to pass along for play? If a piece is meaningful, place it
in your memory box. Or, is it time to thank the piece for the wear you got out of it and release it?

Day 44: Saggy Underpants
Saggy underthings are not a cheering way to start your day. Nor is it comfortable to have waistbands
that pinch or slid down and let’s not discuss the areas of one’s body where undergarments can, um,
bunch.
Are your underpants dingy in color? Faded? Too big? Too small? Is the waistband or leg elastic
stretched? No matter how much your lingerie cost, if it isn’t wearable it isn’t worth keeping. Also, if
you realize that getting rid of all the horrible pieces would leave you seriously depleted, this is not a
garment that costs that much to replace. Just because your drawer is full to bursting, if you can’t
wear the items, they don’t count, and if they don’t count, don’t keep them.

Day 45: Foods You Don’t Like
Is there food in your home that you just don’t like? Why do you have it? If you buy it for someone
else or they buy it for themselves, you may just have to ignore it. However, do you buy food that
you think you should eat, but you just don’t like?
Maybe you bought some whey powder or some vegan snack bars or chia seeds or something else
for that diet you were determined to stick to. But, well, you thought the items were, well, yuck,
would be putting it mildly.
You may have held onto these items because you didn’t want food to go to waste. Could you bring
the stuff to work and leave it in the breakroom? It will go away faster than you’d imagine. Is there a
local food pantry where you can bring unopened packages?
Don’t feel obligated to eat that 70% cacao chocolate bar if one square horrified your taste buds.
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Day 46: Perfume, Cologne, Aftershave
I’ve read that after a few years the fragrance of these products break down and so they don’t smell
the way they were intended to smell. Have you set aside your fragrance because you love it so much
you want to save it for special occasions? Wear it now! Even if it is just around the house or you
spray some on your pillow, why deny something you enjoy?
What about if you disliked the fragrance? If it isn’t old, ask around if anyone would want it. Could
you spray it on your patio furniture or on the carpet? Or, just toss it because the smell turns your
stomach.
Holding onto it serves no purpose. What if someone saw the bottle in your room and decided you
like this fragrance and bought you a new bottle for your birthday?!
If you can’t enjoy it, get rid of it.

Day 47: Cassette Tapes
Do you have cassette tapes? Do you have something to play them on? Do you listen to them?
If you have favorite albums on cassette, these would make perfect items to requests for a CD or
MP3 upgrade for your birthday or the next holiday.
Do you really want the friend or family member who is cleaning out your belongings after you are
gone to find a boxful of cassette tapes shoved under your bed? I’m sure this will add some eyerolling levity to their day and a story to tell their friends over drinks about their crazy uncle.
Don’t be that crazy uncle (or aunt).
(I was a bit surprised to learn that cassette tapes, like vinyl records, are making a comeback, so, well,
maybe you could ask for a new cassette player if you don’t have one. I don’t get it; who wants to
rewind a tape?)

Day 48: Manicure Tools
Pull together your manicure tools. Do you have duplicates? Are some pieces rusting? Did you stop
using that battery-operated manicure tool because it didn’t work as well as a $0.20 file?
Clear through the gear, keeping the best, or noting that you need a sharp pair of nail clippers.
Should you own more than a pair of nail clippers, do you have a box or basket to keep this stuff
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together. These things are small and oh-too-easy to put down in the wrong place and then lose
beneath other items.
If you find used nail files in odd spots or too many duplicates because you can never find what you
are looking for, find a way to keep these things together and then always take the entire bin of items
with you instead of one item that might not make its way home.

Day 49: Old Newspapers
Whether it is a horrible local tragedy, or your favorite sports team wins the national championship,
people feel inclined to hold onto these important newspapers.
But, do you ever look back at these items to read them? Or, do you think that someday your kids will
want these reminders. Probably, no.
If someone wants to look up something, they’ll do so online. They won’t root around in the
basement for that stack of papers they know their parents were holding onto.
Also, too many newspapers just become a fire hazard or a danger if they topple. If you want to find a
piece of information, you’ll have to flip through numerous pages in countless editions to find what
you want. Even if you didn’t go online, you could probably find a book that offers more information
than a brief newspaper article.
Would it be interesting to flip through an old newspaper from the day you were born? Sure, it might
be. Will you really do so? Would you expect your child or grandchild will want to?

Day 50: Gift Cards
Did you get gift cards for the past holiday that you haven’t yet used? Use them before you forget
about them!
Where do unused gift cards live in your house? You probably don’t have a spot for them. Some may
be in your purse or wallet, others in your desk, and a couple may have even made their way to the
darkness of the junk drawer.
If you don’t care for the store, you can sell the cards (type “sell gift cards for cash” into your web
browser), although you won’t get full value. Could you give the gift card to someone else whom you
know likes the store or restaurant? Or, maybe, go into the store to buy a gift for someone else.
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Don’t let the gift cards go unused … that’s like tossing $20 or $50 in the street. Have a fun “nospend” afternoon (or weekend) going to the coffee shop, the bookstore, and the department store
you normally don’t shop in. Make it a game and try to only spend the value of the card.

Day 51: Dead Plants
Ever see a droopy plant that you hope will rally and become a perky plant once more? You may hold
onto the plant for a while and then, while you aren’t looking, it dies and ends up sitting on your shelf
for weeks because you’re disappointed another plant has died.
If you are more attuned to your plants, glance at them and remove any dead leaves, check that they
have enough soil and water and that they haven’t outgrown their planter.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Pull a book off your shelf that you haven’t read and decide if you will
start reading it today or if you will pass it along to a new owner.

Day 52: Paper Clips
Because you probably don’t limit yourself to going through paperwork at one only one place in your
home, you may find that paperclips have worked their way to multiple locations – your desk, where
you sort incoming mail, where you pay bills, file cabinet, junk drawer, shelves where you store
clipped articles from magazines and newspapers, etc., etc.
Find a spot where your paper clips can live. If you have a lot, you don’t need to keep them all …
particularly those that are bent or warped. I keep my paperclips in a desk organizer at my desk
which is in the basement. I also keep paperclips and binder clips (I use them to hold bags of food
shut) in my kitchen “junk drawer” (which is 85% stationery supplies) so I don’t have to walk
downstairs to get a paperclip.
If you find paperclips in odd places around your house, either decide that you’ll toss paperclips that
you aren’t putting with your stationery supplies or that you’ll be better at keeping these supplies in
one or two places in your home.
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Day 53: Sad Bras
Sad bras are faded or stretched out. They may have frayed bits of elastic poking out. Or, perhaps
your sad bras are in pristine condition because they are uncomfortable – too small or too large.
You’ve probably heard that most women wear the wrong size bra because breasts change with
events like aging, childbirth, or weight gain and loss – only, we keep going back to the size we’ve
been buying since we graduated high school.
You may not have the money right now to purchase new bras. However, if you have bras in your
drawers that you don’t wear because they are uncomfortable, get rid of them. If they are all
horrible, hold onto the ones you wear.
If you aren’t wearing them, you can’t really count them as part of your wardrobe. Instead they are
clutter, making you think you have something you really don’t.
When you get rid of what you already aren’t wearing, you free yourself from the misconception that
you could wear what you own, and you’ll truly see what you have … or don’t.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Remove an item from your closet that you haven’t been able to
wear for five or more years. If it is a sentimental item, take a picture of it … or move it to a memory
box.

Day 54: Expired Coupons
I remember as a teenager watching television and sorting through my mother’s coupon envelope
the night before she’d go grocery shopping. I’d group coupons and pull out any that had expired.
Way back when, coupons wouldn’t expire for months, some even had “no expiration” dates on
them. After a while, I’d realize that if a coupon didn’t get used for six months, it probably wasn’t
going to get used and I’d weed them from their envelope.
I recently started clipping coupons and was (and wasn’t) too surprised to notice that most coupons
had expiration dates less than two months from the day I clipped them.
As I noticed as a teen, if a coupon doesn’t get used quickly, you probably won’t use it at all … and,
there’ll be new coupons next week, and the week after that, and after that.
If you are an extreme couponer, you have a well-managed system. However, if you are a casual
couponer, you may lose track of when the coupons expire. Do you find coupons beneficial to saving
money or do you buy things that you wouldn’t have otherwise purchased without a coupon?
Weed out those expired coupons and those you won’t use. You may even decide to toss the entire
lot.
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~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate 3-to-5 computer files you don’t need.

Day 55: Takeout Menus
Do your takeout menus live in the junk drawer (or maybe, their own drawer) or in a file folder
tucked into a corner of your kitchen counter?
How many restaurants do you really call for takeout?
Sort through these menus. Keep one each from your favorite takeout places. Toss the ones from
places that you know have closed. What to do with the menus from the new places you want to try?
Keep them in front … and if the next time you call for takeout you don’t go to any of these new
places, toss those menus and accept that you like the places you like.
If you’ve started using an app to order takeout, then you probably don’t need these menus at all.
Also, if you find you usually look at menus online, toss the print menus.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate 3-to-5 computer files you don’t need.

Day 56: Excess Glassware
How many cabinets and shelves do you have filled with glassware – juice glasses, water glasses,
wine glasses, beer glasses and glass steins, and all the glasses you’ve received as favors at weddings,
showers, birthday parties, and other events … not to mention the souvenir glasses you bought on
vacation.
Consider how many glasses you and your family use over the course of a day and how often you run
your dishwasher (or hand wash dirty glasses and dishes). Then, decide what cabinet or shelf space
you want to devote to these items.
If you have space and need for a dozen glasses, then keep that quantity. Curate your collection so
you have glasses that will meet your day-to-day needs. Do you need half a dozen wineglasses when
you are the only one who drinks wine? I know, I know, what about company? Think back over the
past year to how many times you’ve pulled out the wineglasses for company?
Don’t feel that you must keep more than you currently use “just in case.” Live the life you live right
now. Don’t weigh on your peace of mind each time you go to get a glass because you are faced with
glassware stacked inside other cups because you might host a dinner party for 20 (even though
you’ve never done such a thing).
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What about souvenir glassware? Are you keeping them to use? Then use them. If they are meant to
be displayed, then don’t keep them in with the drinking glasses.

Day 57: Pet Toys
My cat loves the red pull tabs that we remove from jugs of milk or apple cider. When I look under or
behind furniture … a red pull tab or two (or five). Every so often, the cat creates a convention of red
pull tabs in some random spot.
How many toys does your pet have? How many do they use? I know, my cat will suddenly start
playing with a toy that she’s ignored for months. (She must pick up on my thoughts. Within an hour
of thinking that I’m going to toss a box that she hasn’t gone in for a week or throw out a longignored toy, suddenly she’s sleeping in that box or skittering across the floor with that toy.
So, evaluate your pets’ toys … are there toys that are too chewed-on or damaged or in not-great
condition that your pet no longer plays with and that won’t be missed?
Are there “new” toys that are no longer new but have been completely ignored by your pet. (My cat
hated the tunnel I bought for her. It took me nearly two years to acknowledge she wasn’t going to
use it. I donated it.)
Gather all the toys you can find and post a picture on A Less Cluttered Life’s Facebook page … do you
know there is a special group for people doing A Year of Decluttering? Ask to join the group and
share your decluttering progress!
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Delete five bookmarked pages on your smartphone or computer.

Day 58: Expired Food
Head over to your cabinet of dry goods and check the expiration dates on cans and boxes.
Depending on how much food you have stored, you may not be able to do this in 15-minutes, so
either plan for a bit more time or continue this activity on days when the task of the day doesn’t
apply to you.
If you find food with an upcoming expiration date, pull it to the front and plan to use it in a meal. Or,
donate it to a local food pantry. Unfortunately, if it is expired, you can’t donate it, even if the food is
perfectly fine.
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If you don’t already have the habit of rotating your stock, get in the habit of putting new purchases
behind food you already had on your shelf. Or, consider how many boxes of rice or pasta or cans of
beans or tuna you need to keep on-hand so that you have food available for meals without having
so much that you are losing track of what you have.
Group similar food together to help you maintain your inventory.
In most cases, even if an expiration date is past, the food is still okay to eat – unless you see signs of
insects in the rice or pasta or if a can is bulging.
Notice what food has expired and consider that you may not need to replace it.

Day 59: Markers/Highlighters
Gather up the markers and highlighters that may have expanded their territory from your desk to
your kitchen counter, random end tables, the dresser in your bedroom, the dining table where the
kids worked on a school project last month, etc.
Do you have and need duplicate sets of markers? Do you need eight black permanent markers … or
do you keep buying more because you can never find the ones you own? Do you use different
highlighters to color-code your calendar or would you do just as well with only a yellow highlighter
(or none since you realize you never use them)?
Where should markers and highlighters live? With your – or the kids’ – craft supplies? On your desk?
Someplace else?
If you’ve found a lot of markers all over your house, then figure out where you’ll go looking for them
and keep them together.
(Are the markers good or not? If you have a kid, you can ask them to test markers to see if some
that are dried out. Otherwise, the next time you are sitting on the couch, watching television, test
your markers to see if you have a collection of dried-out markers.)

Can you believe you have completed two months of A Year of Decluttering?! If you’ve been with us
from the beginning, I hope you are noticing changes in your home … and, that you are developing
the habit of questioning why you are holding onto things that can no longer serve you.
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Day 60: Packaging from Items You Can’t
Return
Maybe you decided to hold onto the box that your toaster oven was packaged in. You wanted to
make certain the item worked and that you wouldn’t have to return it.
Of course, you didn’t want the box to sit out on the counter, so you tucked it away in the basement.
Where it has remained with other boxes containing no more that the materials the item was
swaddled in for its protection.
After a week, (or a month, because by then you can’t return the item), recycle the box. If you have
unintentionally been holding onto boxes for longer than that, clear them from your home.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Delete five digital files you no longer need.
Has someone mentioned that they want to start spring cleaning (and by that they mean
decluttering, not mopping) but they don’t know where to start, forward this email and encourage
them to join you in this slow and manageable program to eliminate feelings of overwhelm while
working steadily through their clutter.

Day 61: Rings
When my mother died, I inherited her jewelry, most of it costume jewelry. I remember squinting at
the rings, trying to determine what might be silver or gold.
I remember my mother getting mail order offers for a free ring, that would be followed by the rest
of the matching set – earrings, bracelet, pin, and necklace, that she could buy if she liked the ring.
Because it was free (she probably had to pay for shipping), she had several of these rings. I’m not
certain she ever wore them.
I was conflicted about some of the gold rings … for so many years she didn’t wear rings, so they
weren’t sentimental. My brother and I sold them. I took her engagement ring, which she had reset
as a cocktail ring, handed it to my boyfriend and told him to use the diamond for my engagement
ring. (Let me clarify that he said he was going to look for a ring.)
Do you have rings that you no longer wear? If they are sentimental and you want to pass them along
to relatives, I suggest that you write a note about the ring so to add to its value for the future owner.
Would you consider passing along these items now?
~
Only if this task doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of five emails
(in your inbox or that you archived).
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Day 62: Excess Cleaning Supplies
Do you keep your cleaning supplies together, so you don’t lose track of what you already have? If
not, gather all these supplies and group them by type. Are there some containers that are nearly
empty? Can you use up the remaining contents in the next couple weeks or is it time to dispose of
the container?
Avoid combining bits from different bottles unless it is the same product from the same
manufacturer.
If you have full or nearly full supplies that are duplicates, consider asking your neighbors or
coworkers if they’d find these supplies useful during their spring cleaning.
Or, make a point of using what you have. Store similar products together. Keep your supplies in one
place. Don’t buy something because it is on sale (and you have a coupon!), if you already have that
type of cleaner at home.
Cleaning supplies last. Use up what you have.

Day 63: ‘As Seen on TV’ Items that Don’t Work
Do you have kitchen gadgets, beauty items, and exercise equipment that you saw advertise on
commercials and you couldn’t resist ordering? Of course, now you can find many of these items in
stores, on their own special display.
If they worked and you use them, great. If you were disappointed, dispose of the items. You aren’t
gaining any value from an item shoved to the back of a drawer or cabinet.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Give away a knickknack that you’ve been displaying for years even
though you no longer like it or find any meaning to keeping it.

Day 64: Phone Books
Every so often, I’m surprised to find a physical phone book dropped next to my mail box. These are
local books, and for a while, I kept them, replacing volumes each year as they were updated. I felt
organized by getting rid of the old books, but I didn’t need the new phone books. I look up phone
numbers and addresses online. Unless you’ve found yourself looking up a number in one of these
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phone books in the past three months, recycle them. And when new ones arrive, treat them like
junk mail.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: If you’ve asked for you name to be removed from direct mail lists,
you may still get catalogs and requests for donations from companies you’ve ordered from. Go to
their website or call them and ask that you not receive catalogs and offers by mail.

Day 65: Old Sponges
I am guilty of using sponges until they are falling apart or stained with grime or tomato sauce. If you
use sponges, upgrade to some new ones. Or, consider switching to dishcloths and cleaning cloths
that you can throw in the washing machine. If you use makeup sponges … or natural sponges for
artwork, check out their condition as well.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Delete 3-to-5 emails that you’ve been holding onto for more than a
year.

Day 66: The Freezer
Today’s task is the freezer that’s part of your refrigerator. If you have a stand-alone freezer, you may
want to plan a couple hours to go through it … particularly if you haven’t organized it for a while.
Fifteen minutes is not enough time to defrost the freezer. If you need to defrost anything or you
have a larger freezer, you may want to put these tasks on your calendar so that they get done …
hey, your calendar works to get you to the dentist.
Pull everything from the freezer and give it a quick wipe-down. While sorting the food on your
countertop, check expiration dates on packaged food and notice when you bought that ground
turkey. If you are rediscovering expired, forgotten, freezer-burned food, toss it.
Return food to the freezer with the oldest stuff up front so you can use it in the next few weeks.
If you find yourself finding a lot of food that you forgot was in the freezer, make a list of the
contents.
Every couple of months, my husband and I shop at a wholesale club and load up with meat that fits
into our refrigerator-freezer. When packaging the meat into meals, I make a chart so that I can keep
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track of what I have and rotate through the freezer’s contents. When the freezer is nearly empty, we
go on another shopping trip.
Those are the couple of habits I’ve developed to avoid waste with frozen food.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you – delete 5-10 digital photographs.

Day 67: Phone Chargers
Chances are that the charger to your old phone doesn’t work with your new phone. Either ask
around to see if anyone needs the phone charger or donate it with the phone.
If the cord to an old charger has wires poking out of it and you held it together with tape, it may be
time to toss it.
If you’ve purchased phone chargers for your car, toss any that you can no longer use.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Leave a book you’ve never read in a Little Library or “lose” it in the
breakroom at work or someplace else.

Day 68: Costume Jewelry You Don’t Wear
I know that I’ve had you looking at jewelry a few times. However, it is so small that you may discover
that you have more than you think in that tiny jewelry box. Also, jewelry can be sentimental, which
can be emotionally draining to sort.
For today, look at costume jewelry that you don’t wear. If it is more than 20 years old, ask any teens
if they’d like these pieces that probably look quirky to them. Or, downgrade appropriate pieces to a
dress-up box for a young girl.
If you want to hold onto pieces because they have sentimental value, consider displaying them in a
shadow box or on a pretty tray so you can enjoy the items.
~
Only if today doesn’t apply to you: Get rid of 3-to-5 computer files that you no longer need.
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Day 69: A Piece of Furniture
Are there pieces of furniture that you no longer use that you’ve relegated to the attic, basement,
guest room, or shed? Do you have pieces in the rooms you use that are worn out or no longer used?
Send out a few emails or texts to see if any friends or family can make use of the useful pieces. Post
the items on Facebook or Craigslist or a smartphone app that lets you post items for free or for sale.
On a sunny weekend, put smaller pieces by the side of the road with a ‘free’ sign.
You can also call charities. However, when I did this for some of my parents’ furniture, the driver
evaluated the pieces and wouldn’t take what he thought wouldn’t sell in the thrift store.

Day 70: Clocks
Are you surrounded by decorative clocks as well as plainer, more functional clocks? Do you have
clocks you never look at or that don’t work? When you change the time for Daylight Savings, do you
wonder why you have so many timepieces?
Unless collecting clocks is your thing, reduce the number of clocks you have in a room, keeping your
favorites.

Day 71: Save the Date Announcements
Do you have a drawer or a file where you save paper memorabilia? Do you have Save the Date
announcements from events already past? (Finding a Save the Date card for a wedding where the
marriage has ended in divorce, is an excellent incentive for clearing these.)
After the event is passed, you don’t need these announcements. Honestly, after you receive this
card and note the date in your calendar, you don’t even need to pin this to your bulletin board or
refrigerator.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Delete 3-to-5 emails that you’ve been holding onto for more than a
year.
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Day 72: A Knickknack You Don’t Like
Remove one knickknack from a shelf or dresser-top that you realize you don’t like. Maybe it was a
gift from someone or maybe you bought it years ago and it reflects a past interest.
You don’t need the item, particularly if you don’t like it or it has negative memories connected with
it. If you are concerned that the giver of the item will be insulted, try moving the item to a box
you’ve established for collecting donations. If the person doesn’t comment on the item’s absence, it
probably isn’t that significant to them either.

Day 73: Remote Controls
Do you have remote controls to televisions, DVD players, game systems, air conditioners and other
electronics and appliances that you no longer have? Maybe you have a basket of remote control for
your current television and control box, plus a few extras.
These items aren’t useful and the only reason you probably have them is they were simply
overlooked at the time. Don’t overlook them during today’s decluttering task.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Delete an email or three that you’ve held onto but the information
in it is no longer useful.

Day 74: Worn-out Bathmats
Do you have a no-skid mat inside your bathtub that is moldy even after you scrub it? Do you have a
bath rug that is dingy or worn-out?
Deciding to declutter your home does not mean that you need to keep substandard items because
they are (barely) functional. Do you have a backup already tucked into your linen closet? Perhaps
you saw a bathmat or a rug on sale, scooped it up, and then got home and decided to continue with
what you were already using.
Maybe you have a second bathroom or guest bathroom that doesn’t often get used and there is a
pristine mat or rug you could transfer to your primary bathroom.
You don’t want your foot to squelch on a wet-dog of a rug.
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Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Sort through actual photos from an album, storage box, or even the
developer/printer envelope. Get rid of five photos. These can be blurry, poor quality photographs if
this makes you uptight.

Day 75: Bracelets
Pull out any bracelets that you don’t wear because they don’t fit, they are damaged or worn looking,
or you just don’t like them.
If there is something you can sell or turn in for cash, go for it. If there are pieces you’d like someone
else to have, do so now so there is no question about your intentions when you are gone.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Toss five pieces of paper – an old list, an out-of-date warranty, an
article you tore from a magazine or printed from online, etc.

Day 76: Pinterest Pins You’ll Never Try
I’ve had my moments where I’ll start looking at Pinterest and keep saving pins to my boards. I don’t
bother to visit the sites or read the articles; it’s all about the picture.
Then, I’ll go back to get the information and discover the link doesn’t direct you to that article, or
that it’s just an advertisement, or that it’s written in Japanese.
It’s all to easy to “pin.” Go through and delete several that you are no longer interested in or have
realized that you won’t bother trying to recreate.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to delete 3-5 unwanted
computer files.
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Day 77: Random Nails and Screws
Maybe you bought something you had to build and there were a couple of leftover nails; or, you
didn’t hang the spice rack on the wall, so you didn’t need some of the hardware. Where do these
random items go?
If you said, ‘the junk drawer,’ you can toss them because if you go looking for the exact item, you
won’t find it in the mixture. My father would save pill bottles and put the two nails or single screw
leftover from an item in a bottle. (But he didn’t always write on the label what these screws
belonged to.)
I’m not suggesting that you don’t need nails and screws and washers and things but keep them
together in a tool box or utility cabinet.

Day 78: Old Towels
The way I see it, for each person in your home, you need the towels you are using and another set
that is in the wash or the linen closet. Add in one set of towels for each guest you could possibly
host which probably is enough (unless you have guests who stay for a month).
If the number of towels and washcloths you own suggests that you regularly host six guests (who
would have no space to stay with your family of four), you may have more towels than you need.
A few ratty towels for absorbing large spills are useful, but you don’t need a dozen ratty towels (and
you might want to keep these separate from your good towels.
I remember my father buying towels at discount stores and then coming home and announcing that
we wouldn’t need to use them until the towels we were using were in worse shape. I found
shopping bags of perfectly good, brand new towels piled in a spare room. The linen closet was
packed with gray, frayed, threadbare towels.
If you’ve bought new towels, enjoy them. Demote your old towels to clean-up duty. Pass your cleanup towels on to an animal shelter or wildlife rehabilitator.
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Day 79: Something that Makes You Feel Sad
Sometimes we hold onto things that we neither find useful nor like. Instead, there is a sense of
obligation. We hold onto something because that is what we feel we should do.
Is there something that you’ve felt obligated to hold onto, but that makes you feel saddened by the
circumstances or backstory connected to the item?
This could be an article of clothing that you hold onto with the hopes of wearing it again when
you’ve returned to that size. It could be a souvenir from the last vacation you took with your ex. It
could be a textbook from a college class you failed and always thought you’d take again to prove
something to yourself.
Even if you’ve hidden the item, the energy and thoughts associated with it are still there. The item is
a token of your past. Don’t try to drag it into your future.

Day 80: Excess Plates
Consider how many people live in your home, how often you entertain, how often you run the
dishwasher or wash the dishes. One or two extra plates isn’t an issue, but if you could go without
washing a plate for a couple of weeks, it may be time to evaluate your needs.
You don’t need to go through all your dinnerware and serving pieces, we’ll do that on other days.
For today’s 15-minute task, just look at your plates.
One sign of too many plates could be that you have them stored in multiple places. Don’t just peek
into the cabinets. Bring all your plates – lunch, dinner, dessert – together on a table or counter so
you can see what you have. And then, determine what you need.

Day 81: Wedding Favors
Most weddings (bar mitzvahs, showers) will thank guests for attending by sending them home with
a mug, glass, candle, can cozies, bubbles and other small gifts.
Have you held onto the items just because you didn’t know what to do with them? Burn the candle,
blow the bubbles, plant the seeds, or just toss the item. You aren’t obligated to hold onto the item if
it is nothing more than clutter, something you’ve pushed aside.
You don’t care any less for the individual or couple by releasing things you don’t need.
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~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: unsubscribe to a shopping website’s emails.

Day 82: Broken or Excess Umbrellas
At one point, I kept receiving umbrellas as my “free gift” from several charities. I also had umbrellas
that I’d purchased and tucked in my tote bag and car. When I pulled them all together, I realized
that I had eight(!) umbrellas.
Bring all your umbrellas together. Are there any in poor condition? Take them outside and open
them if you aren’t certain. You don’t need to hold onto items that won’t do their job or “should be
okay,” particularly if you have better options.
Keep the umbrellas together, preferably near the door people use to head out to school or work. Do
you need to keep the umbrellas if you realize you never use them? How many umbrellas do you
need? If you got rid of half the umbrellas you currently have, would this bother anyone?
Be the umbrella fairy who leaves umbrellas on the bus or by the door at work on a rainy day.

Day 83: Jeans
If they don’t fit, why are you holding onto them? If you are actively losing weight, holding onto a size
or two smaller is fine; however, if you are only thinking of losing weight, these are not helping to
give you an incentive.
What if you are determined to fit back into these smaller sizes? Clear them out of your closet and
put them in a box labeled with a date that’s six months from today. If in six months you haven’t
gone looking for them, let them go.
Are you holding onto larger sizes just in case you gain weight? Don’t think this way.
If you have a pair of jeans that you hold onto for sentimental reasons, take them out of the closet
and put them in a box of memorabilia.
~
Only if this item doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of five horrible
photographs (print or digital.)
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Day 84: Duplicate Tools
Yes, tools come in different sizes, but do you need to keep duplicates of the same size? Do you need
multiples of tools that simply come from different manufacturers?
Post online to find out if any friends or relatives need what you have duplicates of.
If you have a lot of tools, work for 15-minutes and then step away. Make a note to return to your
tools on a day the topic doesn’t apply to you.

Day 85: Frayed Paint Brushes
If you are an artist or crafter, check the condition of your paint brushes. If you have brushes for
home painting, check that they are still in good condition. There is nothing worse than to find a hair
from a paint brush dried in the paint.
Don’t worry about replacing these brushes right away. Wait until a project comes up and see if you
notice the absence of a brush or if you use what you still have.

Day 86: Extension Cords and Power Strips
You might want to start this task with a quick walk around your home, glancing behind furniture for
extension cords, power strips, and surge protectors. Do you still need the items you have in place?
Do you have electronics plugged into a power strip when you need a surge protector?
Is everything in good condition? Bring all the extension cords not in use to a single location. Pop
them into a clear storage box and label either end of the box for good measure. Keep the box in a
utility room or wherever you keep tools or lightbulbs.
If you feel that you have an excessive number of these items, remove some or all but one, or
whatever you think will work for your household.
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Day 87: Excessive Cleaning Cloths, Wipes,
Paper Towels
Even reusable cleaning cloths that you pop in the washing machine can become thin, grimy, or
frayed and make the task of cleaning more difficult.
As for disposable cleaning cloths … including paper towels … did you get caught up in sales and
coupons and now you realize you have a year’s worth of supplies tucked into various locations in
your home?
Look through your cleaning cabinet and that shelf out in the garage or down the basement where
you store paper towel and disposable dust cloths and disinfecting wipes. Gather it all together so
you can inventory what you have.
Think about how often you use these items and do a bit of math to see how long it will be before
you run out. You don’t have to get rid of anything, (unless you have a year supply and want to share
it) but keep these supplies together and make a point of not buying any more until you’ve nearly run
out. Tell anyone else in your house who shops that even if the items are on sale, it will still be a
waste of money purchasing what you don’t need.

Day 88: Pushpins
If in your decluttering, you’ve noticed pushpins, thumbtacks, and map pins in the junk drawer, with
your office supplies, and in a few “catch all” bowls, carefully gather them together and put them in
the location you are most likely to go looking for them (when in doubt, office area).
If you can’t think of the last time you used a pushpin, consider that you don’t need to have a tray of
them in your home. And, if you use pushpins, but rarely, you don’t need the desk organizer filled
with a hundred pushpins. Want to set up a portable home office if you don’t have a set space to
handle your paper-oriented tasks.

Day 89: Excess Flatware
At one point did you notice that you were missing several forks, spoons, or knives, so you went out
and purchased a new set or some replacement pieces? Maybe you still have the mismatched set
from your first apartment.
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Because these items are so useful, you may have never bothered to weed through your flatware.
However, if the flatware organizer in your kitchen drawer is overflowing with forks after you empty
the dishwasher, it may be time to pick out the excess.
Like with plates, consider how many people are in your home, how often you entertain, and how
often you wash the dishes and flatware to figure out what you need to keep on hand.

Day 90: Old Eyeglasses
If you have old eyeglasses that are still useful (just not to you), consider donating them to your local
Lion’s Club or another charity (look online for addresses). Particularly if your prescription has
changed, these eyeglasses are no longer useful to you. Even if your current glasses get damaged you
won’t be able to wear an old prescription.
Allow the lenses to help someone who would otherwise be unable to afford glasses.
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Toss three things from your junk drawer.

Day 91: An Outfit You Don’t Wear
Maybe you are thinking that you have a lot of outfits you don’t wear and that you really need to go
through your entire closet … then, you get panicky wondering when you’ll find the time.
Don’t worry about all of that. Today, I’m just asking that you remove one outfit that you don’t wear.
Maybe it no longer fits properly. Maybe you wore it for your last job, but it wouldn’t be appropriate
to wear to your current job. Maybe it was on sale and you grabbed it before someone else bought it
… but, once you got it home, you realized it didn’t suit your life.
I’m not telling you to get rid of something you don’t wear often but still like and find functional.
Look through your closet for a top, bottom, and jacket/sweater/wrap that you don’t wear and don’t
like.
If this is an outfit, okay; if it is random pieces that wouldn’t go together, that’s fine as well.
If you think you’ll get caught up in this task, set a timer or plan to do this just before you will head
out the door or do another task, so you stop at fifteen minutes.
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Day 92: Purses You Don’t or Can’t Use
If you don’t use purses, you could look at a briefcase, gym bag, tote or similar object you use daily ...
or, do the alternate activity.
As a severely fashion-challenged individual, I usually have one purse that I use until it wears out or is
damaged or I’ve used for 18 months straight. However, if you rotate to different purses on a daily or
seasonal basis, pull out what you have.
Check the condition of your bags. Are there any that you don’t use because of damage? If it is an
expensive piece, would you pay to get it fixed? If it is inexpensive and damaged or worn-looking, you
may just have to toss it. If you can’t use a purse because of the condition it is in, then holding onto it
doesn’t serve you.
Are there purses in dated styles? Do you really want to hold onto this item, allowing it to take up
space in your home, because you mind use it in fifteen years?
You decide whether you are keeping two purses or twenty, it all depends on how you use them.
Also, do you have your purses stored in a way that allows them to use them in the way you
envision? If you want to change to a new purse daily, are they stored in an accessible way that
allows you to switch purses with minimal fuss?
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Toss three things from a junk drawer.

Day 93: Old Toothbrushes
Check the toothbrushes you and your family use. If you notice bent bristles and other wear, replace
the brushes. (Check with other family members before doing this as they may want a specific type of
brush for their replacement.)
You may save old toothbrushes to use for cleaning tasks. Do you use them for that purpose or have
they accumulated in the cabinet beneath your bathroom sink?
And, if you do use them, how many do you need to keep for this purpose? If you regularly replace
your toothbrushes, then you are always restocking your old brushes. Maybe downgrading a
toothbrush can become your prompt for doing a specific task; then, you don’t need to hold onto old
brushes.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a snack that you are eating only because you are bored,
or you need a break.
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Day 94: The Fancy Soap You Never Use
My great-aunt had flower-shaped soaps displayed in decorative jars in her bathroom. When she
moved, she gave them to my mother, and so these became decorations in our cluttered bathroom.
Do you have soaps that are for display purposes only? Do they still fulfill your decorating interests,
or have they been sitting in the same place for so long that you have stopped noticing them?
You may have lovely handmade soaps that you bought at a craft fair or that you received as a gift.
These may have seemed so nice that you haven’t used them. Don’t save them; enjoy them!
If the soap is turning an ‘off’ color or is falling apart, it may be old and best scraped into the trash.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Pull a book off your shelf that you haven’t read and decide if you will
start reading it today or if you will pass it along to a new owner.

Day 95: Necklaces You Don’t or Can’t Wear
Check through your necklaces for pieces with broken clasps, chains that are too short for your neck
or style, or costume pieces that have permanently changed color.
If a piece can be fixed, do you like it enough to fix it? If the piece is too dingy or damaged to wear,
get rid of it. Sentimental pieces that you don’t wear can be moved to a memory box or set in a bowl
or on a tray, so you can display pieces you don’t wear but want to keep.
Selling a piece that you don’t wear could pay the costs of replacing a clasp or chain.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Delete five bookmarked pages on your smartphone or computer.

Day 96: Candy and Gum
Do you have a stash of candy “for guests?” Do you have a bag or two of candy shoved into the back
of your pantry in case you have a bad day? If you don’t want to eat the candy, toss it, bring it into
work, leave it in the donation box for the local food pantry.
If there is candy in the house that your spouse or kids eat, and you would like to avoid it, move the
candy to an opaque container that makes it more difficult to see.
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If you have candy that has melted or gum that has gotten hard, toss it and congratulate yourself for
not falling for these tempting treats.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Remove an item from your closet that you haven’t been able to wear for
five or more years. If it is a sentimental item, take a picture of it … or move it to a memory box.

Day 97: A Kitchen Gadget that You Don’t Use
You aren’t cleaning out an entire drawer or cabinet and you don’t have to worry about selecting the
least useful gadget in your entire kitchen. If you think that you’ll get caught up in this task, set a
timer with an alarm or plan to do this task while you are making dinner.
Open a cabinet or drawer in your kitchen and remove a gadget that you haven’t used for a year or
more (and know you won’t bother to use again) or that you don’t like.
This item could be a timer, a bread maker, a spiralizer, etc. The size doesn’t matter.

Day 98: Old or Extra Sheets
I’m happy with owning the sheets on my bed and a spare set that sits in the cabinet. I can strip the
bed and put on a new set while the others are in the wash.
I don’t have a spare bedroom and so I don’t need sheets for guests. If I did, I’d probably only have
the set on the bed that I’d wash and replace. You may enjoy switching from cotton sheets in the
summer to flannel sheets in the winter.
If the fitted sheet wears out, do you replace that alone, or do you get a new set of sheets, toss the
worn fitted sheet and keep the flat sheet and pillowcases just in case? Have you ever used these
just-in-case-sheets?
Sheets are a functional item and so keeping things that you can’t or don’t use can clutter your linen
cabinet and make it more difficult to access the items you do use.
Check with local wildlife rehabilitators or animal shelters to see if they can use worn-out sheets.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Give away a knickknack that you’ve been displaying for years even
though you no longer like it or find any meaning for keeping it.
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Day 99: Useless Smartphone or Cell Phone
Accessories
Do you have spare cellphone cases you no longer use? What about car holders, stands, tripods,
rings, mounts, camera accessories, and all the other tempting goodies that seemed useful when you
saw them; but you’ve just never used as often as you thought you would?
You may find a friend or coworker will be thrilled to take these items off your hands.
Before buying gadgets, consider if the item solves a problem that has frustrated you or if it simply
seems useful.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: If you’ve asked for you name to be removed from direct mail lists, you
may still get catalogs and requests for donations from companies you’ve dealt with. Go to their
website or call them and ask that you not receive catalogs and offers by mail.

Day 100: Old and Unused Eye Makeup
I’ve never quite understood why some women consider it a badge of honor to claim that they’ve
used the same tube of mascara for three years. Really? If you wear it daily, then you’ll use it up. If
you wear mascara only a few times of year, why bother?
Glancing around a few blogs and product sites, the recommendations for tossing eye makeup are:




Mascara and liquid eye liner – three months
Pencil eye liner – two years
Eye shadow – two years

Honestly, if you have the same tray of eye shadows for two years, do you really wear them? Either
you stay on top of fashion trends and you switch out what you use each season (so, don’t hold onto
the old stuff because you know you won’t use it again) or you don’t wear makeup that often (so, do
you really feel that you have to own makeup so you can wear it two or three times a year?).
Toss the old stuff (if you don’t know how old it is, it is too old) and the eye makeup you know you
won’t wear again.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Toss five pieces of paper – an old list, an out-of-date warranty, an article
you tore from a magazine or printed from online, etc.
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Day 101: Frayed and Stained Washcloths
My father had the strange habit of purchasing new towels or washcloths and then declaring that we
could still use the old ones we’d been using. When I cleared out their house, I gave away bags of
brand-new towels and washcloths.
If you’ve purchased new washcloths because they were on sale, why not use them? Thin, frayed,
and stained washcloths can be downgraded to cleaning rags (only if you use cleaning rags) or
donated to animal shelters.
Make it a habit of only purchasing replacement items when you are ready to switch out the old
items. You aren’t getting a great deal at a sale if you buy items that you tuck away for future use.

Day 102: Clothing with Attached Price Tags
Do you have items in your closet that still bear their price tags? If you bought it at the end of the
season last year for this year’s use, that’s fine. However, if you bought the item a while ago, it may
be time to move it to your donation box.
You may see an item on sale at a price you can’t walk away from, but once you get the item home,
you find it doesn’t fit with what you already have. You may have purchased an item for a job
interview or a wedding, but you wore something else.
If you couldn’t snip off the sales tag, some part of you knew that you’d never wear the item. The tag
sets the item apart from the clothing you do wear on a regular basis. Unless you bought the item for
the upcoming season, remove it from your closet.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you. Use your 15-minutes of decluttering to delete 3-5 unwanted computer
files.

Day 103: Old Hair Accessories
Stretched-out elastics, barrettes and clips that don’t stay in place, and hairbands that look dirty or
worn aren’t the best way to accessorize your look.
Although you may treat hair accessories as a functional item to keep your hair away from your eyes,
because your hair frames your face, the accessories in your hair are even more visible.
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Old hair accessories, excess quantities, or pieces that don’t do their job aren’t useful to keep. They
clutter up your storage and make it more difficult to find the pieces that do work for you.
~
If this item doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of three-to-five
horrible photographs (print or digital.)

Day 104: Blankets You Don’t Use
Chances are that the blankets you use are already on your bed. An out-of-season blanket may be in
storage. Beyond that, how many extra blankets do you need? An extra blanket to throw over your
lap if you get chilly on the couch? Enough blankets for your kids to create a fort?
Consider how many and what blankets have been used in your home over the past year. If you
regularly have guests sleeping on your couch, then you’ll want a couple of blankets for that use.
However, if you never need extra blankets, what just-in-case situation are you holding onto them
for?
Blankets take up a lot of space and can become musty if they aren’t used for years. Donating them
allows this useful item to be used.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of five emails (in your
inbox or archived in a folder).

Day 105: Cookbooks You Don’t Use
When Mac and I got an apartment, I cooked most of the meals. I wanted to offer variety even
though we both have simple tastes. I started to expand beyond my two basic cookbooks into
specialty cookbooks.
But, after a while, I realized that I returned to the same recipes all the time. So, I flipped through
each cookbook and copied the recipes I used onto recipe cards that I slid into a binder. I found there
were a lot of cookbooks I held onto for a single recipe.
In some cases, I copied recipes that I thought I’d use, but had not yet tried. I held onto some
cookbooks for a year or two longer, but eventually let them go when I realized that I’ll look online
for a recipe before I sit down to flip through numerous cookbooks.
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In the end, I kept my two basic cookbooks and the binder filled with recipe cards.
Do you have cookbooks that you can’t remember the last time you opened? Are they books you
received as gifts? You can either box up these cookbooks or plan a slower declutter and look
through each book and try out the recipes.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: unsubscribe to a shopping website’s emails.

Day 106: Plastic Cards
Look through your wallet, briefcase, purse, and desk for plastic cards you don’t use – expired credit
cards and driver’s licenses, shopping reward cards you don’t need to carry, old health insurance
cards, old AAA or AARP or other membership cards.
If you don’t want to cut these with scissors, most paper shredders will also do the job. It may have
seemed easier to add the new card to your wallet without removing the old or to set them aside for
future destruction. However, this creates a confusing clutter of duplicates and you must look
through the cards to find the most accurate.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Think twice about making a purchase that would bring a potentially
unnecessary item into your home.

Day 107: Broken Lamps
I know, you just need to replace the socket on that lamp or to get a new shade, so how long have
you been telling yourself this? If you’ve moved the lamp to the basement, attic, or garage, do you
really plan on fixing that lamp? Did you replace it?
Maybe the lamp isn’t broken, it just doesn’t suit the room or your use any longer. Why not donate
the lamp to someone who can use it? You may have had the good intentions to use the lamp in
another room or to fix it, but if that hasn’t happened, release it.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Toss three things from a junk drawer.
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Day 108: Touristy Knickknacks
It’s tempting to purchase a little something that you can display and show the places you’ve visited.
Decals, shot glasses, mugs, magnets, and other little knickknacks may get used (a pen or a tee shirt)
or may collect dust.
If you have an organized collection that you enjoy displaying (a case filled with shot classes), then,
that’s fine. However, if you walk around your house and find a few tourist items that you realize you
don’t need to hold onto, release them.
When you visit a location in the future, consider if it is important to you to take back a tee shirt or
magnet proclaiming your visit.

Day 109: Spare Buttons
You may have purchased a shirt or jacket that came with a spare button. What to do with that
button? You may have tossed it into your jewelry box, sewing kit, or junk drawer. Maybe you even
have a jar that you fill with buttons.
For a while, my crafting included using decorative buttons and so I filled a jar with all sorts of
buttons from plain white circles to buttons shaped like frogs and Christmas trees. When I stopped
using them in my crafting, I donated them to an art program where the kids got a kick out of sewing
the buttons onto decorative pillows.
Unless you sew, do you really need a bunch of spare buttons? If a button falls off your shirt, would
you be able to find its replacement? Toss the buttons, donate them, or find a crafter who would
enjoy them.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you – Pick a time of day when you’d normally scroll through social media and
choose to do something else. Take a walk (even if you just go into another room), get a drink of
water, color, read.

Day 110: A Just-in-Case Item
Your just-in-case item could be just about anything – the sparkly cocktail dress you keep just in case
you get invited to an event that requires you get dressed up; the tool you think could be handy;
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construction paper your high school student might need (you never know); the fancy crackers and
fig jam you have in case company pops over; the suit jacket you could fit into if you lost 15 pounds.
Likely places to look for just-in-case items are your closet, the pantry, your home office, the craft
supply bin, or the junk drawer.

Day 111: Stained Clothing
I’ve been guilty of holding onto – and wearing - a shirt stained from a splatter of grease; hey, I’d
wear it with my black cardigan and the stain would be hidden. No problem. Of course, until the day I
put on the shirt and didn’t grab the cardigan. I did not return that shirt to my closet.
I’ve also held onto stained clothing that I could wear while painting or gardening. But, then, how
much clothing do I need to do yardwork?
You don’t want to get dressed only to realize that you have on a stained shirt and you must go back
and change. Remove stained clothing from your closet. If you think that the stain isn’t noticeable,
put on the item and make an honest judgement.

Day 112: Articles You’ve Printed from the
Internet or Pulled from Magazines
When an article resonates with me or contains information that I want to use, I’ll often print it and
tuck it into a file folder. Every so often, I read the articles, copy out the sentence or three that were
meaningful and recycle the paper. Not efficient or environmentally sound.
Do you have a file or a pile of articles you are determined to read? Do you make the time to read
them? If you don’t plan time to go through these articles, how will you benefit from the
information?
Look at your calendar and schedule time to review these articles. If this task isn’t important enough
to schedule, then reevaluate holding onto them as a part of you has already decided that reading
these pages are not worth your time.
You can do the same with articles and pdfs that you’ve saved on your computer or have
bookmarked on your phone or computer.
Remember, limit yourself to fifteen minutes with this task. Perhaps flip through the pages or files
and get rid of what no longer grabs your attention.
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Day 113: Clothes Hangers
If you’ve been doing the clothing-related tasks, you may have emptied a few clothes hangers. Pull
the empty hangers from your closet. If you have assorted styles of hangers, keep the ones you like. If
you have clothing hanging on hangers that you don’t like, swap them for those that you do.
Unless you have some clothing doubled up on hangers that you want to hang on their own, you
probably don’t need to hold onto the extra hangers.

Day 114: Promotional Swag
If you’ve attended a conference recently, you probably left with a bag of stuff screen-printed with
the names of prominent vendors or your organization – tote bags, lanyards, key rings, office
supplies, etc.
If the items are useful, use them … put the pen in your desk organizer, tuck the tote in with your
reusable grocery bags.
Of course, conferences aren’t the only places to get this sort of stuff – when I went to the podiatrist,
I received a tote bag with my walking cast (not that the air cast was supposed to stay in the tote).
We still get mail from charities trying to get my deceased mother-in-law to donate … any many
include a free note pad printed with the name of the charity.
If an item is useful to you, use it, otherwise it is nothing more than an advertisement, so don’t feel
compelled to give the items a space in your home.

Day 115: Extra Scarves and Ties
If you have more scarves or ties than you wear on a regular basis, consider weeding through what
you have. If you aren’t a scarf- or tie-wearing sort of person, you might manage with none or one for
special occasions.
I’d had a vast collection of scarves for years and every so often I’d buy something to organize them. I
figured I’d wear them more often if I could see what I had. After a while I had to face reality and
admit that as much as I loved the look of a scarf … on others … I fidgeted whenever I wore one and
would take it off by mid-morning.
I had a well-organized collection of accessories I didn’t wear.
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Day 116: Old Grooming Products
If you have an assortment of half-used bottles of shampoos and body washes because you like
switching to different products, gather these supplies together so you can see what you have.
Are there products that look or smell strange? Toss them. Otherwise, make a point to use up body
lotion, hand cream, face moisturizer, and other beauty and grooming products before you buy new
ones.
If you store the products with the almost empty ones up front, you’ll go through these supplies fast
and you’ll clear clutter.

Day 117: Ratty Makeup Brushes
If you have makeup brushes you don’t use, you don’t need to keep them. If you do use them, give
them a cleaning, if you haven’t in a while, and check their condition. If the bristles are falling out or
have been spread out from use, decide if it is time for an upgrade or if you’ll keep using them.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a snack that you are eating only because you are bored,
or you need a break.

Day 118: Broken or Rusted Tools
If the condition of a tool prevents you from using it, then it isn’t worth keeping. Do you have
another that would do the job better? If an old tool is sentimental or you like its look, hang it on the
wall as a decoration instead of keeping it with functional tools.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Pull a book off your shelf that you haven’t read and decide if you will
start reading it today or if you will pass it along to a new owner.
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Day 119: Cans of Paint for Colors You No
Longer Have in Your Home
If you have assorted cans of interior and exterior paint, look at the labels to see if you still have
those colors in your home. If you don’t, would you use that color again?
If the paint is in good condition, your local recycling center might have an area where people can
leave cans of paint for others to take home. If there isn’t much paint in the can, you can leave the
cover off latex paint, let it dry, and then toss the can. Hardware stores also carry chemicals that you
can mix in with the paint to dry it more quickly, so you can throw it away.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Delete three-to-five bookmarked pages on your smartphone or
computer.

Day 120: Something You Dislike
Interpret this task however you’d like. Maybe you have a knickknack you don’t care for or a pair of
uncomfortable shoes or a set of letter trays on your desk that just don’t keep you organized.
Just because you don’t like something or find it useful, doesn’t mean someone else wouldn’t be
thrilled to own it.
~
One hundred and twenty days – four months, done! I hope that you feel awesome about your
accomplishments through a third of this year! Decluttering can seem so overwhelming when you
don’t know where to start. Maybe working through A Year of Decluttering has inspired you to do
more clearing. If it hasn’t, no problem – just think of how much stuff you’ve gotten rid of already.
And you still have eight months to go.
You are doing great.

Day 121: Plastic Take-out Flatware
While growing up, my family did not order much take-out food; however, as my parents aged, they
got more take-out meals. These meals often came with those wrapped packages containing a
napkin, fork, knife, spoon, and packets of salt and pepper.
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They didn’t use these utensils, but they held onto them “just in case.” They had bags and containers
filled with these packets of utensils.
Now, at the location where I worked, we held an annual fundraiser on Mother’s Day – a nature walk
followed by a simple pancake breakfast. Because of health codes, we used paper plates and plastic
utensils for the breakfast.
I decided to ask my mother if she would donate all these unused plastic utensils to the event; I was
relieved that she agreed. At work, I opened the packets and removed the flatware.
We had more than enough forks, spoons, and knives for the one hundred participants.
Yes, my parents had saved over a hundred sets of flatware … and they still had some at the house
for “just in case.”
Use these utensils when you get take-out – or toss them. If you have saved these utensils, use them
at your next cookout, tuck them into the family’s lunchboxes, or let kids use the utensils instead of
paintbrushes to create art.

Day 122: Stretched-out and Stained Tee Shirts
Although one or two “ratty” tee shirts may be useful to own for when you are doing yardwork or
doing seasonal cleaning around the house, you probably don’t need a drawer of shirts that you
wouldn’t wear into public.
You can interpret tee shirt to be any short-sleeved shirt or any knit shirt, short- or long-sleeved.

Day 123: Excess Hair Products
Gather up the hair styling and grooming products that you have in your bedroom and bathroom as
well as in your purse or gym bag.
Are there products that you dislike? Maybe the fragrance made your eyes water, or the shampoo
left your hair limp. Unless these products are new, and you want to ask around and see if anyone
wants them, toss these items you aren’t going to use. Holding onto something you won’t use
doesn’t allow you to get extra value from the item.
If you have partially-filled bottles of shampoo or other products, sort them onto a shelf so you’ll use
up the items with the least amount in them first. If you have a collection of shampoos and
conditioners from hotels, use them at home. Find a place to keep your hair products together so
you’ll remember what you have, and you’ll use these goods.
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Day 124: Loofah or Mesh Sponge
A quick online search shows that natural loofahs should be replaced once a month while plastic
poufs can be used for a couple of months before being replaced.
If you can’t remember how long you’ve been using your loofah or mesh pouf, it’s probably time for a
change. And, if you have a loofah you never use, you don’t need to keep it.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Intentionally skip or turn down an activity you want to avoid.

Day 125: A Piece of Exercise Equipment that
You Don’t Use
I know, it’s easy to think that if we own a piece of exercise equipment it will be convenient to use at
home any time of day. Unfortunately, these good intentions don’t always keep us motivated.
The piece of exercise equipment that you decide to eliminate from your home could be something
large, like a treadmill, or small, like resistance bands. It could be that oh-so-enticing as-seen-on-TV
workout gear.
If the item is in good condition, you could sell it, give it to a friend, or donate it. Chances are you
won’t get what you spent for the equipment, particularly larger pieces.
If you think you’ll get around to using this piece ‘someday,’ make that day today. Can you use the
item three times this week? If not, release it.

Day 126: Garden Tools in Poor Condition
Look through your gardening tools for duplicates you don’t need, pieces you never use, and items
that are damaged. If you gardened once upon a time, but now hire landscapers, consider if you need
any tools at all.
Tools in good condition will likely be welcome by friends with yards. You can also send an email to
your local garden club or check with a community garden to see if anyone would welcome the tools,
particularly if you are clearing a collection.
~
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If this task doesn’t apply to you: Organize the contents of one digital or physical file folder. Eliminate
what you don’t need and keep what you do.

Day 127: Unused Outdoor Play Equipment
If you have play equipment in your yard for your children or grandchildren, check that the pieces are
still in good condition and are size- and age-appropriate. Are there pieces that the kids never play
with?
Talk to the kids about donating unused item(s) to other children (be them kids your children know
or less advantaged children). Kids are used to sharing items and so the idea of giving away things
they no longer use won’t be unusual.
If the equipment is old or damaged, toss it.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Organize the contents of one digital or physical file folder. Eliminate
what you don’t need and keep what you do.

Day 128: Earrings
If you’ve been holding onto orphaned earrings that have lost their match, it’s time to release them –
sell them if they are gold or silver, toss them, or repurpose them in crafts.
It’s also time to release the uncomfortable earrings, the dingy costume jewelry pieces, the earrings
you no longer like, and so on. If you used to wear earrings all the time but you no longer do, then
you can get rid of the lot.
Special earrings that you want to bequeath to certain people can be given now (unless you still enjoy
wearing them), so the recipient can show you that they enjoy then.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Click on the button below to go to past day’s tasks and see if there is
a task that you missed or could repeat.
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Day 129: Canvas Bags and Shopping Totes
Do you have a collection of tote bags around your house (and in your car), that you’ve either
purchased or have received as a promotional freebie? Totes are so useful that your collection of
them may be much larger than you realize.
Do you keep tote bags in the car, in the front hall closet, in a cabinet in the kitchen, and other
locations throughout your home? Take a ten-minute tour through your home to gather all these
reusable bags.
Are you surprised by how many you own? Do you use these bags when you go shopping? Can you
use them to organize projects at home? If you found bags that you know you never use, or you
realize that some of the bags are worn or damaged, donate what you can (you can put your
donations in the totes) and toss the ones that won’t help anyone.

Day 130: Artwork You Don’t Like
Do you have prints, posters, or original art hanging on your walls that you no longer like? You don’t
have to keep these items on display, even if someone gave you the piece as a gift.
Framed artwork that’s in good condition can be sold online or at a yard sale … or, donated if you
want to eliminate it more quickly. You could post a picture online and see if anyone you know would
like the piece, either free or for a fee.
What if that painting was done by someone you know? If the individual has died, you could ask
other relatives if they’d like the piece because, otherwise, you plan to donate it. If the artist is alive,
you could ask them if they’d like the piece returned to them.
Yes, this can lead to uncomfortable conversations and it may seem easier to shove an unwanted
piece to the back of a closet. You could explain that you are working at downsizing your belongings
and that you’ve enjoyed displaying the piece for years and, perhaps, someone else would like to
hang the piece on their wall. Or, if you know someone who likes the piece, gift it to them and
explain to the artist what you did (or not, you know how they’ll respond to this conversation.)

Day 131: Shorts
I live in New England, so early May is not usually short-wearing weather. Whether you are waiting
for warmer weather or whether you can wear shorts nearly year-round, pull this item from your
drawers and closet.
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If your weight has changed, try on each pair to check its fit. Look for stains and holes as well as worn
or faded fabric that means it is time to toss these items.
Just because you’re tossing five pairs of shorts, that doesn’t necessarily mean that you need to
replace each (or any) of these items. Decide whether you own enough for your needs before
heading to the mall.

Day 132: Saved TV Shows
Is your DVR filled with television shows you and your family have saved? You can decide to delete
the shows (although check before you delete the shows someone else has saved) or watch them.
If you aren’t watching the shows, why? Do you really want to spend the time watching them? Are
you waiting to watch them with a friend or family member? The only way they will get watched is if
you plan the time. So, schedule some time for yourself or make a date with the other person who
wants to see these saved shows.
If you can’t bring yourself to make the time to watch a show, consider that it really doesn’t interest
you. Sure, it may be the show that everyone is talking about right now, but will they be talking about
the show months from now when you finally get around to watching it?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Give away a knickknack that you’ve been displaying for years even
though you no longer like it or find any reason for keeping it.

Day 133: Something Meaningless
Maybe at some point that knickknack was important to you. Or, maybe someone gave you
something that you’ve held onto out of a sense of obligation. Think about it, can you remember
every gift you’ve ever given someone? Chances are, not. Will another person remember every gift
they’ve given you? Maybe, maybe not.
Of course, you may have bought an item for yourself – a kitchen gadget, book, blouse, piece of
furniture, etc. that you realize you no longer want. You don’t have to keep it just because at one
point in time (sixteen years ago, six years ago, or six months ago) it seemed important or useful to
own.
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Day 134: Broken Lawn, Patio or Beach Chairs
If a chair is unsafe to sit in, or if it will leave streaks of rust on someone’s clothing, or someone’s
clothing could get caught and torn on a screw or a crack, it may be best to be proactive and toss
these items.
Decide whether you need to replace these chairs. If you don’t host outdoor parties, you may not
need new chairs. Save yourself the money and the time spent cleaning and storing the chairs.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Remove an item from your closet that you haven’t been able to wear
for five or more years. If it is a sentimental item, take a picture of it … or move it to a memory box.

Day 135: No Longer Used Sports Equipment
Gather in one place any sports equipment that you own. Encourage your family to do the same.
Do you still participate in these sports?
If so, do you have duplicate equipment because you upgraded without getting rid of the older
items?
Do your kids have equipment that they’ve outgrown? (Could you sell these items?)
Is the equipment in good condition?
Do you use everything you have or are there pieces that could be sold, donated, or, perhaps,
tossed? If you are telling yourself that you will get back to participating in a sport, when will that be?
Can you block out your schedule … or, is it time to acknowledge that your life has changed, and you
can enjoy your memories and release some expectations?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate one kitchen gadget you don’t use.
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Day 136: Ratty Flip-flops
Yes, several of the tasks this month are gearing up for the summer months. Flip-flops tend to be
inexpensive summer footwear (although, I’m sure there are nicer pairs out there than what is sold at
the drugstore), so try not to hold onto pairs of sandals that are worn-looking or uncomfortable.
Again, don’t feel that you must immediately replace every pair of flip-flops that you throw out.
Because they are inexpensive, have you bought pairs as an impulse purchase? Wear what you have
and see if you have enough.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: If you’ve asked for you name to be removed from direct mail lists,
you may still get catalogs and requests for donations from companies you’ve dealt with. Go to their
website or call them and ask that you not receive catalogs and offers by mail.

Day 137: Worn-out Wallets
Do you keep your old wallet when you buy a new one? Do you switch between wallets and so really
use two or three (or more)? If you’ve already bought a new wallet, you don’t have to hold onto the
worn-looking one you replaced.
Also, if you had purchased a new wallet but realized it didn’t work for you … so, you replaced it with
a newer wallet, you don’t have to hold onto the mistake.

Day 138: Expired Sunscreen
I know that I never apply as much sunscreen as is recommended, and, so, I’m not surprised when
the summer comes to an end and I still have sunscreen in the bottle.
And, sunscreen is one of those items where you may have a couple of bottles in use, particularly if
you go to the beach or send your kids to an outdoor camp or sports program.
Check expiration dates or toss any sunscreen from previous years. In this case, go out and buy a
replacement bottle of sunscreen.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Toss five pieces of paper – an old list, an out-of-date warranty, an
article you tore from a magazine or printed from online, etc.
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Day 139: Baby Items
Although I knew my parents had saved the cradle my brother and I had used, I didn’t know that up
in the attic was a dresser filled with baby clothes. Neither my brother nor I had children, so it wasn’t
until I was cleaning out the house, that I found all these things they had set aside.
These weren’t heirloom items but everyday garments. I’m sure a lot of clothes had been given away,
but I was still surprised to find that my mother had kept a chest of baby things.
Now, I’m not saying that if you have a Christening gown or another family heirloom that you need to
get rid of it. But, unless you are planning on having another child, consider if you need to hold onto
baby items or if you can give them to another family that you know or a charity that can help young
families.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Use your 15-minutes of decluttering to delete 3-5 unwanted
computer files.

Day 140: Stretched-out Swimwear
If you’d be embarrassed to wear a stretched-out bathing suit in public, don’t keep it in your closet.
Don’t hold onto it ‘just in case.’ Just in case of what? In case you want to feel embarrassed wearing a
scrap of sagging fabric because the elastic gave way?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of three-to-five
horrible photographs (print or digital.)

Day 141: Baskets
You may have received a gift basket, used the contents, and stored the basket for future use. Maybe
you bought a basket for a certain decorative use. Baskets are bulky (and if they have handles, they
may not stack neatly one inside the other), but they seem so useful … so, we hold onto them.
Use your 15-minutes of decluttering time today to gather as many baskets that you can find around
your house. Do you have a tangled pile in the basement or out in the garage? How many of the
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baskets were you using intentionally (by which I mean that you purposefully put items in the basket
as opposed to using it as a catch-all)?
You can use baskets if they meet your needs. (And if you bring one into use and find it doesn’t meet
your needs, then stop using that basket.) If a basket isn’t moldy or dirty beyond what a simple
cleaning will take care of, you can fill a basket with muffins and bring them into work, bring an
assortment of small goodies to book club or a party, turn it back into a gift basket, or donate them.

Day 142: Broken and Scratched Sunglasses
If you haven’t gone in search of your sunglasses for a while, you may be surprised to discover they
haven’t fared well over the winter. Damaged lenses make it difficult to see and a broken earpiece is
uncomfortable.
If these are prescription glasses, see if there is a warranty that will cover the replacement of
damaged components. If you picked up your sunglasses at the drugstore or department store, you’ll
need to replace your sunglasses … unless, of course, you have other pairs around the house that are
still in good condition.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of five emails (from
your inbox or archived in a folder).

Day 143: Coloring Books
If you got caught up in the adult coloring book fad, you may have a bunch of coloring books that you
no longer use. You could pass them along to some older elementary school-age children or preteens
who may appreciate the challenge of the complicated designs.
(Really, I’ve been surprised by the enthusiasm some young kids have for these complicated designs.
Yes, they color outside the lines or color over some of the patterned details, but they still enjoy
themselves.)
If you find you still enjoy the meditative quality of coloring, there’s no reason to give up on it
because the fad had passed. However, if coloring didn’t do anything for you, you don’t need to hold
onto these books (or the markers or colored pencils).
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Day 144: Something You Don’t Like
Yes, this task has shown up before, but chances are you have more things around your house you
that you don’t like.
This item could be an objectionable knickknack or an as-seen-on-TV gadget that didn’t live up to its
claims. Maybe it’s a sweater in a color not seen in nature (that looked completely different in the
store) or a trendy accessory that looks out of place when you wear it.
(Okay, so the weird way my brain works – 144 is a dozen dozen, also called a gross. Gross is also
slang for something objectionable. Hence, today’s task.)

Day 145: A Just-in-Case Item
I don’t know what your just-in-case item or items are. It could be clothing or a hobby item, or
something connected to self-improvement. Maybe you’ve held onto the item for six months … or six
years … or, ah hem, much, much longer.
I’ve seen the suggestion that if you can acquire a replacement for less than twenty dollars or within
twenty minutes, then you don’t have to hold onto an item out of concern for not having it when you
need it … if you ever do.

Day 146: Something Broken
I know, you just need to sew that hem or replace the switch on that lamp; but, you haven’t. I’m not
suggesting that you are lazy or disorganized. Perhaps, just perhaps, you know, deep down, that you
have no intention of doing this task.
You don’t find it interesting, but you feel that if you say you intend on fixing this object, that you are
putting in some effort. Right?
You have permission to toss the item. If you have the components that will allow you to fix the item,
then use your fifteen minutes of decluttering time toward working on this project.
However, if you know that you won’t do this, toss the damaged item.
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Day 147: Something from the Basement or
Garage
Your choice. Get rid of one thing that you don’t need, use, or even like. Or, see how many things you
can get rid of in fifteen minutes. Or, bring in every member of the family to see what they can
release in a quarter of an hour.

Day 148: An Old Broom or Mop
When we moved into our house, three-and-a-half years ago, the previous owners had left behind a
broom with worn-down bristles.
Even though we came in with our own brooms, for some reason, we never tossed that broom even
though it did a horrible job of sweeping. Why? Because I never made a point of grabbing the thing
and tucking it into the trash bin.
Yep, laziness kept that useless broom in the corner of the basement. For three-and-a-half years.

Day 149: Air Mattress and Sleeping Bags
Do you have an air mattress for guests? When was the last time you used it? Are you planning on
guests this summer? Are you thinking that the last guest to use it commented that it was leaking,
and you thought it would be a quick fix … but you haven’t got around to the task yet?
Do you or your kids have sleeping bags? Have the kids outgrown their sleeping bags? Do you go
camping (the backyard counts)?
If these are useful, used items, you might want to make certain they are someplace handy. If you
can’t remember the last time you used an air mattress or a sleeping bag, consider that it is time to
let these items go.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: unsubscribe to a shopping website’s emails.
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Day 150: Scissors
I am guilty of having a lot of pairs of scissors.
I have a pair at my desk.
I have a pair in with the tools I use with my Cricut die-cutting machine (which is on a table right next
to my desk).
I have a pair of scissors (oops, two pairs) with my yarn that only get used with the yarn (paper dulls
scissors).
Ack, there is another pair in the kitchen stationery drawer.
And there’s the pair I use to trim my hair.
Do the kitchen shears count?
I haven’t even mentioned the pairs of scissors that my husband must have.
I’m going to stop looking.
Can you live with a single pair of scissors? How many pairs do you need?

Day 151: Loose Change
Some people like to spend their change so that it doesn’t accumulate while others like to collect it
and be surprised by the total after a year or a few. Years ago, I saved all my change for a couple of
years and when I rolled it, I had $500!
Whether you spend it or save it, keep your change together. Don’t toss some in a decorative dish
along with your keys and throw other coins in a junk drawer.
It may take some trial and error to find a container and location that works for you. If you find that
your coins aren’t going into their designated location, ask, “what’s the problem?” and figure out
why you aren’t carrying out this task.
That little question, “What’s the problem?” is a great question to ask when something isn’t working
the way you want it to.
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Day 152: Gather Photo Albums and Boxes of
Photos
Do you have a box (or several) of photos – sorted or unsorted (maybe even still in the envelopes
from where you got the photos printed)? It can take a long time to sort through photos … you get
caught up in memories and stories of the places you visited on vacation, of the people in the photos
(Who is that? What’s his name?), of the events that seemed photo-worthy.
On other days, for other tasks, you’ve looked at the photographs you have displayed in your home
and you may have even worked through some of your digital photos.
Today, gather any boxes of photos and photo albums and bring them to a central location. When
you have the chance to look at these printed photographs, you’ll have them all in one place.
It isn’t necessary to keep every photograph, particularly if you have several that are similar – select
the best to keep.
Want advice on sorting and saving photographs? Check out this article.

Day 153: Half-Finished Craft Projects
Okay, I’m not talking about the projects you are currently working on. But, maybe, you have a sleeve
you knit three years ago that is stuffed in a bag of the yarn needed to finish the sweater. You have a
scarcely-started needlepoint, Mason jars (and the paint you were going to decorate them with), etc.
Now is the day to acknowledge that you are never going to finish that project. Maybe it was more
complicated or involved than you had hoped. Maybe you bought the materials you needed, but
you’ve never done anything with them. The supplies sit in the bag from the craft store, mocking you.
Yes, it’s frustrating to think that you wasted the money on those supplies. Holding onto the items
won’t eke out any value. Find the materials a new home – ask on social media or around the office
or at your kids’ school if someone wants beads or yarn or ______ and chances are someone will
raise their hand.
Maybe you are disappointed in yourself for not finishing so many projects. Take a moment to ask
‘why?’. Were you starting projects when you were too busy to devote time to them? Were you
creating things that you saw on Pinterest but realized were more involved than you had the time or
energy for?
Maybe you look at this stuff and realize that you want to finish the project(s) … put them someplace
where you’ll see them and plan to work on them. Can you do so when watching television? Can you
bring them to a sports event your child or grandchild is participating in?
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If you can’t find the time or make the time to work on these projects, release them.
If you’re a crafter, check out this series on decluttering and organizing art and craft supplies.
How to Declutter Your Art and Craft Supplies
How to Organize Art and Craft Supplies
Art and Craft Storage
Maintain Your Art and Craft Storage
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: get rid of something you don’t like.

Day 154: Damaged Garden Ornaments
Take a walk through your garden and notice any embellishments that are damaged, rusted, faded,
or otherwise looking shabby.
If the item has become a distraction instead of an ornamentation, it may be time to release it. Also,
do you have some items that you don’t have displayed? (Perhaps they are tucked into the corner of
your shed.) If you feel the item(s) don’t help accentuate your garden or yard, or you no longer like
them, you aren’t obligated to hold onto them.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: get rid of something you don’t like.

Day 155: Something You Need to Return to
Someone
Did you borrow a book or a tool or a baking pan from a friend, coworker, or family member? Return
the item to them with thanks. If they don’t expect it back, ask them if they’d like you to place it in
your “to be donated” box.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Think twice about making a purchase that would bring a potentially
unnecessary item into your home.
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Day 156: Stationery
My mother-in-law gets lots of donation requests from different charities, and often the envelopes
contain address labels or pads of paper. The address labels are useless (since she passed away two
years ago … we had her mail forwarded to our house … and, yes, I’ve put her name on ‘do not mail’
lists and I’ve even listed her as deceased with the post office, but we still get this mail.
I keep the pads of paper, I mean, they are useful, right? After writing the previous sentence, I had
the feeling that we had a lot of those pads of paper, so I went and counted them. Sixteen.
Stationery also includes notebooks, journals, legal pads, memo books, and actual letter-writing
stationery. Do you use these items?
Organize them from fewest blank sheets of paper to most and use up the nearly empty ones first. If
you won’t use them (or you have stacks), see if your child’s teacher would want them or bring them
to work, or give them to a child who loves drawing or writing. Would it really matter if a two-yearold scribbled over the pages? No, the pages will get used.

Day 157: Worn-out Sneakers
Whether you wear sneakers to work in the yard or workout at the gym, check that they aren’t falling
apart – inside or out.
If you have multiple pairs of sneakers, do they have different purposes? (A sturdy pair for walking
and a cute pair for wearing to cookouts.) If sneakers are your fashion statement, do you wear, or at
least enjoy, every pair of sneakers that you own?
If you are holding onto worn-out sneakers, ask yourself when you plan to wear them. If your answer
is that you want to hold onto them ‘just in case,’ consider that you probably won’t wear them.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you – Pick a time of day when you’d normally scroll through social media and
choose to do something else. Take a walk (even if you just go into another room), get a drink of
water, color, read.
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Day 158: Bookmarked Webpages
Check the bookmarked web pages you’ve saved on your phone (or tablet or computer). Do you
remember why you saved a certain page? Will you go back to that webpage again?
When I was planning art classes, I’d spend evenings scrolling through the internet, bookmarking
many websites and then going back to them on another day to find activities I’d like to use.
I also bookmark recipes that I want to try, places I want to visit, subjects I want to learn more about,
etc. When the hard drive on my computer crashed earlier this year, I lost the pages I had
bookmarked … and I didn’t miss them.
This is a great activity to do if you are sitting in a doctor’s waiting room or you are waiting for you
car’s oil to be changed. Work on your computer while you are at home and scroll through your
phone when you are out.

Day 159: Music You Don’t Listen To
When you went through your CDs in January, you may have held onto some, convinced that you’d
listen to them; but, you haven’t. Admit that it may be time to let them go … or, move them to a
location where they will be more accessible. If you find that you just don’t listen to CDs, give them
away.
If you have a lot of music that you’ve downloaded, you could hold onto it all; or, you could weed
through what you have and eliminate the songs or albums you just don’t listen to. Consider that
deleting the stuff you don’t listen to will save you time when you are scrolling down your playlist,
looking for something you do want to listen to.

Day 160: Clothing You No Longer Wear
You loved that sweater or shirt and you used to wear it all the time. Nowadays, you never wear it.
You only hold onto it because you used to love it and maybe, you think, you’ll wear it again. But you
don’t, and you probably won’t.
If it’s memorabilia, remove it from your closet and move it into a memory box.
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Day 161: Extra Vases
If you regularly receive flower deliveries, then you may have many extra vases; but, because you
always receive a new vase with each bouquet, you don’t really need to hold onto all those extra
vases.
If you feel like you should hold onto the vases, try keeping one each short, medium, and tall and
you’ll be prepared for some spontaneous flower arranging.
Of course, if you frequently buy a bunch of flowers from the flower shop or grocery store, then you
already know what size vase(s) you use and need.
If you rarely or never buy or receive a bouquet that doesn’t come with its own vase, you might
decide that you don’t need to hold onto any vases. If you receive flowers and you don’t have a vase
for them, you can always be creative and set the blooms in drinking glasses, jars, a pitcher, or a
ceramic bowl.
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a snack that you are eating only because you are bored,
or you need a break.

Day 162: Blogs and Newsletters
I love learning about new subjects and when I’m in learning-mode I’ll read books, listen to
presentations, and browse the Internet looking for interesting websites.
I go through bouts of signing up for a bunch of newsletters and blogs on the topic I’m reading about
and later releasing them when my focus changes. Some blogs stay, some don’t.
I do hope that these daily emails add value to your decluttering efforts and that you’ve read some of
the articles that get posted at the bottom of these emails. Watch those article links for a free book
that will be coming out at the end of this month!
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Organize the contents of one digital or physical file folder. Eliminate
what you don’t need and keep what you do.
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Day 163: Half-Empty Boxes of Cereal
…or, pasta, rice, etc. if you can’t remember the last time you served that food, peek inside and check
that it’s still good. When I was cleaning my parents’ pantry cabinet, I found a box with maybe a
serving of cereal … and, the entire life cycle of an insect occurring in the liner bag, living off the
cereal. Use up what you can.

Day 164: Old Textbooks
Whether the textbooks belong to you or your adult children, when was the last time anyone looked
at these books? I know, textbooks have always been ridiculously expensive and that is one reason
we hold onto them … they were an investment in our future.
However, once a course is done, we may never refer to the book again. We keep it because when it
sits on our shelf, we feel that it says something about our education … even if we say nothing about
it.
Unless you are in your twenties and you use the books for reference, (or you wrote the textbook),
then all those books say about you is that you haven’t cleared off your shelves.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate one-to-three books on any topic that you know you’ll
never read or refer to again.

Day 165: Refrigerator Magnets
Hi, my name is Susan and I have a dress-up squirrel magnet set on my refrigerator. And, yes, I
regularly dress up the squirrel as a cowboy-samurai or a hippy-leprechaun. My husband has a rather
vast assortment of Three Stooges magnets strewn across the fridge. Oh, and there are many
souvenir magnets from places we have visited.
I’d rather have a blank refrigerator door, but the hubby thinks that that much white space would be,
well, too much white space.
Are there some refrigerator magnets that you could do without? Could you clean off the refrigerator
door? Is it already magnet-free? (I’m jealous.)
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Day 166: Business Cards
Recently, when I decided to start working as a professional organizer, I ordered a batch of business
cards to hand out to everyone I know, with the hope they’d pass the card along to someone in need
of decluttering services.
I did feel a pang of guilt … am I adding to people’s clutter with these cards? In most cases, if I’m
looking up the website or telephone number for a business, I’ll go to a search engine before I think
to look for a business card I may have held onto. However, since I’m starting out, I figured that
asking friends to share the cards with their friends and family was the best way to get my name out
there.
What do you do with the business cards you receive? Do you refer to them (what was the name of
the chimney sweep you used three or four years ago?)?
If you use business cards as a reference, then keep them together. Weed out the ones that aren’t
important. If it is a souvenir, keep it in your memory box instead of with companies you do business
with. Tuck the business cards in a small box so they don’t slide around a drawer. And, each time you
go looking for a business card, weed out the ones you no longer need.
If you do business with a person, company, store, doctor’s office, etc., chances are you don’t go
looking for their business card every time you go to call or visit them. No, you have the information
in your smartphone, so, chances are, you don’t need to hold onto physical business cards.
If there is additional information on the card (say, an address), you could put that information into
your phone. You could also snap a picture of the business card and keep it with your phone contacts
(which also saves you from typing in the information). I’m sure the technology is out there that
allows you to snap a picture and have all the business card’s information fall into a digital form.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Intentionally skip or turn down an activity you want to avoid.

Day 167: Kids’ Artwork
There are lots of suggestions for organizing kids’ artwork, these are some of my favorites. (I don’t
have kids, however, as an art teacher, I’ve sent hundreds of kids home with thousands of pieces of
art. In retrospect, I feel like I should have ended the week with a note home to the parents and kids
with suggestions about how to deal with these creations.)
Have a cardboard file box for the current school year. Each time a child brings home a drawing,
painting, or sculptural piece, put it into the box after you’ve viewed it and dated it.
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If you want, you can display the most recent piece(s) on the refrigerator or in the child’s room using
frames that allow you to change the artwork with ease. When a new piece comes in, ask the child if
they want to display it or continue to show the previous work. This technique also gets kids in the
habit of making decisions. When a piece comes down, put it in the box.
At the end of the school year, sit down with each child and sort through the contents of the box.
Select the pieces the child is most proud of – perhaps they learned a new technique or developed a
skill that allowed them to execute a project better than they had in the past; maybe they spent
more time on this project than others.
Work down to approximately ten pieces. You can scan them, photograph them, or keep the actual
pieces in a memory box. Three dimensional pieces can be photographed to save space. Even if you
keep the physical objects, by making deliberate choices you could keep a child’s entire school agerelated memories to a single file box.
If your child wants to display the piece throughout the summer, let them know that when the new
school year starts, the piece will go away to make room for new creations.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Click on the button below to go to past day’s tasks and see if there is
a task that you missed or could repeat.

Day 168: Empty Boxes
As I sit at my desk, I can see my cat curled up, sleeping in a large, shallow shipping box my husband
had received an order in three or four weeks ago. Usually, the cat enjoys the newest cardboard box
for a week or two before ignoring it. This box, however, is Favorite Box.
Do you hold onto boxes so that you can ship items in the future? Do you nest the boxes within each
other or flatten the boxes to save space?
Do you really use the boxes you save?
It doesn’t matter if they are organized by size if you never use them.
Start using these boxes to pack the items you are cleaning from your home.

Day 169: Pots from Garden Plants
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What do you do with the plastic pots that once held plants you bought at the local garden center? If
you put the plants in the ground, do you need the pots? If the plant was an annual, did you hold
onto the planter after the leaves died off?
As a new gardener, I kept all these plastic pots. I noticed friends had stacks of flower pots and when
they gave me plants from their garden, they insisted they didn’t need the pots returned to them.
For a while, I focused on the stacks of empty flower pots they had stashed in their shed and I felt
that I needed to do the same. Then, I questioned, why? I got more pots every year, I was a new
gardener who wasn’t going to be sharing plants with anyone for a long time, and, here was the big
hint – people never wanted the pots back when they gave me garden plants. Ah.
If you are a gardener who shares plants, how many plants do you give away? Are you still adding
plants to your garden (so you are keeping your stash of pots supplied)?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Toss five pieces of paper – an old list, an out-of-date warranty, an
article you tore from a magazine or printed from online, etc.

Day 170: Lanyards
If you’ve ever needed to wear a name badge at work or at a conference, chances are, you received a
lanyard to hold the badge. If you have one for work, any older ones can be tossed. Conference
lanyards don’t really serve another purpose. You don’t need to hold onto these. If you collect them,
is that collection truly important to you?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of five emails (from
your inbox or archived in a folder).

Day 171: Hanging File Folders
Open your file cabinet and look at the hanging file folders. Do you use the hanging file folders as
your folder to store papers? Does this work for you? (Usually, the hanging file folder holds the loose
file folders that can be removed without disturbing the hanging folder … this can make it easier to
return folders to the proper place.)
Are your hanging file folders labeled? (Don’t worry about the file folders, you’ll look at them
tomorrow.) Do they cover a topic that can be broken down into smaller topics? (For example,
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Insurance can be broken down into Health, Car, House. Utilities can be broken down into Gas,
Electric, Cable, etc.) Big topics for the hanging file folders with the loose folders being devoted to the
subtopics.
If you don’t have hanging file folders, just a drawer full of file folders, no problem if this works for
you.

Day 172: Unnecessary File Folders
If you store papers in file folders, you want that folder to hold its contents. If the folder is torn or if
the paper is warped because you accidentally spilled water over the folder, consider if it is time for
an upgrade.
Look for folders that only hold a sheet or two of paper – is it necessary to divide a topic to that
narrow a subset?
Are there file folders holding papers that you never reference? Unless these papers are tax
documents or for personal identification, do you need these papers?

Day 173: Old Potting Soil
If you have bags of potting soil that are more than a year old, are you certain that the soil is in good
condition? Has the soil dried out, or become saturated and moldy, or have some small critter move
it? Whatever the project was that you bought the soil for, chances are that you aren’t still planning
on doing that it.
Depending on the condition of the soil, spread it in your garden, cover your composting vegetable
matter with it, or dump it along the edge of your yard.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Look for materials that you purchased for some project you never
got around to. Decide to schedule the project or release the items.
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Day 174: Materials for Former Interests and
Hobbies
This is the task for today and tomorrow. This category of stuff includes all the things that we wanted
to do, or, the people we wanted to become.
Maybe, you wanted to be the person who brought beautifully decorated, homemade cupcakes to
parties and get-togethers. Maybe, you wanted to learn more about antiques because you have a
friend who goes antique hunting every weekend and you thought this sounded like a great way to
spend weekends. Maybe you wanted to learn woodworking, so you could make wonderful rocking
chairs for the special people in your life.
These interests could involve books, items in your kitchen, special clothing and footwear, tools, craft
supplies, digital information … really, any type of item (tangible or not).
Sometimes, we enjoyed participating in this interest or hobby for years. Other times, we thought we
would enjoy an interest or hobby and so we bought everything we thought we’d need to show our
dedication to learning about this interest. Only, we never made the time or found the motivation.
Grab a piece of paper and writing utensil (or open a digital notepad app) and walk from room-toroom looking for things that were gathered for a hobby or interest (this could also involve
collections that no longer interest you). If you can sit in one spot and think of these things, that’s
fine too.
So, today’s 15-minute task is to list interests and hobbies that you are not actively pursuing.

Day 175: Releasing an Old Hobby or Interest
Yesterday, you considered all the collections, hobbies, and interests for which you’ve accumulated
stuff. Today, box up the stuff for one of these interests or hobbies that you no longer participate in.
If you are uncomfortable getting rid of this box of stuff right away, you can hold onto it for three
more months. See if you can rally your time, energy, and attention to pursue an active engagement
with this stuff.
If you thought you were going to quilt but you never got further than cutting a few squares of fabric;
if you thought you would join a remote control club for racing cars, but you only directed your car
around your yard for 10-minutes; if you thought you’d convert a corner of your basement into a
pottery studio because you loved the pottery class you took through community education – be
easy on yourself and release your expectations.
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Today, focus on boxing up the materials from a single interest unless you have time to work on two
interests. However, you may find this stuff difficult to go through because you, at one time,
connected this stuff with how you perceived yourself. For more tips, check out this article.

Day 176: A Broken Vacuum
Did you get a new vacuum but held onto the old one ‘just in case?’ Do you make use of that old
vacuum? If not, let it go. Remember, you replaced it for a reason.
“Vacuum” included your home vacuum, the shop vac, a handheld vacuum, or the vac for your car. If
you’ve replaced an item or you just don’t use it, trash it or donate it.
For good measure, do you have a rug cleaner because you thought you should own one, but you
never use it? Is it worth the space it takes up?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of three-to-five
horrible photographs (print or digital).

Day 177: Catch-all Bowls and Baskets
Bowls and baskets are wonderful for bringing together and creating a cohesive look for items that
could otherwise seem randomly strewn across a surface.
However, when a bowl or basket becomes a catch-all for all those little things you don’t know what
to do with or where to put, it stops being a decorative touch or finishing element to your room and
décor.
Do you have bowls or baskets that collect paper clips, coins, pens, stamps, coupons, receipts,
business cards, etc.? If it’s a temporary situation (you dump the contents of your pockets when you
get home, but you sort through the stuff after dinner or during the weekend), then it’s probably not
a problem for you.
If, on the other hand, stuff never leaves these catch-alls; or, you have multiple bowls and baskets
around your home, this may be a habit to break.
Sort through your catch-all bowl and put stuff where it belongs … or, toss it all.
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Day 178: Duplicate Exercise Equipment
Do you have two sets of five-pound hand weights? Similar resistance bands and exercise tubes? Two
stability balls? Yoga mats in different colors?
Question if the duplicates serve a purpose. Save the best and pass along the duplicates.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Think twice about making a purchase that would bring a potentially
unnecessary item into your home.

Day 179: Phone Contacts You Don’t Call
Life changes. You lose touch with people, change doctors, order from a different pizza place. Scroll
through your phone contacts and delete the people and businesses whom you no longer call or text.

Day 180: Staples and Staplers
Unless you have multiple office spaces within your home, chances are a single stapler will serve your
home. If you have a few staplers because you can never find one when you need it, decide where
your stapler will live.
Then, when you need to staple something, go to the stapler and use it where you store it (although,
if you are doing paperwork in your home office, your stapler will be handy – and, by home office, I
also mean the desk in the corner of a room or the bin that serves as your mobile office).
If other members of the family are always taking your stapler (and not returning it), perhaps they
need their own stapler. Or, the house stapler needs to be labeled with a friendly reminder to ‘return
to the desk.’
As for boxes of staples, one box can last a long, long time. Unless you use a lot of staples, you don’t
need backstock of staples in your home.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Delete five bookmarked pages on your smartphone or computer.
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Day 181: DIY Supplies You Haven’t Used
Maybe you bought a new light socket to fix a lamp that instead got moved (damaged) into the
garage. You saved old light bulbs to turn into cute hanging vases. Are you really going to turn those
pallets into patio seating? And, when are you going to transform those PVC pipes into an outdoor
sprinkler for your kids?
DIY supplies are different from hobby supplies in that you purchase these supplies for a certain
project or hack that you have never managed to carry out.
Do the project, schedule the time for the project, or get rid of these supplies.

Day 182: Luggage
Do you have multiple sets of luggage? How many pieces do you usually require when you travel?
Do you have old pieces that may still be functional but are constructed from heavier materials or
that lack helpful wheels? Do the zippers work with ease? If there is a retractable handle, does it still
function?
If you travel frequently, does your luggage help you travel with ease or do you struggle with it?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of five emails (from
your inbox or archived in a folder).

Day 183: Water Bottles
Reusable water bottles are one of those useful freebies that gyms, physical therapists, and
conferences hand out to participants because they help cut down on disposable plastic bottles.
However, after a while, you may discover that you have a cabinet full of these bottles, most which
you never use.
Sort through what you have and keep the best. If you have kids who are always forgetting their
water bottle on the bus or at camp, then chances are you appreciate the extra bottles (because you
know they aren’t really extras but items waiting to be used and lost). If you know someone with
kids, see if they need the water bottles you don’t.
If the spout isn’t chewed, you can donate your extras.
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Day 184: Laundry Baskets and Hampers
Consider how many laundry baskets and hampers you need for shuttling dirty clothing to the
washing machine.
Do you have some laundry baskets that have become catch-alls for stuff that needs to be put away?
If you walk through your home with this basket at the end of the day putting away items, great. If
there’s a layer of dust on the items because they never get put away, consider that both the basket
and its contents may be unnecessary.
If the basket is broken or cracked, you may still be able to use it, but clothing may get snagged and
damaged.
I heard the story of a woman who put multiple hampers in her bedroom, bathroom, and closet to
encourage her husband to toss his dirty clothes in a hamper instead of on the floor. Alas, he did not
develop a new habit.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Take an item off your to-do list. Either do a brief activity or cross
something off your list that’s been there for more than 6-months (and that you are realizing you
won’t just do).

Day 185: Social Media Friends
I am friends with several people because I like seeing pictures of their pets. Although this would not
be the basis of a friendship in real life, it is good enough for social media.
At one point, during a major change in my life, I deleted a lot of my Facebook friends, afterwards,
someone pointed out that I could have unfollowed them to remove them from my feed.
If there are people on your Instagram, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, etc. pages that drain you when
you see their postings, investigate how that site allows you to hide (or delete) their information
from your regular consumption.
Unless they offer you happy pictures of kittens, then they may be a keeper.

Day 186: Something that Annoys You
Feel free to interpret this as you wish (although, let’s focus on a thing as opposed to a person).
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Day 187: Show Programs
These could be from school or dance recitals or from local or professional plays. If you find these
meaningful, do you keep them in a memory box or scrapbook that you refer to?
If, on the other hand, you hold onto these items because they seem like the sort of thing one should
hold onto, it may be time to reconsider their value to your life.
Maybe you want these items purely as a reference, a reminder that you saw X or participated in Y.
Then, consider if scanning these programs and keeping them in a digital format would be enough.
For 17 years, I belly danced in student and professional shows. I have three binders filled with
photographs, flyers advertising shows, and show programs. The other day it occurred to me that I
don’t look through these binders but that I don’t want to get rid of the contents. So, I’ve decided
one of my goals this year will be to scan everything into my computer and sort the shows into
folders. I want the information and images, but I don’t need the physical copies.

Day 188: Broken Lawn Mowers
… and any other lawn-care equipment.
When my husband and I moved into a house, we needed a lawn mower. We bought an inexpensive
secondhand one that Mac decided was more bother than it was worth. We went out and bought a
brand-new lawnmower. But, now, we had to do something with the old lawnmower. As annoying as
it was, we had to pay for it to be taken away with the trash.
Unfortunately, not everything can be donated or sold or tossed with the regular recycling and trash.
Every so often, you must pay for items to leave your property.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Toss five pieces of paper – an old list, an out-of-date warranty, an
article you tore from a magazine or printed from online, etc.
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Day 189: Outdated Technology
Outdated technology could be an old phone or old laptop. However, so many items involve
electronics, that your camera or coffee maker may also include outdated technology. If you have an
item that still works for you, fantastic, keep using it.
However, if you’ve replaced it with a newer item (while holding onto the old item “just in case,”)
today is the day to rid yourself of these items. You community may have an electronics recycling day
that you will have to wait for to dispose of these items. Then, move the items into a box that will be
ready to go out the door when you hear of the next recycling day.

Day 190: Toss One Thing from Your Bathroom
Moldy bathmat? The body wash that dried out your skin? Remove something that doesn’t work the
way it should or that is worn out or that you dislike and won’t use (so, holding onto it won’t help you
get any more value from it).

Day 191: Digital Books
Although I like that digital books are often less expensive than a physical book and that they take up
no physical space, they still fill your digital library. If you have digital books that you never read or
didn’t like or just don’t see yourself reading again, consider if you want to delete them from your
library.
I find that I feel guiltier deleting a digital book than I do donating a physical book. The physical book
can be enjoyed by others, the digital book vanishes. Although I spent money, whatever the format,
the physical book gets another life with a new owner.
What are your feelings when you delete digital books?
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Day 192: Leftover Seasonal and Party-Themed
Plates and Napkins
Do you have a collection of mismatched paper plates and napkins from different parties? You may
feel that you should hold onto them for the next birthday party or Christmas party, but, chances are
that you’ll buy new partyware since you won’t have enough pieces. Someday, you think, you’ll have
enough mismatched Halloween plates, cups, and napkins to accommodate your guests’ needs.
But, over time, the paper yellows and you’ll end up tossing the items.
So, have an eclectic party with the seven mismatched birthday party plates, the three Halloween
plates, the four Christmas plates, and the generic red, blue, and yellow plates from different events.
Bring out the random party napkins and cups.
When someone laughs about the Hanukkah design on the cup they are using at a summer cookout,
talk about your efforts decluttering and encourage others to join you for A Year of Decluttering.

Day 193: Politely Refuse an Invitation
Okay, you may not be able to do this task today; but, consider turning down the next invitation to an
event – be it coffee or a cookout – that you really don’t want to attend.
Now, I know you may have heard the phrase that ‘no is a complete sentence,’ but just saying no can
be harsh. However, don’t feel that you need to explain that you are busy (everyone is busy), or that
you need to concoct another event that would interfere with the invitation.
“Thanks so much for thinking of me. I won’t be able to attend this time, but maybe we can work out
something in the future.”
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Toss five pieces of paper – an old list, an out-of-date warranty, an
article you tore from a magazine or printed from online, etc.

Day 194: Something from the Attic
The attic in our home requires that we drag a ladder into our bedroom to get into the space. When
we moved in, I told my husband that we weren’t putting anything up there because of our age and
the hassle.
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Also, I had cleaned out my parents’ burgeoning attic and realized that this was a space that was too
easy to fill with things you didn’t want to decide about and then would forget about.
Remove one item or box of items that you know that you don’t need.
~
If you don’t have an attic, go into your basement, the garage, a storage shed, or even a closet and
remove one item or as many items as you can in 10-minutes.

Day 195: Something from the Attic, Pt 2
When you went up into your attic yesterday, did you realize that there were a lot of items that you
could get rid of? I know, it’s summer and this isn’t the best place to spend more than a few minutes
up in the attic.
Go back upstairs and take another item from the attic. Then, look on your calendar and pick a day
when you (and family) can sort through stuff you have up there.
~
If you don’t have an attic, go into your basement, the garage, a storage shed, or even a closet and
remove one item or as many items as you can in 10-minutes.

Day 196: Contents of
Purse/Backpack/Briefcase
Dump the contents of your purse, backpack, or briefcase on the table or bed and sort through the
items. Are there things that are trash or that need to be filed? Do you really need two lipsticks or a
hairbrush or are these just things that you think would be handy?
You’ve gone through different items (plastic cards, gift cards, sorting through your wallet) on other
days. So, today may be more of a mid-year clean-up to sort things that have snuck back into your
bag.
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Day 197: Baseball Caps
If you have a favorite sports team, then you may have a baseball cap with the team logo. You may
also have some caps as souvenirs of vacations, of different teams you were a member, and even a
variety of charities. If you wear baseball caps, do you wear all that you own?
If you prefer to keep the caps as keepsakes, do you display them or store them in a memory box? If
they aren’t worn or organized but are here-and-there throughout your home – some in a closet,
others in a storage box, and another in a drawer – are they really that important to you?
If you do wear baseball caps, do you regularly rotate among them or wear the same one until it falls
apart? For me, one baseball cap is too many, you may want three or a dozen.

Day 198: Medicine Chest
You’ve sorted through the contents of your bathroom – medications, grooming supplies, cleaning
supplies, etc. on different days, so you may open your medicine chest and be pleased with what you
don’t see there.
This could be a quick cleaning task, or it could be a mid-year check that nothing has expired or is
unwanted.

Day 199: Something that Annoys You
When you did this task a couple of weeks ago, did it get you looking around your house and
evaluating some of the items that you’ve had for so long that you no longer question the item’s right
to live in your home?
Remove another item or two that add nothing to your days.
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Day 200: Deflated Sport and Play Balls
If you have balls for the kids or grandkids, check that they are still in good condition. If they are
deflated, will they hold more air when inflated? Before replacing that soccer ball or playground-style
ball, consider the last time your kids or grandkids went looking for the items. If it’s been a while,
don’t worry about holding onto the old items or purchasing new.

Day 201: Eliminate Something from Your To-Do
List
If you’re like me, you have that task that’s been on your to-do list for, ah-hem, a few months (of
course, there’s only the one). Today, look at your to-do list and consider that you don’t want to do
that task and perhaps it doesn’t really have to be done.
If you can’t let go of the task, schedule it on your calendar to encourage that it gets done.

Day 202: Something from the Car’s Trunk
Peek in your car and look for items that have been “forgotten” or left behind. Return them to their
proper home. If you don’t know where the item belongs, think about where you’d go looking for it.
Is it something that best lives in the car or is it there by default?

Day 203: Stuff for the Yard Sale You Aren’t
Holding
Have you been filling boxes and moving items into the garage with the intention of holding a yard
sale? So, when is the sale scheduled? If you are looking at your schedule and you can’t see when
your family can get together and do a yard sale, consider if it will just be easier to schedule a
donation pick-up.
If you really want to hold a yard sale, see if anyone else in your neighborhood is planning on having
a yard sale and try to schedule yours on the same day. A multi-family yard sale could draw more
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customers. However, if the thought of doing this is exhausting, consider that donating to a charity
will be easier and less time-consuming.

Day 204: Eliminate One Thing from the Hall
Closet
When you open the closet door, what is the first item that you eye lands on that you realize you
don’t need? Toss the item or put it in your donation box. If you find a few items, more power to you!
Unless you have the time, limit yourself to ten minutes of decluttering and then five minutes to
boxing the items.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you – Remove one item from any closet.

Day 205: Take Something Off Your Bedside
Table
Is there something that you keep on your nightstand that you never use? Maybe you wanted to
keep a one-sentence journal and thought that your bedside table was a great place to prompt your
memory … but that hasn’t worked out. During the winter, I keep hand cream on my nightstand
because my hands get chapped. Applying hand cream seems like it would be a wonderful way to
calmly end the day … but the hand cream sits there, and I never use it.
Look for the item that sits there, unused, and remove it. A bedside table can be small, so consider if
you can clean off the entire piece but for the few most important items.

Day 206: Eliminate One Thing from Your Pantry
Toss the food item that has expired or donate the item that you bought for a specialty diet you no
longer follow or an ingredient for a dish you planned on preparing for a party or event (but never
made).
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Although one excess item may not seem to be a big deal, it is easy for that one item to become two,
three, or an entire shelf of items you won’t use.

Day 207: Photos
Last month, you gathered together print photos, so you could more clearly see how many photos
you must sort through. You also considered why you were saving photos. Do you want to share
photos with family members? Do you want to sell or give as gifts some of your best photos?
You can scan photos that you want to keep but don’t feel the need to hold onto physical photos.
Photo organizers recommend backing up photos in three ways – a print, saved to your computer, or
saves on an external hard drive, flash drive, or different cloud services. If you have photos that are
important to you, plan to back-up these images.

Day 208: Something from the Glove
Compartment
Before walking into work, take a quick peek at your glove box. Is there anything in there that doesn’t
belong?
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a snack that you are eating only because you are bored,
or you need a break.

Day 209: Something on Your Calendar
Is there something on your calendar that you aren’t excited about and that, honestly, you could step
away from? It may be awkward to say to someone, “it turns out that I won’t be able to attend.
Thanks so much for thinking of me.” Or, this could be some self-imposed event – even decluttering
your closet or kitchen cabinets this weekend.
If you can clear the time, what will you do?
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Day 210: List 5-10 Things You Want to Spend
Less Money On
You may not be ready to go on a shopping ban, where you only purchase essentials and planned
expenses over the course of a month (or year), but you can consider which expenses you could cut
down or eliminate.
You don’t have to stop spending money on all these things, today you just want to notice where you
could limit or eliminate spending. If you are stumped, look at your bank statement or credit card
statement for frequent expenses.
Consider eliminating one expense this week.

Day 211: Email Inbox
If you haven’t responded to an email in a month, chances are that you won’t. I’ve heard of people
who just delete everything from their inbox. I don’t know if I could be that brave, but then, nothing
that bad would happen if I did.
Today, declutter, if not clear, your email inbox.
If you have emails that you want to hold onto for reference, move them into folders and then
review your folders weekly or at least once a month. Put this review on your calendar, which will
both remind you of this task as well as prompt you into action.

Day 212: Smartphone Apps and Folders
Rearrange the apps on your smartphone, so to group similar applications together. Do you have
multiple apps that do the same thing? Are there shopping apps that make it a bit too easy to buy
things you don’t need but buy in a moment of boredom? If there are apps that you no longer use,
uninstall them. (If you want them back in the future, you can reinstall them.)
Also, go through your download folder and see if you have downloaded documents that you no
longer need or that should be transferred to cloud storage.
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Day 213: List 10 Thoughts Swirling Through
Your Mind
Do you deal with the same thoughts coursing through your mind day and night? One technique to
declutter your mind, is to do a ‘brain dump’ which involves making a list of everything you are
thinking.
Chances are, a lot of these thoughts are connected to tasks that you want to get done. Of course,
listing these thoughts won’t get them done, but it may stop them clamoring for attention. And, wait,
before you think that this doesn’t sound very efficient because you don’t want to forget what you
have to do; remember – you just wrote it down.
You can review this list, add to it, cross things off, and so on. A brain dump isn’t meant to be a to-do
list. However, when you are planning your time, it gives you a reference as to what you could do.

Day 214: Games with Missing Pieces
I know, you held onto that card or board game for a while, thinking that the missing piece would
show up. It hasn’t. It’s time to decide whether you can use a make-shift piece or whether the ease of
play is gone. If you have kids, ask them if there are games on their shelves that they don’t play with
because of missing pieces. Can they come up with a creative solution for the missing piece or are
they ready to release the game?
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Pull a book off your shelf that you haven’t read and decide if you will
start reading it today or if you will pass it along to a new owner.

Day 215: An Obligation
Thinking that you must do something breeds resentment. You may find yourself forgetting to attend
events or gatherings that you’ve told yourself you must attend. Suddenly, cleaning your refrigerator
is the most interesting and important task to handle. Whoops. What did you forget to do?
Rethinking an obligation as a task that you choose to do can reframe the experience. Sometimes,
just thinking of something as a choice can make a huge difference to your attitude and your energy.
For example, “I have to go to work today so I can pay my bills,” versus “I choose to go to work today
so I can have electricity.”
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What do you think? I’ve seen this suggestion in numerous books by psychologists and life coaches.
Although I may not like what I’m doing, this change of phrasing does make me realize that I could
choose to bow out of an obligation and deal with the repercussions.

Day 216: Go Back to a Task
Go back to any task that you didn’t do because you didn’t have the time, because you were away on
vacation, because it was a larger task than would fit in the 15-minutes you allotted to the task, or
because an area needs to be tidied again.
I recently wrote a short eBook called Why Can’t You Stay Organized? which addresses some of the
habits and actions that can keep you organized after you’ve decluttered. Buy it on Amazon.

Day 217: Items on a Wish List
When I hear of a book I’d like to read, I put it on my Amazon Wish List – not because I plan on
buying the book, but so I have it on a list when I go to the library. (Someone has pointed out that I
should use the GoodReads app for this.) Also, when I think of something I might need for the house
or when I’m looking for new sneakers, I tend to put the items on wish lists for different sites. This
allows me to compare items … and to consider if it is a purchase I need to make.
Do you keep digital wish lists? Are there items that have been on the list for so long that you realize
you don’t need them? It’s time to clean up your wish lists.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Delete five bookmarked pages on your smartphone or computer.

Day 218: Talk to Friends about Gift Giving
Decluttering isn’t easy. It requires making a lot of decisions. It occasionally makes you face difficult
decisions because someone else gave you an item you don’t use and don’t like.
So now is the time to start talking to friends with whom you normally exchange gifts. Explain that
you’ve been decluttering and you’re enjoying the extra space and ease of not cleaning things you
don’t care about.
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This article here can give you ideas for alternatives, which is helpful since a lot of people like giving
and receiving gifts. Tomorrow, you’ll start talking to family.

Day 219: Talk to Family about Holiday Gifts
Did you start talking to friends about exchanging holiday gifts? How did that go? Family can be more
difficult because gift exchanges are wrapped into other traditions. However, if it has become a
burden, and you know a few other family members are of the same attitude, it might be worth a
group email or text to see how many would be interested in foregoing gifts or instead exchanging
consumable gifts. Check out this article for other suggestions (it links to the same article as
yesterday).

Day 220: Something from Under the Kitchen
Sink
Pull everything out of this space, wipe down the area, and then return the most useful items. Do you
have cleaning items under here that could be stored elsewhere with other cleaning supplies? Are
there any other items under here that belong in other places? What don’t you need to keep?

Day 221: Orphaned Items
Do you hold onto the plastic food storage container even though you tossed the broken cover? Do
you keep orphaned socks and single earrings? It makes sense to do so for a while, if you think the
match for the pair will reappear. However, after a month, if you haven’t found the match, how
much longer will you hold out hope to rediscover the missing item?
~
Only if this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a snack that you are eating only because you are bored,
or you need a break.
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Day 222: Thank Someone
This can be a big thank you to someone who mentored you or helped you through a difficult patch.
Even if you’ve thanked them before, you can do so again, if you still feel the influence of their
assistance.
You can also thank someone who has done something for you recently. “Did I thank you for _____?”
I know, this task isn’t about getting rid of something. However, it is a good reminder that we don’t
have to view decluttering only as the process of eliminating things and tasks but as the process of
deciding what we want to keep. Thanking someone is a reminder that there are people we want to
cherish and keep in our lives.
~
And, so, I’d like to thank you for subscribing to A Year of Decluttering. Whether you joined yesterday
or on January 1, I appreciate that you’ve welcomed me into your inbox and I hope that this gentler
process of decluttering has helped you find space in your home and in your life for the things that
matter the most.

Day 223: Go Back to a Task
Again, consider if there is a task that you could return to so to finish or that you could finally get
around to doing. You can click on the “Go to Past Day’s Tasks” button below to view A Year of
Decluttering to date (I try to update tasks once a week … you won’t find it on the website as the
page is hidden).
~
Only if this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a knickknack that you don’t care about.

Day 224: A Regret
Another non-tangible, odd task. But is it that odd? Are you holding onto a regret for something you
did, or, perhaps likelier, didn’t do? We can’t go back in time and accept (or take back) a marriage
proposal or a decision about school or a job offer or any of the thousands of decisions you’ve made
through the course of your life.
Write out your regret (this could be a couple of words that sum up the situation or a pages long
stream-of-consciousness rage about what didn’t happen and what could have happened).
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Then, burn the paper in an indoor or outdoor fireplace or shred the item while thinking or saying
aloud, “I release this regret.”
Obviously, this is a symbolic gesture and if it doesn’t make a difference, consider going to a
professional with whom you can talk about this hurt. Decide whether you just want to be heard or
whether you want guidance for taking some sort of action.
~
Only if this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate an item that bothers you because it doesn’t do what
it’s supposed to do.

Day 225: Notebooks and Pads of Paper
I still get giddy when I see the back-to-school displays with all the new notebooks full of blank pages.
And, I do write in them. (And, I don’t know where all the notebooks with fun covers go the rest of
the year. Buy a notebook at the office supply store in January and you’ll face bright, solid-color
covers without a single kitten on the cover.)
Do you feel the pull of new school supplies, but you don’t have any kids or grandkids who’ll use
them? Do you save pads of paper because they’ll be useful, but you have far more than you’ll use?
Bring them to work, give them to someone with kids, or just group them together so to remind you
to use them (and not buy any more notebooks).
~
Only if this task doesn’t apply to you: Sort through your photos (prints or digital) for 15-minutes.

Day 226: Photos
Did you gather your photos together last month? Have you been able to sort through some of
them? Photos are tricky. Tied up with emotions, so many out-of-focus images require a lot of
thought and energy to eliminate.
While it can be easy to think that photo boxes don’t take up much space (and digital photos take up
“no” space), it you don’t eliminate the images that aren’t worth keeping, then they can make it
more difficult to find the ones you do care about. For more in-depth suggestions, go to this article.
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Day 227: Something Someone Left Behind
Maybe your adult children left behind boxes of their childhood treasures or an ex- left behind stuff
that they didn’t care about. Or, it could be simpler, you had a party, and someone left behind their
cake tray or a pretty serving dish.
If you live or work near the person, try to make time to return the item to them. Or, arrange for a
time when they can pick up the item. If this isn’t going to happen, call them and tell them you plan
on shipping the item to the person. If you haven’t talked to your ex- for years, then they aren’t
looking for the items they left behind.
Even a small item can create a burden because it is an unfinished task. You keep moving the item
around so to not forget it needs to be returned to someone else. If you move, why are you paying to
cart around your children’s or ex’s stuff? (So, if you balk at the idea of mailing the items, consider if
you’ve already paid to move the items with you to your new home).
~
Only if this task doesn’t apply to you: Clear one item from your desk.

Day 228: A Gift You Don’t Want
When you hold onto items that you don’t like or want but you keep them because you received
them as a gift, you are saying that the feelings of the other person matter more than your feelings. I
know, I’ve ‘given in’ on many occasions because I didn’t want someone to be angered or saddened
by my actions or words. However, I know that I’m not really in charge of how that person feels. They
decide how to react, they are in charge of their own emotions.
If you don’t care for an item and you know that you would have never purchased such a thing for
yourself, let it go.

Day 229: Old Computers
Old computers and laptops can be a bit more of a bother to get rid of because you want to make
certain that your information has been wiped before you recycle it … and, then, you need to turn it
in during special recycling days, which usually involve making a separate trip to a particular location
on a certain day. Yep, a pain.
However, a few minutes of online research to find out the when and the where – and then the trip
itself, won’t take as much time as you think. If you don’t know how to clear your files either learn
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through an online tutorial or ask a tech-knowledgeable friend, coworker, or family member to help
you.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Organize the contents of one digital or physical file folder. Eliminate
what you don’t need and keep what you do.

Day 230: Lighters and Matches
Unless you have empty lighters shoved into drawers (yeah, I know, it has the logo from your favorite
football team on it), use today’s 15-minute task to gather lighters and matches into a single location.
It’s okay if you keep a lighter beside the grill, but if you have a few locations in your home where you
have lighters and matches, consider that bringing them to a central location will help you keep an
inventory of what you have – so you don’t end up with either seven brand-new lighters, or none.

Day 231: Grill Tools
How have your grill tools fared through the summer? Is the grill brush still in good condition? Local
stores probably have grill tools at clearance prices, so if you notice something needs to be replaced,
now could be the time to do so.
Also, this is the time to question whether you need three sets of tongs or other duplicate tools.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: get rid of something you don’t like.

Day 232: Old Appliances
Do you have an old appliance sitting in your garage or backyard because you replaced it but then
never arranged for the old appliance to be carted away? Perhaps it still had some use left in it and
you thought having an extra refrigerator would be a good thing to have when you had parties. Or
you thought someone would take it off your hands.
Wouldn’t you rather have the cleared space? Find out from your trash service how to arrange the
removal of the item.
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Smaller appliances that don’t work – mixers, coffee makers, rice cookers – can usually go in with the
regular trash. If you don’t use the item but it still works, donate it.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: sort through that stack of papers; file whatever you’ll keep and
shred or recycle what you won’t.

Day 233: A Complaint
You can’t believe it. That person at work did that thing. Again. You need to vent and so you go in
search of another person who will be right there with you agreeing about that person’s horrible,
inconsiderate behavior.
I know, it’s more difficult to speak up and point out to the offender (nicely) the effect their behavior
has on you. “Janice, when you don’t get you stuff to me by the deadline, I can’t finish the newsletter
on time and it goes out late instead of on Tuesday, as our subscribers expect.”
If your complaint isn’t based on someone handling a task in a different way than you’d do it, then
you can decide if it is worth the effort to ask the other person to change their behavior. The next
time a complaint sits on your tongue, instead of venting to a friend or coworker, tell them that you’d
like some ideas for ways to solve the complaint.

Day 234: Ticket Stubs
If you keep tickets from movies, concerts, and plays, are they tossed into random drawers or do you
keep them in a memory box or scrapbook? If you keep them together and organized because you
like the way they prompt your memory of events, no problem, keep them.
If you like the memory prompt but don’t find it necessary to keep the actual ticket, consider
scanning them and storing the images on your computer (and backing up on a cloud service).
On the other hand, if you randomly tossed some old tickets in your junk drawer, some in your desk,
and others in another drawer or box, question if they are important to you – because scattered all
over the place, they aren’t really doing anything for you.
You can toss or recycle tickets; you don’t have to keep them.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you – Scan 5-10 documents so you don’t need to hold onto the originals.
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Day 235: Post-it® Notes
Do you have notes stuck here and there to act as reminders? Do the reminders still work or have
you looked at the notes for so long that you don’t really see them any longer? Would rewriting the
note on a different color Post-it® help you “see” it again?
If you have pads of Post-it® notes here and there through your house, do you really use them where
you have them or did the pads just get dropped into a catch-all container when you were clearing a
surface? Keep the notepads in locations where you’ll use them. This will also help you notice how
many you own so you don’t pop another pack into your shopping basket the next time you’re at the
store.

Day 236: Summer Clothing You Never Wore
If you’ve made it through most of the season without wearing certain items, pull them out and
consider why you didn’t wear them. Do they not fit? Is an item stained? Do you just not like an
item? If you didn’t wear that dressier item because there was no event to wear it to, then hold onto
that item (providing that it fits and that you’d wear it to an event).
If you didn’t wear clothing items (and accessories) this year and you know you won’t wear them
next year, then pop them into your donation box or bag.

Day 237: Pool Toys
If you have a pool or go to a pool and have toys to take along, check out the condition of the items.
Is anything worn or damaged? Is there mold? Clear out the items that you, your kids, or your guests
won’t or can’t use.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you … use your 15-minutes of decluttering to get rid of three-to-five
horrible photographs (print or digital.
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Day 238: The Need to Do Something
For your 15-minute task, sit and do nothing. Don’t read, don’t write notes to yourself, don’t scroll
social media or look at email. Look out the window. Hold a mug of hot tea or a glass of water if you
need something to anchor you.
If you want to meditate; focus on your breath. If you want, keep your eyes open and notice what
thoughts run through your mind.
Remember, clutter isn’t just stuff but also actions and thoughts – create some time for yourself.

Day 239: Old Lunchboxes and Backpacks
Lunchboxes and backpacks aren’t just for kids. Check the condition of the lunchboxes and backpacks
(and tote bags, if that’s what you use) and make certain that zippers zip and other features are in
working condition. If the item(s) needs to be aired out, hang it up. If the item doesn’t get used or it
has been replaced, clear out the items you don’t need.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a snack that you are eating only because you are bored, or
you need a break.

Day 240: Boxes and Rolls of Tissue
Do you store boxes of facial tissues and rolls of toilet tissue in multiple locations in your home?
Perhaps you have a spare roll or two in the bathroom, some items in your cleaning closet, and an
overstock of items in the basement or garage.
Can you store your overstock on a single shelf or in a single cabinet? Although I’m not suggesting
that you should have so few of these supplies that you risk running out, do you have months of
stock? Do you really want to give that much space to these bulky supplies?
Maybe when the kids lived at home you maintained a certain level of stock, but you’ve never
adjusted your shopping habits as the kids moved away. Consider how often you shop and what you
really need to keep for back-up supplies.
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Day 241: Broken Toys
Have the kids sort through their playthings for broken toys that can’t be fixed and that they no
longer play with. These can be indoor or outdoor toys. Eliminating broken toys is not an excuse to go
out and replace them. Chances are the kids or grandkids still have plenty of toys.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Get rid of any broken item in your home.

Day 242: Ice Cube Trays
Ice cube trays are inexpensive, and they come in some fun shapes, so you may have a stack of ice
cube trays in your freezer. If you’ve noticed that the cubes in the trays shrink or disappear, then you
just aren’t using that many ice cubes and could do with fewer trays.
(Science-y note: The ice cubes are going through sublimation – going straight from a solid to a gas.
The ice is melting into a gas instead of a liquid. This is perfectly normal.)
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Check your freezer’s contents for food that should be used soon or
that has gone bad.

Day 243: Cancel a Subscription
The subscription could be for a magazine you never take the time to read. Or, it could be for a meals
service. Or you could have items that regularly show up at your home through Amazon’s Subscribe
& Save service. Are you still using the items that show up or do you no longer want them, but you
haven’t gone online to cancel the services?
Use your 15-minutes to cancel your subscription to a magazine, merchandise, or service that you
don’t use or use as often as the deliveries suggest.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: turn down the invitation to an activity you’d rather avoid.
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Day 244: Digital Files
I recently heard a professional organizer say that digital natives (those who grew up with computers
and other devices), don’t feel a need to delete emails or any files that live in the cloud because, as
they see it, there is infinite space and a search bar that will help them locate what they want.
I guess I’m old-fashioned in the belief that if I don’t need something, I’m not going to keep it. All
those photos of kids’ craft projects from when I wrote for different (now defunct) websites – I don’t
need them. Even if I don’t need the space on my computer or cloud back-up, I feel better when I hit
the delete button.
You can spend fifteen minutes:
Deleting files
Moving them into folders so you aren’t looking at so many files
Renaming files or folders so the name is more accurate when you search for something
Back up your files

Day 245: Plan Meals Using Up the Food You
Have
If you find yourself running to the grocery store during the week to pick up a missing ingredient,
check through your pantry, freezer, and fridge to plan meals with the food you have available.
Arrange your meals so you’ll use perishable items first. How many meals could you prepare, just
using what you have on hand?

Day 246: Address Labels
A common freebie from charities is address labels, but how much print mail do you send nowadays?
When you receive address labels, do you slip them into your desk thinking that they are a useful
item you should hold onto?
Toss them. How many mailing lists misspell your name? How many labels have images that you
don’t care for? Even if you do use address labels, chances are you don’t need many. At one point, I
realized that I’d rather write my return address on the occasional piece of outgoing mail than store a
stash of labels.
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~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Sit with a cup of coffee or tea and just focus on enjoying your beverage.
For five minutes, don’t look at the television, a book or magazine, or your smartphone. Look out the
window and watch the clouds or bird or leaves blowing in the breeze.

Day 247: Reference Books
Reference books have so much information in them that they seem worthy of space on our
bookshelves. Whether you are interested in wine, knitting, astrology, essential oils, birds, and so on,
chances are you have books with words in their titles like “The Complete Guide to …,” “The Essential
Book of …,” “The Guide to …,” or “The _____ Bible” (when not referring to the Old or New
Testament).
Do you really refer to these books when you go searching for information, or do you find it easier to
type your question into a search engine?

Day 248: Sweatshirts and Hoodies
Do you have a surplus of sweatshirts and hoodies? Do you have sweatshirts from schools, colleges,
and vacations? Do you wear all of them? If they are memorabilia, take them out of your closet and
move them into a memory box – or, if they are very special, a shadow box.
Do you really feel great wearing a stretched-out sweatshirt? If you have other sweatshirts to choose
from, donate the fabric of worn, frayed, or stained sweatshirts that simply take up space in your
closet.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you – Pick a time of day when you’d normally scroll through social media and
choose to do something else. Take a walk (even if you just go into another room), get a drink of
water, color, read.
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Day 249: Pots and Pans
If you have duplicate pans and you don’t use both at the same time, keep the best and donate the
other. Do you have pots and pans that you can’t remember the last time you used? You may have
inherited or been given cookware that seemed useful and so you kept it, but you never use it.
Once a year, my grocery store gives away cookware – receive stickers for every ten dollars you
spend and redeem them on pots and pans. Great if you are replacing an old pan, otherwise, it’s
more stuff to move around when you’re trying to find a skillet.
A hint that you don’t use a pan – you don’t store it in your kitchen; instead, it’s kept in another
room. Out of sight, out of mind? Maybe you used to use it, but life changed, and you don’t host big
holiday dinners where you need a roasting pan. It’s okay to pass items along to people who will use
them.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a snack that you are eating only because you are bored, or you
need a break.

Day 250: Gifts from Exes
Whether the ex- is a former friend, steady, or spouse, you are under no obligation to hold onto
items that bring up negative feelings. If you love the item and the split was amicable, then, no
problem. However, if you have a piece of jewelry or a knickknack that you’ve tucked away because
you don’t want to think about the person who gave it to you, you are under no obligation to keep
the item. Sell it or donate it and clear some negative energy from your home.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Donate a knickknack that you don’t really like.

Day 251: Memorabilia that Isn’t Special
I used to find myself holding onto ticket stubs, programs, photos, notes, cards, gifts, magnets, and
other trinkets to remind myself of different events, vacations, even classes I attended or taught. I
tossed everything in a memorabilia box, where I’d promptly forget about the things.
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When I couldn’t close the cover, I pulled out the box and sorted through the items. Although there
were items that jogged my memory, a pleasurable evening out with friends didn’t require that I hold
onto a ticket stub. There were cute drawings from students I hasn’t seen for over a decade. Pretty
cards with a signed name but no special note.
Spend 15-minutes looking through your memory box; are the items still meaningful? If you don’t
have a memorabilia box, you could start gathering items from around the house and create one.
(Not items that you display – unless you don’t need to look at them – but things that live in drawers
or random boxes.
I think a memory box should be looked through once a year, not for decluttering, but for recalling
the memories you’ve made a point of labeling as special.

Day 252: Worn Area Rugs
Do you have area rugs or mats that are a tripping hazard? Are they worn out or drab looking? If the
binding on the rug is fraying and it keeps getting caught in the vacuum, consider cutting off the
offender if it won’t further damage the rug.
Consider if you really need the rug in that spot or if the rug was put in that location for a specific
reason that no longer exists. (We put a runner in front of the kitchen door to catch snow and mud –
by mid-spring, though, it no longer serves its purpose and gets rolled away until next year.

Day 253: Picnic Basket
Do you have a picnic basket? Do you use it? Yes? Good for you! If you have a picnic basket that
hasn’t been used for a couple of years (or, ever), it’s probably time to acknowledge that picnics
aren’t a part of your lifestyle.
If you feel bad for not using it, plan a picnic for some time in the next two weeks – it can even be a
picnic in the yard! If the thought doesn’t excite you, put the picnic basket in your to-be-donated pile.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Donate any basket in your home that isn’t serving a function or that you
don’t care about.
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Day 254: Nylons, Pantyhose, Tights
Clear out these items that don’t currently fit or that have holes or runs in them. I know, you’re
holding onto them to wear under pants, but if there is the chance that you’d grab the item to wear
with a skirt, why leave yourself open for a frustrating morning trying to find a pair of pantyhose
that’s in good condition?
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: match pairs of socks, check the condition of your underwear and any
other functional accessories.

Day 255: Makeup Bags You Don’t Use
Buy your makeup from a department store and you may find yourself developing a collection of
makeup bags that were free with purchase. Use some to organize the items in your handbag, gather
a small bag of art supplies for kids to take with them on drives or waits in doctors’ offices, keep one
or two in your suitcase for travel items, organize craft items, or donate them.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: consider if you need all the tote bags or shopping bags you have in your
stash.

Day 256: Junk Mail
Some people feel that they need to shred everything that has their address on it, which means junk
mail piles grow and grow until they find time to sit with the shredder. In other cases, you may see
something in a catalog that interests you and you set aside the catalog for later, only you end up
receiving a new catalog every week from the same company.
Fifteen minutes might not be enough time to tackle the junk mail. If it is scattered in multiple
locations throughout your home, start gathering it into one place. Sort through it while watching
television – run addresses and credit card offers through the shredder when the commercials come
on. Even the most imposing pile of junk mail can be eliminated with some determination (and a
movie or two).
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Register with the National Do Not Mail List to eliminate incoming mail. However, I found even that
didn’t get rid of all the junk mail, so I recently subscribed to the app PaperKarma. I balked at paying
a fee to get rid of junk mail, but, then I realized I’d feel better if the stuff never entered my home.

Day 257: Memberships
It’s time to cancel your unused membership to the gym. Are you a member of groups that you don’t
participate in? Maybe you did; maybe you thought sending in your membership fee would
encourage you to attend the meetings or classes, but things didn’t work out that way.
In some cases, when you send money to a charity, they may consider you a member – if you support
the charity’s efforts, then consider this a donation instead of a membership.
If membership with a group feels like an obligation you can’t or don’t want to participate in, give
yourself permission to let it go.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: turn down the invitation to an activity you’d rather avoid.

Day 258: School Papers
If you’ve kept papers and reports from when you were in school ah-hem years ago, consider why it
is important for you to hold onto them. Although they may have been important to you then, are
they truly things that you refer to now?
Do you keep every test and report your kids ever wrote? If you have a wall of boxes, no matter how
organized, it’s still a wall of boxes. Ask your child if these things are important to them. Your home
doesn’t have to become a shrine to your children’s education.
If you are dealing with a current influx of school papers from your children or grandchildren, ask the
kids if these things are important for them to keep. If they say yes, then set up a box where they can
store the papers they bring home with plans to sort through the papers at the end of the school
year. Maybe set up a bulletin board where they can display the results of a current test as well as a
recently completed piece of art. When a new item comes in, pop the older item into temporary
storage. (Of course, if you have a student who doesn’t want to hold onto their papers until the end
of the school year, don’t feel you have to override their decision and keep things for them. You can
always scan artwork.
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Day 259: Outgrown Furniture
It’s easy to identify furniture that kids have outgrown; however, don’t discount furniture that adults
have outgrown as well. As an adult, you may have outgrown the need for a piece of furniture – the
rack for the CDs or DVDs you’ve donated or sold; the folding chairs that used to accommodate the
extra relatives when you hosted holiday dinners; the bed that belonged to your son who now lives in
another state in his own home.
Question family and friends who live nearby if they’d want any of the items you have. Sell items that
you think you can make money on; donate the pieces; or pull them to the curb with a “free” sign.

Day 260: Hats You Don’t Wear
Do you have sunhats you didn’t wear this summer? If you can’t remember the last time you wore
the hat, then that’s a good indication it’s okay to let it go. Look through your winter hats, do you
have more than you really wore last winter? You may have a collection of hats from gifts or sales
you couldn’t pass up. If you like having a variety of hats, or even different colors of the same style
hat, keep them all in one place so you can see what you have and truly rotate through your
collection.

Day 261: Awards and Trophies
Let’s face it, a trophy for participation is meaningless unless health or other issues meant that just
showing up was a challenge. Is an award or trophy meaningful or is it just a way of showing how you
spend your time? Would a photo of the trophy (or you receiving it) be just as or more telling about
your experiences?
If you are contending with someone else’s trophies, consider if they could condense them to a single
shelf or shelving unit. Asking that your spouse keep their bowling or softball trophies in their office
or another personal space instead of a space used by everyone in the house.
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Day 262: Broken and Unused Kitchen Utensils
and Appliances
My parents used to keep broken kitchen appliances (like toasters) even after they went out and
bought a new one. Their reasoning was that if something happened to the new one, they could pull
out the older toaster. Are you thinking???? Even as a kid, that bit of illogic baffled me.
Do you have items around your kitchen that you’ve replaced while holding onto the older item?
Even if there’s nothing wrong with both utensils, do you really need two vegetable peelers or lemon
squeezers? Or, are you holding onto items that don’t work very well? If you rarely use the item,
could you use another item as a substitute? If you use the item frequently, why are you adding to
your stress with a toaster that’s set on “burnt” or a blender that barely swishes its contents. If you
are saving for a replacement, stay focused on this commitment; however, if you feel you must make
do, question why you don’t feel you can replace something you use all the time.

Day 263: Bottles and Cans for Deposit
If you pay a deposit on cans and bottles, do you have a schedule for recycling the cans and retrieving
your deposit? I’ve seen bags of cans and bottles piled beside and behind garages or filling storage
space beneath interior stairs.
Yes, you might be waiting until you have enough cans to make it worthwhile to return, but, how
about planning to return the cans and then setting the change in a special jar or box. At the end of
the year, you can see what you’ve collected – and this will take up much less space than the bottles
and cans.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a snack that you are eating only because you are bored, or you
need a break.

Day 264: Fake Flowers
Fake flowers can hide years of dust that shaking or (likelier) tapping with a dust cloth can’t remove.
If the flowers aren’t faded and visibly holding onto dust, and you enjoy them, enjoy them. Perhaps
you rotate a vase of silk flowers, so they are seasonal.
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However, if they have been sitting on a shelf and are just part of the background, you may not miss
them. If they are connected to a warm memory, you could continue to display them or put them in a
memory box, so they don’t continue to fade or collect dust.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Click on the button below to go to past day’s tasks and see if there is
a task that you missed or could repeat.

Day 265: Books You’ll Never Read Again
Books are one of the most challenging things for me to get rid of. While there are some books I
enjoy rereading every year or two, there are others that I’ve read and intend to read again … but I
never do. I looked at one such book on my shelf and saw a copyright of eight years ago. Since I
purchased the book when it came out, that means that I’ve held onto it all this time, only touching it
when I dusted!
Make plans to reread these books or donate them to your library’s next book sale. If you give away a
book and if in a year or two you decide you do want to reread it, borrow it from the library.

Day 266: Gaming Consoles and Games
If your family upgraded a gaming consoles, like Xbox or PlayStation, asks the ones who play the
games if there are old consoles or games that could be donated or sold.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Delete a game app off your computer or smartphone – one you
don’t play or one you wish you didn’t play.

Day 267: Belts
Eliminate belts that don’t fit, are in poor condition, or aren’t in style
~
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If this doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a snack that you are eating only because you are bored, or you
need a break.

Day 268: Aprons
If you have holiday-themed aprons, consider storing them with the appropriate holiday decorations.
Otherwise, consider how often you switch your apron and if one or one-to-wear-and-one-in-thewash are enough for your needs.
If you like to cook, chances are you’ve received aprons as gifts. Keep your favorites (or the most
functional) and donate the rest. If you like an apron, but you don’t want to ruin it by wearing it, treat
it like a decoration, and hang it on a hook in your kitchen.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: turn down the invitation to an activity you’d rather avoid.

Day 269: (Kids’) Art Supplies
Do you have things like markers, crayons, construction paper, glue that you got for a specific
purpose, but now you no longer need? I know, you want to hold onto these things for the day you
need them again – but, markers dry out, construction paper fades, glue gets gloopy.
You may have kid-variety art supplies around the house from when you had kids (or, kids of the age
that used these supplies) or from a project or pastime you were working on.
Donate supplies to your neighbor’s kids, if they’d like the items or see if a local preschool, public
school, or afterschool program would be interested in supplies that are in good condition.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Sort through your pens and pencils to make sure the ink flows in
your pens and that there’s lead in the mechanical pencils.
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Day 270: Anything that Doesn’t Need to Live in
Your Car
Although you cleaned out your car at the beginning of the year, have items found a home in your
backseat or trunk? While emergency supplies and a sweatshirt for everyone in the family are useful,
have some items landed in this space simply because you haven’t put them away in the house … or,
figured out where they belong?
Your car isn’t a storeroom on wheels. Consider how and if items get used.

Day 271: Brochures
While on vacation, do you pick up brochures of places to go and things to do? When you return
home, do you hang onto these items? Or, maybe you pick up a brochure on a health topic at the
doctor’s or dentist’s office that makes its way home with you. Some brochures come in your mail.
In most cases, a brochure doesn’t contain much information. Its goal is to get you to go someplace
or ask a question or even go online and find out more. You don’t need to keep brochures. Instead,
you could write down the topic on a list and accomplish much the same – it will jog your memory.
~
If this doesn’t apply to you: Clear loose papers from the surface or your desk or spend ten-minutes
pulling unnecessary paper from your files.

Day 272: Accessories for Items You No Longer
Own
You bought ink for your printer – and then it died, and you never got around to returning the ink
cartridges. Or, you have accessories for the hand mixer you no longer own; or, chargers for the
phone you no longer have … or, even barrettes and ponytail elastics even though you now have
short hair.
If the item is something someone could use, donate it or post it online. However, sometimes an item
is trash.
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Day 273: Notes from Personal and
Professional Development Classes,
Workshops, and Meetings
Remember, ‘could be useful’ isn’t the same thing as ‘is used.’ If you haven’t used these notes for a
couple of years, consider that they may never find a use. Unless the notes are from primary research
(the answers to questionnaires or surveys or notes from interviews), could you find the information
online?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Sort through your files or any stack of papers for ten-minutes.

Day 274: A Just-in-Case Item
I’m always amazed (amused?) to return to an area that I’ve decluttered to discover a few items that
I’ve held onto ‘just in case.’ In some cases, I’ve realized that I’ve held onto items for, oh, twenty
years or so, so it’s pretty clear that whatever situation I was waiting for, didn’t happen.

Day 275: Three-Ring Binders
I love how organized three-ring binders (and sheet protectors, let’s not forget about sheet
protectors) make me feel. At one point, I had FIVE two-inch thick binders filled with crochet patterns
(fit into individual sheet protectors). Do I really have to mention how few of these patterns I’d used?
(Very, very, um, very few.)
If the three-ring binders help organize information that you use, awesome! If you haven’t looked at
the information stored in these binders since you snapped shut the rings, consider if you can let this
stuff go (or scan it into your computer if you are concerned that you need it for reference).
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Organize the contents of one digital or physical file folder. Eliminate
what you don’t need and keep what you do.
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Day 276: Address Book
Do you still have an old address book – with pages so filled with some people’s multiple moves that
you struggled to decipher their current address? Consider typing up the current addresses in a more
legible format.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Sort through papers you’ve saved and see if they still contain usefulto-you information.

Day 277: Under the Bed
Clear out everything stored under your bed. Declutter what is no longer necessary. Consider if this is
the best place to store the items you are keeping or if there are things that could be kept in better
places so that they will be remembered and used. (This isn’t a picture of my cat; mine would rather
hide beneath the bed than spend time snuggled in the blankets.)
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Look for items stored underneath any piece of furniture and consider
if this is the best place for the item to remain.

Day 278: A Task You’ve Been Procrastinating
You know that thing you’ve been putting off even though you know it will take you all of 10-or-15minutes to do? Yeah, that one. Do it. Make the appointment for your physical or dental cleaning or
schedule a pick-up with a local charity that will come to your front door and take away bags of items
you want to donate. Send a thank you note, sort through that bin of random stuff.
Check off at least one thing on your to-do list that you’ve been procrastinating about for months.

Day 279: Something that Makes You Feel Guilty
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Interpret this as you will. Perhaps you bought food for a diet you stopped following long ago but the
items remain on your pantry shelves. Maybe you keep encountering the supplies for a project you
never worked on. Or you bought an item of clothing one size smaller as an incentive to lose weight.
Really, anything that you bought with the plans to use the item(s), but you now realize that isn’t
going to happen.

Day 280: Old Journals and Diaries
Some people enjoy rereading their journals every so many years, some people reread them and tear
out the pages with stories or insights they like. Others feel that they should reread their old journals
because they want to see how they’ve grown as a person … but they can never motivate themselves
to reread these pages.
Personally, I use my morning pages to write through what’s on my mind at that moment, but I never
feel a need to review them … usually, when I fill a notebook, I start tearing out the pages and
shredding the paper.
What do you do with old journals and diaries? If you have never given a thought to the stack of
books you have piled on your closet floor, think about what you want to do with them and why you
are making that decision. If you are keeping them, know why and what you hope to gain by holding
onto them.

Day 281: Memorabilia You Don’t Look At
When I couldn’t snap shut the cover to the file box I used for memorabilia, I decided it was time to
sort though the items. I sorted through the items, eliminating a few things; then repeated the
process of going through the items. Each time I touched an item, I found myself digging deeper into
my reasoning for keeping these objects.
In some cases, I’d decided the item was the type of thing I should keep even though it didn’t have
much meaning for me. Each year, I sort through these items and I’ve found the box of memorabilia
has gotten smaller as the meaning of some items has changed over the years.
Are there items you feel obligated to hold onto? Why? What do you get from holding onto these
items? If you have memorabilia that you truly enjoy looking at, then you have found the right items
to keep.
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Day 282: Discover What _____ Is Worth
I can never forget the vase at my grandfather’s house that my mother always pointed out was part
of my inheritance. It’s an antique! It will be worth something! Um, yeah, I was offered ten dollars for
it. Old doesn’t mean valuable.
If you watch television shows like Antiques Roadshow, American Pickers, or Pawn Stars, you’ll hear
many tales of individuals inheriting a family heirloom that they try to sell, thinking it will put their
kids through college, only to find out that it is a replica or that it is no longer a desirable collectable
or is too damaged or everyone’s parents or grandparents owned one (or several) and the item has
glutted the market.
If you are holding onto items that you think are valuable, do a little research on eBay (look at what
similar items sold for, not at what the asking price is) or bring the item or photos of it to an
appraiser or auction house and find out if the items are worth what you think they are.

Day 283: Clothing +/- Two Sizes
I know, you’re going to lose weight; but, how long have you been saying that? If you lost the weight,
do you really want to fit into clothing you wore 15 years ago? If I have to workout every day and say
no to cookies, I want new clothing.
Unless you’ve had a sudden weight change because of a health issue or pregnancy, if clothing
doesn’t fit by a couple of sizes, chances are you won’t wear it again. (By “+/- two sizes, I mean how
the items fit and not the number on the label since there is no consistency between manufacturers.)

Day 284: Air Fresheners
I’m a fan of air fresheners – the scented solids, the fragrant gel beads, the plug-in variety of air
freshener, even those little trees you can hang in your car. However, once in place, I often forget to
check if the item is still doing its job or if the solid has dried up. Check the condition of any air
fresheners you use.
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Day 285: Vinyl Records
Yes, I know there is a resurgence of current performers putting out vinyl records because the sound
is superior to CDs. However, if you have old records that you don’t listen to but hold onto because
you are convinced they will be worth “something,” find a shop or site that buys old vinyl and answer
that question someday soon.
My husband took lots of records from his mother’s house, only to discover they were worth nothing
because his mother had tossed the sleeves the records came in and tucked the records into
organizing boxes.

Day 286: Printed Invitations
Do you keep the printed invitations from weddings, showers, bar mitzvahs, and other special events
that you are invited to? Was the event significant to you? Would you forget about the event if you
didn’t have the invitation to look at? If you know why it is something that you want to hold onto,
then you’ve decided this item is special. However, sometimes, we just end up holding onto
something without giving any thought as to why.
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Remove a knickknack that you don’t (or no longer) cherish.

Day 287: Anything that You’ve Updated
Maybe you bought a new pair of sneakers or a new toaster or a new cookie sheet or skillet or fall
jacket or _____. Did you toss or donate the thing that this new item replaced?

Day 288: Pages Saved on Facebook
You scroll through Facebook and save a recipe that looks good or a craft project you want to try
someday or even a video that will cheer you on a dreary day. Look through to see what you have …
will you really try that recipe or craft project? Did you save a page for future reference, but you no
longer need the information? Hit delete.
~
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If this task doesn’t apply to you: Check your computer or smartphone for bookmarked pages you no
longer need to reference.

Day 289: Travel-Size Products
If you travel all the time and you use these products on your trips, keep up the practice. However, if
you hold onto travel-sized items just in case you go away somewhere in the future, make use of the
items as part of your everyday grooming. The items will only last so long and you may as well make
use of them.

Day 290: Boots
Whether they are fashion boots, rainboots, or snow boots, check the condition of the items you own
and make certain they are ready for the colder weather. Do you have multiples of similar types of
boots that you don’t need?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Check the condition of your shoes and/or sneakers; consider if you
make use of the items that you own.

Day 291: Magazine Subscriptions
I’ve been adding vision board workshops to the courses I offer. Vision boards, if you don’t know, are
collages that individuals make to help them discover and set goals and then manifest the things and
experiences they want to add to their lives. Magazines are a great supply of interesting images for
vision boards.
I found sites that offered magazine subscriptions for a couple of dollars and so subscribed to several
different magazines that I thought would have images my workshop participants could use
(seriously, I ordered four subscriptions for the price of one issue of one magazine on the
newsstand). Honestly, as someone with minimalist tendencies, it felt weird to order magazines and
even stranger to collect a box of magazines. But, they have a very specific purpose.
Do you still enjoy the magazines that you subscribe to? You can cancel the subscriptions or allow
them to run out. Going to a doctor’s appointments? Bring and leave some of your magazines!
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Day 292: Nail Polish
Time to toss old polish that’s dried up or is the wrong consistency or is a color that no longer
interests you.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Check through your grooming and/or beauty supplies to make
certain you are using any items that are open.

Day 293: Sweaters
Maybe the change of season has already had you pulling out your sweaters. Did you check the
condition of the sweaters and make certain that they still fit? Are there some items that you are
tired of because you’ve worn them many times; or, perhaps, you find that the sweaters are in colors
you no longer wear or a style that you’ve moved away from? Remember, donating clothing doesn’t
mean that you need to go out and replace the items.

Day 294: Toys the Kids Don’t Play With
Get your kids or grandkids involved in sorting through toys they’ve stopped playing with. Yes, this
might remind the kids that these toys exist and suddenly they’ll start playing with them again, but
I’m thinking their excitement about their rediscovery of these items won’t last (long).
Explain that you want to give the toys to a charity that will give the toys to children whose families
can’t afford toys; or, to a friend who has children who’d like some new playthings. Kids are used to
the idea of sharing toys and will understand that they’ve outgrown these toys.
Allow the kids to make the decisions.

Day 295: Directions You’ve Printed from Online
Have you printed out recipes and craft project directions that you’ve never used (or perhaps even
looked at since you printed the pages)? You may have these pages stored neatly in file folders or
binders, but, remember, organized just makes something seem useful, even if it isn’t used.
~
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If this task doesn’t apply to use: Sort through any papers that you’ve been keeping even though you
never refer to them.

Day 296: Bread
Just for today, try to avoid eating bread (you can skip the pasta, rice, and cereal, if you choose). If
you rely on toast at breakfast or a sandwich for lunch, does this challenge you to consider different
options at mealtimes?

Day 297: Social Media Accounts You Don’t Use
If you were encouraged to sign up for a social media account that you find you just don’t use, look
through the account settings and delete the account.

Day 298: Afghans
As someone who crochets, I’ve made a lot of afghans. I even remember crocheting an afghan while
my cat slept on the half that was completed. By the time I finished that afghan, I knew it belonged
to my cat … so I made another afghan for myself.
Consider how many afghans and throws you use at any one time. If you are holding onto an afghan
because someone made it for you, even though you don’t use it, consider if you want to hang it over
the back of a chair to display it instead of hiding it in a trunk or storage bin so to show your
appreciation.
You can always donate extra afghans and lap blankets to animal shelters as well as homeless
shelters and nursing homes (check that they are looking for this type of donation).
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Day 299: An Electric Grooming Item
Did you upgrade to a new hair dryer, curling iron, razor, hair trimmer, etc. but kept the old one? If
the old item is in good condition, donate it; if not, toss it – it isn’t doing you any good.
~
If this item doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate one item with a plug that you never use.

Day 300: Sugar
Just for the day, see if you can avoid any food (but whole, fresh fruit) that contains sugar. This will
be a tough one for me; I love having something sweet every day – even if it’s dried fruit.
As you are closing in on the end of The Year of Decluttering, consider that physical objects aren’t the
only thing that you can clear from your life.

Day 301: Gather Your Important Papers
Okay, today’s task isn’t about decluttering so much as it is about gathering important papers to a
single place, such as a fire-resistant locked box.
I remember once sorting through a stack of papers, creating files for a client. I found birth
certificates and other important papers in the pile that needed someplace more secure than a file
cabinet. Even when sorting through my father’s files, it was a struggle to find the titles to his
vehicles.
Gather birth certificates, marriage certificates, social security cards, titles to vehicles, passports,
wills, deeds, and other important papers to one place. These aren’t papers that you can scan into
your computer and shred the originals; talk to your lawyer or financial advisor before eliminating
any papers that prove who you are and what has occurred in your life.
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Day 302: Something that Belonged to a Parent
or Grandparent
If you have a cherished item that reminds you of a parent or grandparent every time you look at it,
then continue to enjoy the item. However, do you have an item simply because your father or
grandmother liked it … but you really don’t give it a second thought?
If you have an item that is meaningless to you, you don’t need to feel obligated to hold onto it just
because of whom it belonged to at one time. Is there another relative who would find that the item
evokes happy memories?
There were a lot of items stored at my parents’ home that probably belonged to a grandparent or
great-grandparent, but because the items were stored in boxes in the attic, I had no clue if any of
the items had a special significance. Neither my brother nor I felt any attachment to these things
we’d never seen.

Day 303: Bottles and Jars
My mother saved every glass bottle and jar that she ever emptied. We had bins and bags of jars
stored under the basement stairs. I was planning my wedding the year after she died, trying to
figure out how to cut costs. I decided to use the collection of jars as part of my centerpiece.
I dragged the jars home and sorted them by size and style. I had enough jars that I could have put a
collection of five on each of the ten tables (and still had leftovers), but I decided to use three on
each table (each jar filled with a couple inches of Reese’s Pieces and a battery-operated votive
candle).
I probably recycled more jars that I used. In an odd way, this included my mother as part of my
wedding day.
If you keep glass bottles and jars because they seem useful, try to use them. If you never use them,
recycle them.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Look for an item that you keep because it seems useful and
eliminate at least half of what you have stored.
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Day 304: Costumes
Do you save stuff – old clothing and dated accessories – because you think they would make great
costuming? Did you (or your kids or grandkids) even look at this stuff for Halloween? No? Do you
really have that many situations in your life where you need costume supplies?
If you do find that you (or your kids or grandkids) go looking for costuming during the year, keep all
these types of supplies in one bin or drawer so the items’ purpose is clear. Don’t keep outdated
clothing and accessories in with the clothing you wear.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate an item of clothing or an accessory that you’ll never wear
again, whatever the reason.

Day 305: Gloves and Mittens
Check your gloves and mittens for holes and make certain they are ready to do their job on a cold
morning. Decide how many pairs you need and donate the rest. (When I get chilly, my fingertips
turn blue; so, I own a few pairs of gloves – heavy ones for snow shoveling, fingerless gloves for cool
days, fleece gloves for being outside in the winter, and those weird stretchy gloves that cost a dollar
for fall days … and for wearing under the fleece gloves when I need another layer.)
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate an item of clothing or an accessory that you’ll never wear
again, whatever the reason.

Day 306: Emails from Stores
It’s overwhelming to open your email and see all the messages that you need to respond to.
However, when your inbox is full of emails from shops telling you about their sales and special offers
and free shipping … for things you probably don’t need … the only response you need is to hit the
unsubscribe button and save yourself from the temptation of 75% off clearance sales
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Day 307: Towels
How many towels do you have? I have one bath towel in use and one in waiting for each of us,
although I know some people keep one towel a person, so the towel goes from rack to washer to
dryer and back to the towel rack.
Check with your local animal shelters and wildlife rehabilitators to find out if they can use the old
towel you have. If you keep a few old towels for wiping up mishaps, put these towels with cleaning
supplies as opposed to storing them in your linen cabinet. If you are keeping towels for guests,
consider how often you really have overnight guests and if you need to store multiple towels.
And don’t forget dish towels. I have three dingy, worn towels that I’ll be moving into the cleaning
supplies closet. I’m going to see if I can get away with not replacing them and stick to four dish
towels.
A friend recently told me about one of her friends who used her old towels and blankets to protect
items during a move. When she unpacked, the towels and blankets went into a donation box.

Day 308: Broken Folding Chairs and Tables
You noticed last year that you needed a screw to fix your folding table but is it still waiting to be
fixed? And, are your folding chairs battered looking? Are you up for painting the chairs? Are you
really going to follow those directions you saved for covering the chairs? Could you offer the chairs
for free – suggesting they go to a crafty future owner who is willing to paint them?
If you need a folding table and/or chairs, can you borrow them instead of buying them? If you own
some that you no longer need, can you find a neighbor or family member who would be glad to
receive them?

Day 309: Stained Napkins, Placemats,
Tablecloths
If you’ll be entertaining at some time this month or next, will you need your cloth napkins,
placemats, or tablecloths? Check them for stains before you go to set your table. And, if life has
changed and you no longer need cloth napkins and tablecloths, it’s okay to let them go. If they are
heirlooms and in excellent condition, see if a family member would love to use them and build new
memories.
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Day 310: Potpourri
Do you have potpourri that’s crumbly and covered with dust? Treat yourself to fresh potpourri if you
want to keep this fragrant item on display. I have a basket with the roses my now husband sent me
when we first started dating and I love stirring my fingers among the petals and enjoying the
fragrance and the memory.

Day 311: Candle Stubs
Clear out partly burned candles that you have no intention to burn again. Or, make a point to light a
candle or a two to burn up these items that tend to collect dust.
~
If today’s task doesn’t apply to you: Make a point of using up something – a cleaning product, a
cleaning product, the bit of rice or pasta left in the box.

Day 312: Wrapping Paper Scraps
You’re convinced that you’ll use all those scraps of gift wrap, but do you? Recycle the scraps from
previous years and start fresh.

~
If today’s task doesn’t apply to you: Do you save scraps of paper to use for shopping lists and
to-do lists? Do you have more than you'll ever use?

Day 313: Desire for Perfection
Today or on some upcoming day, release your need to do a task perfectly. Does dinner end up a
little overdone … or is your presentation a bit wonky? When you styled your hair, was there a
section of hair that refused to fall in the direction you wanted? For one small task or situation, relax
your expectations, even a bit, and realize that probably no one else noticed what bothered you.
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Day 314: Winter Hats
Check the condition of your winter hats for holes; make certain they didn’t suffer during their last
run through the washing machine and still fit properly. Although I have multiple pairs of gloves, I
have one winter hat. Weird?

Day 315: Something in Your Bedroom
Your choice. Is there something that doesn’t belong in your bedroom that needs to be returned to
another room? Is there a decorative item that you realize isn’t a favorite? Let it go and allow the
space to become a bit more peaceful so when you get into bed you aren’t stepping over and around
tasks that need to be done.

Day 316: Extra Serving Bowls, Plates, Utensils
If you are in the U.S. and getting ready to hold Thanksgiving dinner or you’re planning to host any
upcoming holiday dinners, at some point you may inventory the condition and number of serving
bowls, plates, and utensils you have. Do you use all of them?
If you no longer host big dinners, do you need these types of serving items or do you know a friend
or family member who could make better use of them?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you – Look through your plates, cups, and mugs to see if you are holding
onto extra pieces that you just won’t use.
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Day 317: Rolls of Masking Tape
Having pulled out an old roll of masking tape only to discover that it was impossible to pull off a
piece that didn’t tear at an odd angle or that didn’t pull off several layers of tape with the strip, I
learned that masking tape’s stickiness doesn’t last for long.
If you keep a roll or two of masking tape, give it a pull and a tear to check that it’s still in usable
condition.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you – Check through your office supplies to make certain they haven’t
multiplied when you weren’t looking.

Day 318: Past Holiday Letters
I’m not referring to the letters you send but the letters you may have received from others. Will you
ever reread these letters? You don’t need to keep people’s year-in-review for personal reference.

Day 319: Old Receipts
I once started to work with a woman who insisted that she needed to keep all receipts so that she
could record them. Although she’d “fallen behind” on the task, she assured me that she’d do it and
that it had nothing to do with the job I was helping her with (organizing her papers).
Unless the receipts have something to do with your taxes or are for pricey items or something you
may return, if you have a stack of receipts that you thought you’d record to track your budget, toss
the old ones and start with today’s receipts.

Day 320: Just-in-Case Gifts
At one point, I had three handmade snowmen ornaments sitting in gift bags just in case a neighbor
or an acquaintance appeared at my door with a holiday gift. I’ve heard from other people who keep
candles, scarves, chocolates, and other gifts on hand just in case they needed something. Do you do
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this? If so, do you keep these items in one location so that you can keep track of them or are they
wherever you found space to tuck them away?
Have you ever decluttered a closet and found items that you weren’t certain if you bought to give or
if you received the items? Although we can feel a moment of awkwardness when the neighbor
appears with a bottle of wine, we can always reciprocate on another day … and save ourselves the
stash just-in-case gifts.
~
If this task doesn't apply to you - Release an item that you received as a gift that you've kept out of
feelings of obligation.

Day 321: Trash/Recycling Barrels
When we moved into our house, there was one of those large, rolling trash bins that the previous
owners had used. We had to hire a company to pick up our trash, and they told us we could keep
using the rolling bin for trash and they gave us two tote bins for recycling. When we switched to
another company, they gave us two of their rolling trash/recycling bins, leaving us with the old bins
and totes. Oh, and there was the contractor who left a trash barrel at our house.
Is there an easy was to trash all these extra bins and barrels?

Day 322: Something Broken
… or, damaged or stained. If you keep telling yourself that you’ll fix the item, can you do what is
necessary right now, as your daily 15-minute task? If you need to take it somewhere, can you at
least move the item into the car? If the item (or items) have been lingering long enough to acquire a
layer of dust, maybe it’s time to admit that you won’t be fixing the item.
Have you already replaced it? Then you definitely don’t have to fix it. And, if you haven’t replaced
the item and you’ve been without it for a while, is it something that you can do without?
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Day 323: Old Pet Cages and Aquariums
If you’ve had fish, frogs, hamsters, or other small critters as pets, you may still have their dusty
aquariums or cages tucked into a storage space. If the items are in good condition, quest around to
see if someone with kids would appreciate saving money on housing the small animal their child has
been asking for. Donate items in good shape or toss items that received harsh wear.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate an item connected to a hobby or interest that you no
longer engage in.

Day 324: Specialty Teas and Coffees
If you drink a variety of teas or flavored coffees, no problem, you use what you have. However, if
you keep some items on hand for company, do the items get regular use? If you never drink black
tea but feel obligated to keep a box on hand in case someone asks, does the tea really stay flavorful?
Are you investing money and space on items that you don’t use and that you offer to guests once or
twice a year? Could you just offer what you have and explain that no one in your house drinks coffee
(or herbal teas)? Talk up how delicious you find what you drink.
Are you being inhospitable if you don’t offer your guests the three-year-old jar of instant coffee
tucked in the back of your pantry – or a dusty box of tea bags?

Day 325: Dairy
I’m not suggesting that you give up dairy forever, or even for 30 days; but, just for today. You
probably won’t feel any health benefits in a day, but it will make you aware of the foods you eat. I
know that when I don’t plan a meal or have leftovers in the fridge, I resort to bread and cheese
(grilled cheese sandwich, quesadilla).
(I once had a homeschool student in a weekly nature program that I taught who would complain of
stomach pains in the afternoon and ask that I call her mother to pick her up. Both her mother and I
thought that she was having issues socializing with the group, but that didn’t seem to be the
problem.
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On the third or fourth week, I noticed that she had a big hunk of cheese at lunch and realized that’s
what she tended to have as a major component of her lunch. Again, stomach pains. This time, I
commented to the mother about the cheese, which made the mom more aware of how her
daughter was when she was at home and had consumed cheese. Cheese left the role of main dish
and became a condiment. No more stomach aches.)

Day 326: The Ads for Black Friday Sales
When my husband drops today’s newspapers on the table, there is an audible thud. It’s not that the
papers are so full of news but chockfull of advertisements for this weekend. However, if an item
wasn’t on sale, would you purchase it at its full price? If not, why will you buy it on sale? Is it truly a
financial concern, and, if so, is incurring the debt a worthwhile decision?
If you are gathered with family, can you make plans for this weekend’s activities that don’t involve
bouncing from store-to-store?

Day 327: Shopping
News stations and newspapers have segments on how to get the best deals on Black Friday, Shop
Small Business Saturday and Cyber Monday, which makes shopping this weekend seem like
something you must do. It isn’t.
Invite friends over for soup and bread or even for a cup of coffee. Go to a museum. Take a walk on a
local trail.
I know, I know – Deals! Bargains! Even if you are exchanging gifts with family, you don’t have to
shop this weekend. Stores and websites will continue offering deals throughout December. Unless
you really love elbowing your way through the crowds, enjoy some peaceful activities instead.

Day 328: Something from the Attic
The attic is a great place to store seasonal items, but often becomes a dumping ground for things
that we think we should hold onto in case we need them again. But, out of sight is out of mind and
we may forget that we have an extra set of sheets or towels tucked into a box in the attic and we go
out and purchase new items for our guests.
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Chances are you won’t have to open too many boxes to find something you don’t need to keep.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate an item stored in your basement, garage, shed, or any
other storage area you have.

Day 329: Decorations You Don’t Display
I never had a Christmas tree until I married, so the only Christmas decorations that I had were the
Snoopy and Woodstock ornaments that used to come with a miniature box of chocolates. (The
winter I was in an apartment that had just the right number of cup hooks beneath the kitchen
cabinets was my favorite when it came to hang them.)
Did you buy holiday decorations on a whim only to realize they don’t add to the holiday feel? If you
“forget” to put those decorations out, will anyone notice their absence?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate a holiday or seasonal ornament that has no sentimental
value and that you don’t enjoy displaying.

Day 330: A Just-in-Case Item
Yes, again. Find another item that you’ve been holding onto just-in-case and consider for how long
you’ve been waiting to find a use for it. You haven’t. If you can replace the item for less than $20, in
about 20 minutes, then it isn’t a rare item that can’t be replace should you ever find that you need
it.

Day 331: Recipes You Meant to Try
If you enjoy cooking, chances are you have a stack of recipes you’ve torn from magazines or printed
from online. Even though earlier in A Year of Decluttering you worked through printed recipes,
chances are that between Thanksgiving and the winter holidays you’ve acquired a new stack of
“Hmm, I’d like to try this.” I know I have.
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Flip through these recipes, weeding out the ones you know you won’t make and leave the other
recipes someplace where you’ll see them and make plans to add something new to your repertoire.
Did you buy the ingredients for any of these recipes? Plan when you’ll make the dish; or, if the
thought of preparing the dis is no longer appealing, donate the ingredients to your local food bank.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate five pieces of paper from your files.

Day 332: A Knickknack You Don’t Like
You may have purchased the item for yourself years ago or maybe someone gave you the item; but,
to be honest, you don’t really like it. It no longer matches your décor, or it doesn’t reflect your
current interests or, well, it just doesn’t matter why. When your eye rests on the item, you aren’t
happy to see it.
You don’t have to keep it. You don’t have to apologize to the gift giver. Donate it. Sell it. Accidentally
knock it off its shelf. Free yourself from the obligation of keeping the item.

Day 333: Simplify Something
Interpret this day’s task as you wish. Maybe you’ll clear out some of the pens in your crammed-full
desk organizer. Maybe you’ll simplify your errands by buying your shampoo at the grocery store
instead of making a separate trip to the pharmacy. Maybe you’ll simplify how you accessorize your
outfit.
As you go through your day, consider, “how can I simplify what I’m doing by skipping an unnecessary
step or eliminating a task in its entirety?”

Day 334: Leftover Recipe Ingredients
Sort through your pantry for packages with the remnants you didn’t use when preparing a meal. (I
had a bag with maybe a cup of split peas leftover from when I made split pea and ham soup – a meal
that wasn’t a big hit, so the chance of me using those dried peas was nonexistent.)
Make plans to use these ingredients, if you can.
~
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If this task doesn’t apply to you: Check your refrigerator for any condiments that have overstayed
their welcome.

Day 335: Transparent Tape
It always seems so sensible to purchase the multi-pack of tape, I mean, it gets used all the time,
right? Or, does it? I went looking for a roll of tape to wrap presents and ended up finding five rolls –
two in use and three brand new rolls that I probably bought last year when I went to wrap gifts.
All I really need is one roll. I can get a new roll when I notice the one in use is more than half done.
How often do you use transparent tape and how much do you need to keep on hand?

Day 336: Tins from Tea, Cookies, Popcorn
To make these simple items seem more giftable, companies package these consumable items in
collectible tins that last long after the edible item is gone. These seem so useful and so we hold onto
them. However, do you use the tins? Sometimes, we do, but once we put something inside one of
these opaque containers, we can, too easily, forget about the item.
Although, I do have to say that I’ve seen these tins turned into organizing tools – usually involving
multiple, similar tins and clear labels – if you aren’t going to do this, see if your city or town takes
the tins with recycling.

Day 337: Coasters
Coasters are usually an inexpensive item and so we might end up purchasing a set (they are useful)
or receiving a set as a gift. How many coasters do you have and, really, how many do you need.
Gather them together and discard the stained and damaged ones before deciding on the right
amount for your home and entertaining habits.
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Day 338: Stuff on the Coffee Table
Clear the coffee table of all but the items you truly want to store or display on this space.

Day 339: Caffeine
Not forever, or even for the entire day if you can’t imagine a day without caffeine. But, try for one
less caffeinated item than you’d normally consume (including chocolate).
A few years ago, I’d find myself dragging in the morning and so I’d have a second cup of coffee.
When that became my new normal, well, that third cup didn’t seem so unusual. And, when I needed
a pick me up, black coffee seemed a better option that eating something sugary.
One day, I realized that I was drinking eight cups of coffee a day (something easy to ignore because I
could fit two cups into my large mug). I was tired and wired. I slowly weaned myself off all that
caffeine so that I was drinking one, maybe two cups a day. This process made me very aware of my
caffeine intake.

Day 340: The Recycle Bin on Computer
If you’ve moved items to your computer’s trash bin but haven’t emptied it in a while, take a
moment to do this.

Day 341: Old Text Messages
Do you really need to every text interaction you’ve had with someone? Either delete conversations
or pick and choose if you want to keep photos or links that someone has sent you.
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Day 342: Stuff Saved for Kids’ Crafts
Do you save things like shoe boxes, empty cardboard rolls, cans, jars and other items that seem
perfect for kids’ crafts? Do these things get used by your kids or grandkids? Or, are you saving them
for someone else … or a local school or day care?
Gather these items and bring them to their new home (you may want to check first to see if the
items would still be useful). Or, if you’ll have kids or grandkids at the house sometime soon, make
plans to bring out these supplies with markers, glue, and other craft materials for some kid-focused
entertainment. It could also be useful to print out some directions for craft projects you’ve found
online to inspire the kids. Establish limits by storing these supplies in a single storage bin.

Day 343: Something from the Basement
When you head down to the basement, look for clothing, toys, books, or other items that haven’t
been used for years and check that they are still in donatable condition. If the items don’t belong to
you, ask for permission to eliminate the items from your home.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate something from any storage item in your home.

Day 344: Something It’s Time to Get Rid Of
Maybe you considered getting rid of something earlier in the year, but you didn’t. Whatever the
reason, whatever your thoughts and feelings are for the item, you’ve held onto it all the while
thinking that you should get rid of it.
Instead of thinking about why you should get rid of the item, consider why you are holding onto it.
Does this added clarity help make your decision?
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Day 345: Something You Don’t Know Where It
Belongs
Although it may be easier to focus on clutter that we don’t use, need, or want, items that aren’t put
away where they belong are also clutter. If an item has a home, then putting it away quickly
eliminates that clutter. However, if you have something that just doesn’t seem to belong anywhere
in your home, consider if you just don’t need it.
Remember, there’s no such thing as a perfect or proper place for items; sometimes, you just need to
decide where you are going to keep it. If you find that you can’t, or don’t want to, do that for an
item, see if that to-be-donated box you keep in the closet is the perfect place.

Day 346: That Really Odd Thing
You know that thing you’re holding onto that the thought of someone else discovering just makes
you cringe? Is there a reason to hold onto it?
I have two quart-size plastic food storage bags packed with cat fur from my long-haired calico. For a
year (or, er, longer?), I’ve been collecting the fur every time I brush her with the intention of felting
the fur. I even bought a book on felting cat fur and turning the fabric into decorative elements.
I certainly have enough fur for a small decoration. And I just need an hour or so to turn the fur into
felted fabric and then make a decoration. Then, I wouldn’t be faced with two bags of cat fur and a
book on felting fur.
Okay, I’m writing this at the end of November and so this will post in two weeks … my goal is to
finish this project before this task shows up in my email box.

Day 347: Extra Coats
If you have more coats and jackets than you plan on wearing, consider donating the extras to a
charity. I’ve seen schools and dry cleaners doing coat drives at this time of year to deliver these
items to new owners this season.
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Day 348: Freebies from Charities
To encourage your donation, charities often send notepads, pens, gift wrap, address labels, and
other tokens along with their request for funds. If you won’t be using these gifts in the next few
weeks, consider recycling what you can and tossing or donating the rest. Then, request that your
name be removed from the charity’s mailing list. You can still donate if you wish; the mail
solicitations aren’t necessary.

Day 349: Plastic Storage Bins
As you’ve decluttered, have you emptied storage bins that you were reluctant to give away just in
case you needed them again? In many (not all) cases, storage bins organize things that you don’t
really need but because they make things look so organized, you feel tempted to hold onto the
items. Bins that you don’t need can be filled with items that you are planning to donate.

Day 350: Organizing Tools that Didn’t Do the
Job
Have you purchased drawer organizers, a rolling cart, shelf dividers, or any other organizing tool that
hasn’t done its job? Maybe every time you turn the lazy Susan in your spice cabinet, the bottles fall
off. Remove the organizer and see it the items stay organized without it. Maybe you’re organizing
items that you don’t even need.
You might find that you can use the organizing tool someplace else in your home – give it a try.

Day 351: Mail Order Catalogs
If you’ve saved catalogs so you could refer to them so any gifts you were purchasing this year, now
is the time to gather them and toss them in recycling. Before you recycle them, consider if there are
catalogs you no longer want to receive and contact those companies or use an app like PaperKarma
to get your name removed from these mailing lists.
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Day 352: Something on Your Walls
Take a quick walk through your home while looking at the photos, artwork, and items you have on
display. Is each piece still meaningful to you and your family? Would eliminating some items from
your walls create a cleaner look to the room?

Day 353: Email Trash Bin
Empty the trash bin (and spam bin) on your email, particularly if older emails aren’t automatically
deleted by your server. Don’t use your trash bin as storage. If you have old emails you want to keep,
move them into archived folders.

Day 354: Social Media
Take a one-day (or part-day) break from posting on or reading social media. Did you catch yourself
going to look before you stopped yourself? Taking a break from social media makes you more
mindful of the times you go to look because you have the time. Without this automatic response,
what did you do with your time?
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Click on the button below to go to past day’s tasks and see if there is
a task that you missed or could repeat.

Day 355: Leftovers
Make a list of your favorite recipes for using up leftovers and add it to your recipe box so you can
refer to it when you’re staring at a refrigerator full of food and wondering why there’s nothing to
eat.
Do you have a simple recipe to share in the comments below?
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Day 356: Fill a Bag of Trash
Grab a trash bag (the size is your choice – anything from a reused store shopping bag to a large lawn
& leaf bag) and walk through each room in your home grabbing any obvious trash – used paper
plates and napkins, damaged items, stained items, anything unusable. You don’t have to open
cabinet doors or drawers or closets, just focus on what’s on the floor or on flat surfaces.
Set a timer for 15-minutes so you don’t get caught up in making this a much longer, more involved
task.

Day 357: Something from the Garage
Your choice. Step into your garage and select something for permanent removal. However, if this
item doesn’t belong to you, look for something that does. You can try to encourage everyone in your
home to eliminate one thing from the garage that belongs to them.
~
If this task doesn’t apply to you: Eliminate an item from any storage space in your home.

Day 358: One Thing
Remove one thing from your to-do list or eliminate a single expectation you have for yourself.
Maybe you make one less trip to a store today. Maybe you remove one item from your menu.
Maybe you spend one less hour (or minute) on a task so to free up time to take a breather, sip a cup
of herbal tea or go to bed a bit earlier.

Day 359: Give Yourself Five Minutes
Take five minutes away from some other activity or obligation and sit quietly with a cup of tea, gaze
out a window, let the water from the shower spray against your neck muscles, do a few stretches,
read a page in a book, so to give yourself a small pocket of time to rejuvenate.
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Day 360: Excessive Duplicates
Maybe, while decluttering or doing some cleaning for the holidays, you’ve discovered a stash of
pens worthy of a corporate office or wrapped candles in a quantity that could light your home for a
week. Maybe you’ve wondered how you ended up with so many boxes of facial tissue.
If appropriate, share your wealth with a local charity or with friends. Or, group these items so they
are stored in one location in your home, so you can best keep track of the inventory you keep.

Day 361: Materials for Projects You Didn’t Do
This Year
I know my good intentions often get away from me. I buy the supplies for a project I’ve convinced
myself that I’ll get around to – and, nope, it never gets done. It’s difficult to get rid of this stuff.
Every time I look at it, I remind myself that I should plan to do the project. However, unless I set the
time to do it, it’s unlikely to get done.
And, so, if you’re like me, take a deep breath and admit that although the project was a great idea
and you did want to do it when you shopped for the materials, it’s not getting done – this year or
next.
Remove this nagging task from your to-do list and the thoughts that scamper around your mind and
release the items. Learn more about releasing aspirational clutter.

Day 362: Make Plans to Use Gift Cards
Did you receive gift cards this holiday season? Don’t hold onto them for so long that you risk losing
or forgetting about them. Gather the cards you received (and those you’ve been holding onto to)
and make some plans to go to specific restaurants, schedule that manicure of massage, or plan a
shopping trip. Really, put these dates in your phone’s calendar or your paper planner!
This way, you won’t have to carry the cards around waiting for inspiration to use them (and then
leave the store realizing you forgot you had the gift card in your wallet).
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Day 363: Outdoor Décor that Has Seen Better
Days
Whether it’s seasonal décor or something you display year-round, do you have yard decorations
that are faded or damaged to a degree that just looking at the items is discouraging? Just because
the item stays outside is no reason to hold onto something you don’t enjoy looking at.

Day 364: Yankee Swap and Secret Santa Gifts
Although you may have wanted to limit your participation in gift exchanges at work or with different
groups you belong to, sometimes it is easier to go with the flow and plan to speak up again next year
about sending the money to a charity or suggesting another option to exchanging tangible gifts.
If you’ve received mugs, candles, calendars, or other small items through gift swaps and you truly
don’t want the items, donate them.

Day 365: A Repeat Resolution
Did you set a resolution last year that fell by the wayside and so you never completed that goal?
How many years have you set that resolution? If you’ve carried a resolution over from one year to
the next (to the next?), instead of automatically adding it to this year’s to-do list, consider if you are
really meant to attain this goal.
You may truly wish for the results, but unless you plan and schedule the steps necessary to reach
this goal, it will remain a frustrated dream.
Either give yourself a kindness and remove the goal from this year’s list of resolutions (which doesn’t
mean that you can’t work on the goal starting in March or June if you realize that you have the time
and energy for it then) or sit down and take the time to list the steps you need to take to make this
the year you accomplish your goal.
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Thank You
I’d like to thank you for joining me for A Year of Decluttering. When I came up with the idea in 2017,
I didn’t think through the many (many) hours of work involved writing each task, creating and
scheduling emails, and updating the past day’s tasks to my website, A Less Cluttered Life, and so I’m
truly grateful for every individual who joined this program, no matter what day of the year – or, who
received this as a pdf.
Whether you worked through every task or picked-and-chose among tasks most relevant to you, I
hope that you find that you have, even a bit more, space in your home and life as you’ve released
the things that did not help you work toward your goals.
I grew up with parents who held onto everything. Nowadays, they would probably be diagnosed
with hoarding disorders; but, growing up, I bought into the family-line that keeping stuff that might
get used was being sensible; that boxes, bins, and storage cabinets meant we were organized; and
that if we lived in a larger home, our stuff wouldn’t be so crowded.
It was years of squeezing through narrow pathways at home before I realized that holding onto
things that I never used only added stress to my life. Slowly I worked through my books, clothes,
books, craft supplies, books, collectables, and oh, did I mention books?
Cleaning out my parents’ house brought relief, but also sadness. I looked at all the things they had
held onto – out-of-style clothing that wouldn’t have fit; enough dishes to supply a catering company
– although we never had company; knickknacks that cost $2.99 that were displayed while family
heirlooms were in inaccessible boxes in the attic. As spaces in the house were filled with stuff, their
lives became smaller and more closed off.
After 25 years as a teacher (and as someone who had a natural knack for organizing things), I turned
my focus to teaching others how to declutter their homes. I joined the National Association of
Productivity and Organizing Professionals and through them earned specialist certificates in
Residential Organizing, Life Transitions, and Workplace Productivity.
I’ve created a self-directed program, Clear the Clutter and Create Space for Your Life, that helps
individuals work through the goal-setting and planning aspects of decluttering that many people
overlook and then wonder why they are struggling to make decisions about getting rid of things they
know they don’t need.
I’m working on creating other programs to help individuals declutter their schedules by focusing on
the things that are most important to them while eliminating the habits and activities that fill space
without meaning.
In 2019, the free A Year of Decluttering program morphs into articles with a monthly area of focus to
help you in your decluttering efforts. I’ll also be writing more about habits and personal productivity
because I truly believe that the reason that we declutter is to clear a path to the experiences we
want to have and the things we want to do so to create a meaningful life.

www.ALessClutteredLife.com

Warmly,

Susan

Susan Caplan McCarthy of www.ALessClutteredLife.com
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Save 10% on Clear the Clutter and Create Space for Your Life with coupon code createspace.
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